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INTRODUCTION

MOTIVATION

The appearance in string theory of higher-dimensional objects known as D-branes has
opened new perspectives on geometry. Of fundamental importance is the understanding
that spacetime becomes a secondary concept, from the D-brane perspective, rather than
a primary given. Armed with this insight, it is hoped that a deeper understanding of the
nature of spacetime would be found within the study of D-branes. Various parts in the
present thesis must be viewed in the light of this on-going search. To help place our
analysis into context, we begin with a brief overview of how D-brane physics reflects the
underlying geometry of spacetime.

In Einstein’s theory of general relativity, gravity is intimately tied to geometry: general
relativity, that is, classical gravity, is most concisely formulated in differential geometric
terms. In that framework, one is looking for manifoldsM with metricsg that solve Ein-
stein’s equations. It is precisely such pairs.M;g/ that legally acquire the epithet ‘space-
time’. In comparison with Newton’s formulation of gravity, of which general relativity is
a refinement, two features are new: firstly spacetime now becomes a dynamical entity, the
evolution of which is governed by the Einstein’s equations. Secondly, general relativity
reveals the strong entanglement between gravity and geometry, thus connecting physical
and mathematical data.

Since theoretical physicists appreciate a flavour of elegance in such physics-geometry
links, Einstein’s theory stimulated a geometrisation trend in physics: classical geometry
was probed to ‘explain’ features of theoretical models. In more recent times, developments
in superstring theory have pushed this process to its limits. Let us spell out more clearly
what we mean by this.

In a given spacetime.M;g/, a string sweeps out a two-dimensional surfaceW as it
evolves in time;W describes the history of the string, so to speak. To separate worldsheet
and spacetime has turned out to be a powerful convenience: given a two-dimensional
surface†, the worldsheet as it is called, one studies how it is embedded in the spacetime
manifold.M;g/, the target space for short. Let us denote the embedding map� W†!M .

String theory describes a profound relation between a quantum field theory on a world-
sheet† and a corresponding quantum field theory on the target spaceM . In actuality, we
are interested in a special case of this construction in which the theory has what is called
N D 2 supersymmetry and is in addition conformally invariant. These requirements place
severe restrictions onM . Namely,M must be a complex Kähler manifold forN D 2

vii



viii Introduction

supersymmetry and the metricg must be Ricci flat. It also turns out that for such super-
string theories the dimension ofM must be10. Typically, we meet these constraints by
takingM D R1;3�X whereR1;3 is the familiar4-dimensional Minkowski space andX
is a compact Calabi-Yau threefold. Essentially all the nontrivial structure comes from the
X part of the model. Hence, we focus our attention onX .

D-branes made their appearance in string theory via considerations of boundary con-
ditions. Boundary conditions come naturally with open strings, and vice versa. For one
thing, the latter sweep out surfaces† with boundaries. The requirement that the endpoints
of the string be confined to a given submanifoldS � X imposes the Dirichlet boundary
condition that� W @†! S (with a natural generalisation to worldsheet fermionic fields, if
any). Accordingly,S becomes a geometric locus ‘where open strings can end’. From the
particular boundary condition type, these submanifolds borrowed their name ‘D(irichlet)-
branes’. In a some what loose language, D-branes get identified with (sets of) boundary
conditions.

Not all submanifolds are allowed as viable D-branes. For instance, a consistent choice
of boundary conditions must preserve the fundamental conformal invariance of the string
theory. Determining the allowed D-branes in a given string backgroundX is an extremely
difficult problem which requires having the two-dimensional quantum field theory on the
worldsheet under control. So we have to find some simplification. This leads us to the
topological string.

Topological string theory is a simplified version of string theory. It may be obtained
by a topological ‘twisting’ of the worldsheet description of ordinary string theory. As
indicated by the name, topologically twisted theories are independent of the metric on the
worldsheet, i.e. they are topological field theories. The topological twist can be performed
in two different ways, which leads to two a priori different theories. These are usually
referred to as the A-model and the B-model.

It is also possible to include D-branes in the topological models discussed above. In
this setting D-branes are identified with objects in certain triangulated categories. One can
think of these categories as the enriched versions of the A and B-models: while A and
B-models describe closed strings, A and B-models with boundaries describe closed and
open strings with all possible boundary conditions.

‘New’ types of D-branes show up in “non-geometric” phases of string theory, such
as Landau-Ginzburg models. In such phases, spacetime is represented by some abstract
topologically twistedN D 2 field theory. Obviously, the spacetime picture of D-branes
as submanifolds then breaks down, since there is no such thing as spacetime. However,
as it tuns out, the collection of boundary conditions may still be regarded as a category,
and thereby used to extend the notion of D-branes to these “non-geometric” phases. In
this framework, the category of D-branes arises as a natural candidate for the category of
sheaves on some noncommutative “space”. It is via this route that the “non-geometric”
backgrounds can be interpreted as noncommutative spaces. This ties in with a general
philosophy, emphasized by M. Kontsevich, that to do geometry you really don’t need
a space, all you need is the category of sheaves on this would-be space. In this sense,
one can think of string theory as providing us with a generalisation of ordinary classical
geometry. Namely, one can seek to formulate a new geometrical discipline whose basic
ingredients are the D-branes.

The central theme of this thesis is the construction of equivalence of D-brane cate-
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gories, in three chapters, each treating a problem where the connection between different
descriptions of D-branes is visible. These equivalent ways to express the same category
yield isomorphic noncommutative spaces when taken as backgrounds for string propaga-
tion.

OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS

A systematic description of the material is supplied by the introduction to individual chap-
ters. Here we shall just give a brief overview of each chapter together with the statements
of the major results.

CHAPTER 1. The original McKay correspondence starts with a finite subgroupG of
SL.2;C/ and its natural linear action onC2. It was observed by McKay that the irreducible
components of the exceptional divisor in the minimal resolutionY of the associated quo-
tient singularityC2=G are in one-to-one correspondence with the nontrivial irreducible
representations ofG. This suggests a deep relation between the geometry ofY and the
G-action onC2. Gonzalez-Sprinberg and Verdier [38] reformulated McKay’s observation
as an isomorphism of the Grothendieck group ofY and the representation ring ofG. In the
language of derived categories, Kapranov and Vasserot [47] proved that this isomorphism
lifts to an equivalence of the derived category of coherent sheaves onY and the derived
category ofG-equivariant coherent sheaves onC2. Later on, Bridgeland, King and Reid
[16] generalized the result from [47] by taking an arbitrary finite subgroupG of SL.n;C/
acting onCn.

The appearance of the derived category in the latter version of the McKay correspon-
dence has a very natural interpretation in terms of gauged linear sigma models with bound-
aries. The category of topological D-branes in a “large volume” phase is the derived
category of coherent sheaves onY , while in the “orbifold” phase it is the category ofG-
equivariant coherent sheaves onCn. The result follows at once from the observation that
we must have an equivalence of D-brane categories for any pair of phases.

The idea of using the gauged linear sigma model to analyze the phase structure of D-
branes and the resulting categorical equivalences leads naturally to a generalization of the
McKay correspondence for Landau-Ginzburg models. We next review the basic setting.
LetM D Cn and consider a Landau-Ginzburg superpotentialf WM ! C with an isolated
critical point at the origin and its orbifold with respect to the action of some finite subgroup
G of SL.n;C/. We assume thatG acts onM freely outside the origin, which means
thatX D M=G has an isolated singularity. LetY be the irreducible component of the
G-Hilbert scheme ofM which contains theG-clusters of free orbits and consider the
Landau-Ginzburg model.Y;g/, whereg is the pullback off to Y . Our main result is as
follows. (This is proved as Theorem 1.8.6.)

Theorem A. Let the setting be as above. Ifdim.Y �X Y / � nC 1, then the category
of singularities associated to the Landau-Ginzburg model.Y;g/ is equivalent to theG-
equivariant category of singularities associated to the Landau-Ginzburg orbifold.M;f /.

The proof of this theorem relies heavily on the aforementioned result of Bridgeland,
King and Reid, which reformulate and generalize the McKay correspondence in the lan-
guage of derived categories, along with the techniques introduced in [25].
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Following Orlov [70], we also establish a connection between categories of D-branes
in Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds and equivariant categories of singularities. Our result is the
following. (This is proved as Theorem 1.7.3.)

Theorem B. The category ofG-equivariant matrix factorizations on an affine Landau-
Ginzburg orbifold.X;W / is equivalent to theG-equivariant category of singularities of
the singular fiber of the mapW .

Using this result, we can now rephrase Theorem A as follows: The category of D-
branes in the Landau-Ginzburg model.Y;g/ is equivalent to the category of D-branes in
the Landau-Ginzburg orbifold.M;f /.

CHAPTER 2. Recently, Van den Bergh introduced the notion of noncommutative resolu-
tion of a singular variety and used it to reproduce and somewhat generalize Bridgeland’s
work on derived equivalences of flops [92, 91]. The leading principle behind this construc-
tion is that for some singularities it is possible to find a noncommutative algebraA such
that the representation theory of this algebra dictates in every way the process of resolving
these singularities. To be more precise, this means that all the information of the singu-
larity can be encoded in the center ofA, and that “nice” resolutions of the singularity can
be constructed as moduli spaces of representations ofA. What is more, the category of
finitely generated modules overA is derived equivalent to the category of coherent sheaves
of any resolution.

This phenomenon also appears naturally in string theory in the context of reverse geo-
metric engineering, where one can reconstruct the singularities from quiver gauge theories.
The description is in terms of a noncommutative algebraA which is constructed from the
quiver diagram and the superpotential. The algebraic geometry of the center of this alge-
bra will be identified with the target space where closed strings propagate, which might
be singular, and the algebraic geometry of the noncommutative algebraA will give the
resolution of those singularities. In a similar vein, one can expect that representations of
A parametrize D-branes on any resolution.

Our focus is on ADE geometries. In order to state our main results, let us introduce
some notation. Let us consider a particular ADE singularityX0 and its minimal resolu-
tion Y0 ! X0. Given the semiuniversal deformationX of X0 parametrized byh=W as
described explicitly in Sect. 2.2.1, a semiuniversal resolutionY exists overh, so that the
family Y is the semiuniversal deformation ofY0. We can now pullback the simultaneous
resolution via a sufficiently general polynomial mapf W C ! h, obtaining a smooth three-
fold Y overC which maps to a possibly singular threefoldX . For any� with f .�/D 0,
there will be an ADE configuration of curves lying over�.

Now letQ be an extended Dynkin quiver with vertex setI and letı be the minimal
positive imaginary root forQ. We denote by�Q the quiver which is the standard digraph
associated toQ except that we add a loopui at each nodei 2 I . TheN D 1 ADE quiver
algebraA� .Q/ of Q is the quotient of the path algebra of�Q by the relations described
in Sect. 2.4.2. As it turns out, the fibration data is determined by the choice of� . We
write Rep.A� .Q/;ı/ for the variety ofA� .Q/-module structures onCı D

L
i Cıi . Ele-

ments of Rep.A� .Q/;ı/ are representations ofAm.Q/ of dimension vectorı. The group
G.ı/ D

�Q
i GL.ıi ;C/

�
=C� acts naturally on this variety and the orbits correspond to

isomorphism classes of representations. We denote byRQ.�;ı/ the closed subspace of
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Rep.A� .Q/;ı/ corresponding to representationsV for which there exists a� such that, if
vi 2 Vi , thenVui

vi D �vi . We are now ready to state the following. (This is proved as
Theorem 2.4.5.)

Theorem C. The affine quotient varietyRQ.�;ı/�G.ı/ is isomorphic to the ADE fibered
Calabi-Yau threefoldX associated withQ and� .

Using GIT quotients it is possible to construct resolutions of singularities. If� 2 ZI
satisfies� �ıD 0, then thre are notions of� -stable and� -semistable elements ofRQ.�;ı/,
there is a GIT quotientRQ.�;ı/���

G.ı/ and a projective morphism

�� W RQ.�;ı/���
G.ı/ �! RQ.�;ı/�G.ı/ŠX:

We prove the following result. (This is proved as Theorem 2.4.8.)

Theorem D. If � is generic, then�� is a small resolution of the ADE fibered Calabi-Yau
threefoldX associated withQ and� .

Finally, it is shown that theN D 1 ADE quiver algebraA� .Q/ contains exactly the
same homological information as the small resolutionY . The precise result we prove is
the following. (This is proved as Theorem 2.5.12.)

Theorem E. The category of finitely generated modules overA� .Q/ is derived equivalent
to the category of coherent sheaves on the threefoldY .

Thus the preceding theorem asserts (among other things) that D-branes on the fibered
threefoldY are classified by representations of theN D 1 ADE quiver algebraA� .Q/;
this matches the physicists’ predictions.

CHAPTER 3. In this expository chapter we review the Homological Mirror Symmetry for
toric Del Pezzo surfaces. Aside perhaps with respect to the exposition, this chapter makes
no claims of originality. It is meant rather to be an elementary introduction to some of the
core topics of Homological Mirror Symmetry for toric Fano surfaces. Our primary goal is
to show explicitly how things work in the by now familiar case ofP2 with one point blown
up. While we shall only study this one example, it should be mentioned that all of the
techniques we use can be generalized to arbitrary toric Fano surfaces. Though the level of
complexity grows in general the crux of Homological Mirror Symmetry is well captured
by this example.





1
MCKAY CORRESPONDENCE FOR

LANDAU -GINZBURG MODELS

In this chapter we prove an analogue of the McKay correspondence for Landau-Ginzburg
models. Our proof is based on the theorem of Bridgeland, King and Reid [16], which gives
the McKay correspondence on the derived category level. This chapter is an expanded
version of the preprint [74].

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In its original form, the McKay correspondence was observed as a nice relation between
the irreducible representations of a finite subgroupG of SL.2;C/ on the one hand, and the
geometry of the exceptional divisor in a minimal resolution ofC2=G on the other hand
(cf [65]). The first hint of a McKay correspondence in higher dimensions came from the
work of L. Dixon, J. Harvey, C. Vafa and E. Witten. It was conjectured in [33] that for a
finite subgroupG � SL.n;C/ acting onCn, the Euler characteristic of a crepant resolution
Y of the quotient spaceCn=G equals the number of conjugacy classes, or equivalently the
number of equivalence classes of irreducible representations ofG. If nD 2, the equality
can be viewed as a version of the McKay correspondence. As a result, this formula may
be regarded as a generalization of the McKay correspondence to an arbitrary dimensionn.
The McKay correspondence became recently a subject of intense study in both physics and
mathematics. However, the term is now primarily used to indicate a relationship between
the various invariants of the actions of finite automorphism groups on quasiprojective va-
rieties and resolutions of the corresponding quotients by such actions.

The guiding principle behind the McKay correspondence was stated by M. Reid along
the following lines:

Principle 1.1.1. LetM be an algebraic variety,G a group of automorphisms ofM , and
Y a crepant resolution of singularities ofX DM=G. Then the answer to any well posed
question about the geometry ofY is theG-equivariant geometry ofM .

1



2 McKay correspondence for Landau-Ginzburg models

Applied to the case of quotient singularitiesX D Cn=G arising from a finite subgroup
G � SL.n;C/, the content of this slogan is that theG-equivariant geometry ofM D Cn
alreadyknowsabout the crepant resolutionY . In particular, any two crepant resolutions of
X should have equivalent geometries.

Reid suggested that one manifestation of Principle 1.1.1 should be a derived equiva-
lenceD.Y /Š DG.M/, whereD.Y / is the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves
on Y andDG.M/ is the bounded derived category ofG-equivariant coherent sheaves on
M . This has been worked out by Kapranov and Vasserot [47] in dimensionn D 2 and
generalized to higher dimensions including all cases of finite subgroups of SL.3;C/ by
Bridgeland, King and Reid [16]. In the latter case the quotient singularityX D C3=G
always has a crepant resolution, a distinguished choice being given by the Hilbert scheme
of G-orbitsG-Hilb.M/. This scheme is perhaps best thought of as a moduli space of
representations of the skew group algebraA D CŒx;y;z�#G that are stable with respect
to a certain choice of stability condition. Indeed, this is closely related to the physicist’s
understanding of D-branes as objects in the derived category.

In string theory, space-timeX is represented by a two-dimensional quantum field the-
ory with N D 2 supersymmetry. A quite important class of such theories are nonlinear
sigma models on a Kähler manifoldX . In this case, E. Witten explained how to manufac-
ture two dimensional topological field theories. He showed that any nonlinear sigma model
with a Kähler target spaceX admits a topologically twisted version called the A-model;
if X is a Calabi-Yau manifold, there is another topologically twisted theory, the B-model.
A similar construction exists in the equivariant setting. Given an action of a finite group
G on a spaceX satisfying certain properties, one can construct a two-dimensional topo-
logical field theory which represents theG-equivariant physics ofX . To be more precise,
one associates aG-gauged sigma model to a presentation of the quotient stackŒX=G�: the
gauged sigma model can be interpreted as a sigma model onŒX=G�.

Open strings are associated to extended objects, different from strings, which go under
the name of D-branes. Loosely speaking, a D-brane is a ‘nice’ boundary condition for the
two-dimensional quantum field theory. To any topologically twisted sigma model one can
associate a category of D-branes. In the case of the topological B-model of a Calabi-Yau
X , the category of D-branes is believed to be equivalent to the bounded derived category
D.X/ of coherent sheaves onX . In the equivariant setting this should be replaced by the
bounded derived categoryD.ŒX=G�/Š DG.X/ of G-equivariant coherent sheaves onX .

From the previous consideration we see that the McKay correspondence has a com-
pletely natural explanation in terms of nonlinear sigma models with boundaries. Indeed,
arguments from topological open string theory, formalized in the ‘decoupling statement’ of
[18], suggest that there is an equivalenceD.Y /Š D.ŒM=G�/ for any crepant resolutionY
of the singularities ofX DM=G.

In this chapter we study another class of topological field theories: topological Landau-
Ginzburg models. The general definition of a Landau-Ginzburg model involves, besides
a choice of a target spaceX , a choice of a holomorphic functionW W X ! C called a
superpotential. In particular, non-trivial Landau-Ginzburg models require a non-compact
target spaceX . For a smooth affine varietyX D SpecA, a simple description of the
category of D-branes in Landau-Ginzburg models has been proposed by M. Kontsevich
and derived from physical considerations in [48]. It turns out that the category of D-branes
is equivalent to the category MF.W / of matrix factorizations ofW .
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For non-affineX the following construction was proposed [70]. Suppose that we are
given a Landau-Ginzburg superpotentialW W X ! C with a single critical value at0 2 C.
LetX0 denote the fiber ofW over0. Consider the bounded derived category of coherent
sheaves onX0. A perfect complex is an object ofD.X0/ which is quasi-isomorphic to a
bounded complex of locally free sheaves. One can define a triangulated category of sin-
gularitiesDSg.X0/ as the quotient ofD.X0/ by the full subcategory of perfect complexes
Perf.X0/. If X0 were non-singular, the quotient would be trivial, since in that case any
object inD.X0/ would have a finite locally free resolution. ThereforeDSg.X0/ depends
only on the singular points ofX0. The main result of [70] is that the category of matrix
factorizations MF.W / for a smooth affineX D SpecA is equivalent toDSg.X0/. Thus for
non-affineX the categoryDSg.X0/ can be considered as a definition of the category of
D-branes.

One may also consider Landau-Ginzburg models on orbifolds. Such models are par-
ticularly important because they provide an alternative description of certain Calabi-Yau
sigma models. In the affine case D-branes are described by the category MFG.W / of
G-equivariant matrix factorizations, cf. [1, 2] and Section 1.6 of this chapter. In general,
one may consider a full subcategory of perfect complexes Perf.ŒX0=G�/, which is formed
by bounded complexes of locally free sheaves inD.ŒX0=G�/ Š DG.X0/, and also the
quotient categoryDGSg.X0/ D DG.X0/=Perf.ŒX0=G�/. In Section 1.7 we show that the

category ofG-equivariant matrix factorizations MFG.W / for a smooth affineX D SpecA
is equivalent toDGSg.X0/.

Let us assert our version of the McKay correspondence for Landau-Ginzburg models.
Consider the Landau-Ginzburg model on the affine spaceM D Cn with polynomial super-
potentialf WM ! C and its orbifold with respect to the action of some finite subgroupG

of SL.n;C/. Let � W Y !M=G be a crepant resolution and consider the Landau-Ginzburg
model.Y;g/, whereg is the pullback off to Y . We expect the following to hold.

Assertion 1.1.2.The category of D-branes in the Landau-Ginzburg model.Y;g/ is equiv-
alent to the category of D-branes in the Landau-Ginzburg orbifold.M;f /.

In this chapter we prove a special case of this assertion. The main result is the follow-
ing. Consider the Landau-Ginzburg orbifold defined by.M;f /, where the superpotential
f is a regularG-invariant function with an isolated critical point at the origin andG is a
finite subgroup of SL.n;C/which acts onM D Cn freely outside the origin. In the circum-
stances described in Section 1.8, a crepant resolution is given by the irreducible component
Y �G-Hilb.M/ dominatingX DM=G. Then the category of singularitiesDSg.Y0/ of the
fiber Y0 is equivalent to theG-equivariant category of singularitiesDGSg.M0/ of the fiber
M0. Bearing in mind that the categories of singularities are equivalent to the categories of
D-branes we obtain the connection between D-branes mentioned above.

To finish this introduction we make some remarks of a more philosophical nature.
Noncommutative geometry, as propagated by M. Kontsevich in [56] is based on the idea
that to do geometry you really don’t need a space, all you need is a category of sheaves
on this would-be space. A noncommutative spaceX is a small triangulatedC-linear cat-
egory�X which is Karoubi closed and enriched over complexes ofC-vector spaces (this
notion is explained in detail in [23]). IfX is a smooth scheme of finite type, thenX can be
considered as a noncommutative space with�X D D.X/. Any Landau-Ginzburg model
.X;W / is also a noncommutative space with�.X;W / D DSg.X0/. We see that the physical
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meaning of noncommutative space is to replace the space by the category of D-branes. If
we return to the McKay correspondence, then we deduce that the noncommutative space
Y is isomorphic to the noncommutative spaceA D CŒx1; : : : ;xn�#G. This leads natu-
rally to a generalized notion of McKay correspondence as an isomorphism of noncom-
mutative spaces. Note that this fits well with M. Reid’s Principle 1.1.1, where the word
‘geometry’ was left deliberately vague. We can restate assertion 1.1.2 by saying that the
Landau-Ginzburg model.Y;g/ and the Landau-Ginzburg orbifold.M;f / are isomorphic
as noncommutative spaces.

Note. After the preprint [74] was posted on the arXiv, I have learned that similar results
were obtained by S. Mehrotra in his PhD dissertation [66]. In the situation described
above, he has shown that theG-equivariant category of singularitiesDGSg.M0/ embeds fully
and faithfully into the category of singularitiesDSg.Y0/. However, Mehrotra approach
is different to ours in that it does not use the techniques of [25] in the context of the
generalized McKay correspondence. Our proof uses in an essential way these techniques.
It is a natural question to try and understand to what extent the result really depends on the
derived McKay correspondence, but not a question we explore in this thesis.

1.2 THE PHYSICAL ARGUMENT

It is instructive to look at the physical argument involved in justifying assertion 1.1.2. The
set-up is the so-called gauged linear sigma model.

The gauged linear sigma model is a very useful model which in an appropriate sense
‘interpolates’ between nonlinear sigma models on Calabi-Yau manifolds and Landau-
Ginzburg orbifolds. Such a model is determined by a “radial” parameterr .

Here are some of the basic ideas concerning gauged linear sigma models [94]. We
will just indicate enough details to see the parameterr appearing. Let us consider the
U.1/ gauge theory withn chiral matter superfieldsX1; : : : ;Xn of charge1, and one chiral
superfieldP of charge�n. We also consider a twisted chiral superfield† with values
in the complexification of the adjoint bundle over2j4-superspace. Write each of these
superfields in components

Xi D xi C�.� � �/C�� �

P D pC�.� � �/C�� �

†D �C�.� � �/C�� �

The bosonic potential is a functionV D V.x;p;�/ of the bosonic components of these
superfields. It has the form

V D
1

2e2
D2

Cj� j
2
� nX
iD1

jxi j
2

Cn2jpj
2
�
:

The “D-term” is equal to

D D

nX
iD1

jxi j
2

�njpj
2

� r:

This is actually a familiar function mathematically; it is the moment map generating the
U.1/-action on the flat Kähler manifoldZ D CnC1 with coordinatesx1; : : : ;xn andp.
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The moduli space of classical vacua –that is, the special field configurations of minimal
energy– for this theory is

Mvac D V �1.0/=U.1/:

The quotient by U.1/ comes from the gauge symmetry. So we need to setV D 0 and
divide by U.1/. Thanks to the form of the potential, this requires thatD D 0, and either
� D 0 or

P
i jxi j

2Cn2jpj2 D 0. Now, settingD D 0 and dividing by U.1/ is the familiar
mathematical operation of symplectic reduction, in whichD D 0 defines a level set for
the moment map of the U.1/-action (with the choice ofr specifying the level). There is
another mathematical interpretation of this process, as a quotient in the sense of GIT: we
complexify the group U.1/ to C� and consider the action ofC� onZ D CnC1 with the
same weights as before (thexi ’s have weight1 andp has weight�n).

It turns out that there are two possible GIT quotients depending upon the sign ofr .
For r > 0,D D 0 implies that not allxi can vanish and thus� must be zero. The variable
p is free as long as the conditionD D 0 is satisfied. Owing to these, the quotient can
be interpreted as the total spaceY D tot.OPn�1.�n// of the line bundleOPn�1.�n/ (p
serves as a fiber coordinate). Forr < 0, vanishing of the D-term requires thatp ¤ 0. We
can therefore use theC�-action on.xi ;p/ to setp D 1. This leaves a residual invariance
under the subgroupG D Zn on U.1/ (becausep has charge�n). Thus, the quotient is
Cn=G. This will therefore be what is known as anorbifold theory.

Let us note thatr determines the “size” of the non-compact Calabi-Yau manifoldY .
In this sense, the variabler can be thought of as determining the Kähler modulus of the
theory. Geometrically, takingr ! 0 corresponds to blowing-down thePn�1 at the base of
the line bundleOPn�1.�n/ and the geometry becomes isomorphic toCn=G.

The real Kähler modulusr is complexified by the� -angle of the gauged linear sigma
model (which becomes the B-field in string theory) through the combination�

2�
C i r , and

the complexified Kähler moduli space has two phases. Whenr � 0 the infrared fixed point
of the gauged linear sigma model is a nonlinear sigma model on the target spaceY and
this is called the Calabi-Yau phase. The phaser � 0 corresponds formally to an analytic
continuation to negative Kähler class. ForOPn�1.�n/ this means “negative size” of the
Pn�1, i.e., we pass to the blow-down phase where thePn�1 has been collapsed to a point,
and the target isCn=G. The singularity atr D 0 can be avoided by turning on a non-zero
� -angle.

We are particularly interested in trying to understand D-branes (in particular, D-branes
with B-type boundary conditions) in gauged linear sigma models with boundary. In the
Calabi-Yau phase the category of D-branes isD.Y /, the derived category of coherent
sheaves onY . In the orbifold phase, this should be replaced by the derived category
DG.Cn/ of G-equivariant sheaves onCn. We can try to use the boundary gauged linear
sigma model as a tool to “flow” the categoryDG.Cn/ to the categoryD.Y /, thus realizing
the equivalence of the two categories by means of a physical system. Thus D-branes give a
completely natural explanation of the McKay correspondence in terms of the interpolation
between small and large “volume” phase of a gauged linear sigma model with boundary.

Now it is time to supplement the gauged linear sigma model by a superpotential
W W Z ! C. It must be a holomorphic function onZ D CnC1. We are chiefly interested
in superpotentials of the formW D pf .x1; : : : ;xn/, wheref is a general homogeneus
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polynomial of degreed . The potential energy for this linear sigma model is

V D
1

2e2
D2

Cjf j
2

Cjpj
2
jdf j

2
Cj� j

2
� nX
iD1

jxi j
2

Cn2jpj
2
�
:

Let us restrict attention to polynomials that aretransverse, meaning that the equations
f D df D 0 have no simultaneous solutions except at the origin. This implies that the
hypersurfaceS of Pn�1 defined byf D 0 is a smooth complex manifold. Moreover, if
d D n thenS is a Calabi-Yau manifold. We will assume this in the sequel.

Let us analyse the spectrum of the classical theory. As before, the structure of the
moduli space of classical vacua is different forr > 0 andr < 0, and we will treat these
two cases separately.

First, let us taker > 0. In this case,D D 0 requires at least onexi to be nonzero,
forcing� to vanish. If we assumep¤ 0, the equationsf D df D 0with the transversality
condition imply that allxi must vanish. However, this is inconsistent withD D 0. Thusp
must be zero. Our equations for classical vacua becomep D 0,

P
i jxi j

2 D r , andf D 0,
and we must divide by the action of the gauge group U.1/. This gives the hypersurface
S defined by the equationf D 0 in Pn�1, with Kähler modulusr . Thus, classically our
theory can be described as a nonlinear sigma model whose target space is this hypersurface
S .

Let us move to the caser < 0. The space of classical vacua satisfiesxi D 0 and
njpj2 D �r . We can use a gauge transformation to fixp D

p
�r=n, leaving a residual

gauge invariance ofG D Zn. The local description of the theory is this: forr � 0, the
fieldP has a large mass and can be integrated out, leaving an effective theory ofnmassless
chiral superfieldsX1; : : : ;Xn with an effective interaction

Weff D const�f .x1; : : : ;xn/:

Such a theory ofn massless fields with a polynomial interaction is called a Landau-
Ginzburg model. We should notice, however, that the Landau-Ginzburg model is not an
ordinary one, but aG-gauge theory. Physical fields must be invariant under theG-action,
and the configuration must be single-valued only up to theG-action. Such a gauge theory
is usually called a Landau-Ginzburg orbifold.

In this way, the gauged linear sigma model interpolates between the Landau-Ginzburg
orbifold and the Calabi-Yau nonlinear sigma model. These two regions can be considered
as a sort of analytic continuation of each other.

In both these theories we know how to describe topological D-branes. In the Calabi-
Yau phase the D-brane category is the derived categoryD.S/ of coherent sheaves onS . In
the Landau-Ginzburg phase, D-branes are realized asG-equivariant matrix factorizations
of f . Using the gauged linear sigma model realization, the previous discussion naturally
leads to the statement that there should be an equivalence of categoriesD.S/Š MFG.f /,
where MFG.f / is the category ofG-equivariant matrix factorizations off .

Now, we can considerY D tot.OPn�1.�n// as a Landau-Ginzburg model with super-
potentialg given by the pullback off to Y . As mentioned in the introduction, in this case
the category of D-branes is defined as the category of singularitiesDSg.Y0/, whereY0 is
the fiber ofg over0.
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On the other hand, we can describeY as a GIT quotient of an affine spaceZD CnC1 by
the linear action ofC�. The underlying superpotentialW D pf .x1; : : : ;xn/ onZ D CnC1

descends to a holomorphic function onY that coincides withg. In the presence of aC�-
action one can also consider the category MFgr.W / of graded matrix factorizations ofW .
We can think of the latter as being the category of D-branes in the gauged linear sigma
model.

Now we reach the crucial step. One of the main outcomes of [42], is that the cate-
gories of D-branes in the Calabi-Yau and Landau-Ginzburg phases are both quotients of
MFgr.W /. However, atr > 0 and at “intermidiate energy scale” one could always choose
the description as the Landau-Ginzburg model with superpotentialg overY . This super-
potential gives masses to the fieldP and to the “transverse modes” to the hypersurfaceS .
At “lower energies”, it is more appropriate to integrate them out, and we have the nonlinear
sigma model onS .

In the light of all this we can expect that the categories of D-branesDSg.Y0/ and
MFG.f / are also equivalent. Now, our Theorem 1.7.3 gives an equivalence between the
category of D-branes MFG.f / and theG-equivariant category of singularitiesDGSg.M0/,
whereM0 is the fiber off over0. So, we arrive at the statement that the categoryDSg.Y0/

should be equivalent to the categoryDGSg.M0/. This equivalence allows us to compare the
category of D-branes on the Landau-Ginzburg model.Y;g/ with the category of D-branes
in the Landau-Ginzburg orbifold.M;f /. Given this simple observation, it is natural to
think that the correspondence between D-branes in the two theories is given by a McKay
correspondence.

1.3 LOCALIZATION IN TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES

In this section we will review the definition of localization of triangulated categories. The
reader is referred to [36], for example, for a more complete discussion.

Recall that a triangulated categoryD is an additive category equipped with the addi-
tional data:

(a) an additive autoequivalenceT W D ! D , which is called a translation functor,

(b) a class of exact (or distinguished) triangles

X
u // Y

v // Z
w // TX:

This data must satisfy a certain set of axioms (see [36], also [41]).
An additive functorF W D ! D 0 between two triangulated categoriesD andD 0 is

calledexactif it commutes with the translation functors, i.e. there is a natural isomorphism
F T Š TF , and it sends exact triangles to exact triangles, i.e. any exact triangleX ! Y !

Z ! TX in D is mapped to an exact triangle

FX // FY // FZ // F TX

in D 0, whereF TX is identified withTFX via the natural isomorphism ofF T andTF .
A full additive subcategoryN � D is said to be a full triangulated subcategory, if the

following condition holds: it is closed with respect to the translation functor inD and if it
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contains any two objects of an exact triangle inD then it contains the third object of this
triangle as well.

With any pairN � D , whereN is a full triangulated subcategory in a triangulated
categoryD , we can associate thequotientD=N . To construct it denote by† the class of
morphismss in D fitting into an exact triangle

X
s // Y // N // TX

with N 2 N . It is not hard to see that† is a multiplicative system. We then define the
quotientD=N as the localizationD Œ†�1� and observe that it is a triangulated category.
The translation functor onD=N is induced from the translation functor in the categoryD ,
and the exact triangles inD=N are triangles isomorphic to the images of exact triangles.

The categoryD=N has the following explicit description. The objects ofD=N are
the objects ofD . The morphisms fromX to Y are equivalence classes of diagrams.s;f /

in D of the form

X Y 0
f
//soo Y with s 2†,

where two diagrams.s;f / and.t;g/ are equivalent if they fit into a commutative diagram

Y 0

f

  B
BB

BB
BB

B
s

}}||
||

||
||

X Y 000
h //roo

OO

��

Y

Y 00

t

aaBBBBBBBB g

>>||||||||

with r 2†.
The quotient functorQ W D ! D=N annihilatesN . Moreover, any exact functor

F W D ! D 0 between triangulated categories, for whichF.X/Š 0 whenX 2 N , factors
uniquely throughQ. This implies the following result which will be useful later.

Lemma 1.3.1.LetN andN 0 be full triangulated subcategories of triangulated categories
D and D 0, respectively. LetF W D ! D 0 andG W D 0 ! D be an adjoint pair of exact
functors such thatF.N /� N 0 andG.N 0/� N . Then they induce functors

SF W D=N �! D 0=N 0 and SG W D 0=N 0
�! D=N

which are adjoint as well. Moreover, if the functorF W D ! D 0 is fully faithful, then the
functor SF W D=N ! D 0=N 0 is also fully faithful.
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1.4 TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES OF SINGULARITIES

In this section we give the definition and basic properties of triangulated categories of
singularities. We refer to Orlov’s papers [70] and [69] for all the proofs of the assertions
below.

We are mainly interested in triangulated categories and their quotient by triangulated
subcategories which are coming from algebraic geometry. LetX be a separated Noethe-
rian scheme of finite Krull dimension overC such that the category of coherent sheaves
Coh.X/ has enough locally free sheaves. For future reference we denote the category of
quasi-coherent sheaves onX by Qcoh.X/.

Denote byD.X/ the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves onX . The objects
of the categoryD.X/ which are isomorphic to bounded complexes of locally free sheaves
onX form a full triangulated subcategory. It is called the subcategory ofperfect complexes
and is denoted by Perf.X/.1

Definition 1.4.1. Define the triangulated category of singularitiesDSg.X/ of X as the
quotient categoryD.X/=Perf.X/.

It is known that if our schemeX is regular then the subcategory of perfect complexes
Perf.X/ coincides with the whole bounded derived category of coherent sheaves. In this
case the triangulated category of singularitiesDSg.X/ is trivial. Thus DSg.X/ is only
sensitive to singularities ofX .

Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of finite Tor-dimension (for example a flat morphism
or a regular closed embedding). It defines the inverse image functorLf � W D.Y /! D.X/.
It is clear that the functorLf � sends perfect complexes onY to perfect complexes onX .
Therefore, the functorLf � induces an exact functorL Sf � W DSg.Y /! DSg.X/.

Suppose, in addition, that the morphismf W X ! Y is proper and locally of finite
type. Then the direct image functorRf� W D.X/! D.Y / takes perfect complexes onX to
perfect complexes onY (see [87]). Hence it determines a functorR Sf� W DSg.X/! DSg.Y /

which is right adjoint toL Sf �. We should remark, however, that all the specific morphisms
we consider are non-proper.

A fundamental property of triangulated categories of singularities is a property of lo-
cality. Here is a precise statement.

Proposition 1.4.2. LetX be as above and letj W U ! X be an embedding of an open
subscheme such thatSing.X/� U . Then the functorSj � W DSg.X/! DSg.U / is an equiv-
alence of triangulated categories.

Triangulated categories of singularities ofX have additional good properties in case
the scheme is Gorenstein. Recall that a local Noetherian ringA is called Gorenstein ifA as
module over itself has a finite injective resolution. It can be shown that ifA is Gorenstein
thenA has finite injective dimension and the natural map

M �! RHom.
A.RHom.

A.M;A/;A/

1Actually, a perfect complex is defined as a complex ofOX -modules locally quasi-isomorphic to a bounded
complex of locally free sheaves of finite type. But under our assumption on the scheme any such complex is
quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of locally free sheaves of finite type (see [87]).
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is an isomorphism for any finitely generatedA-moduleM and, as a consequence, for any
object fromD.SpecA/. A schemeX is Gorenstein if all of its local rings are Gorenstein
local rings. IfX is Gorenstein and has finite dimension, thenOX is a dualizing complex
for X , i.e. it has finite injective dimension as a quasi-coherent sheaf and the natural map

E �! RHom
.
X .RHom

.
X .E;OX /;OX /

is an isomorphism for any coherent sheafE. In particular, there is an integern0 such that
Ext iX .E;OX /D 0 for each quasi-coherent sheafE and alli > n0.

The following gives a useful description of the morphism spaces in triangulated cate-
gories of singularities.

Proposition 1.4.3. LetX be as above and Gorenstein. LetE andF be coherent sheaves
such thatExt iX .E;OX /D 0 for all i > 0. Fix n such thatExt iX .� ;F /D 0 for i > n and
for any locally free sheaf� . Then

HomDSg.X/.E;F Œn�/Š ExtnX .E;F /=R

whereR is the subspace of elements factoring through locally free, i.e.e 2 R if and only
if e D ˛ˇ with ˛ W E ! � andˇ 2 ExtnX .� ;F / where� is locally free.

1.5 TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES OF MATRIX FACTORIZATIONS

In this section we introduce the category of matrix factorizations and give some of its basic
properties. The origin of this category goes back to the work of D. Eisenbud [34] in the
context of so-called maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules over local rings of hypersurface
singularities.

As proposed by M. Kontsevich (see also [48]) the category of D-branes associated
to a Landau-Ginzburg model can be characterized in terms of matrix factorizations. For
us, a Landau-Ginzburg model is simply a pair.X;W /, whereX is a smooth variety (or
regular scheme), andW WX ! C is a regular function onX called thesuperpotential. To
keep things simple, we will assume throughout thatW has a single critical value at the
origin 0 2 C. To this data one can associate two categories: an exact category Pair.W /

and a triangulated category MF.W /. We give the construction of these categories under
the condition thatX is affine.

Let A be a commutative algebra overC. Then one can regardA as the algebra of
functions on an affine schemeX D SpecA. Denote by Mod–A the category of all right
modules overA. It is a well-known fact that the global section functor

H 0
W Qcoh.X/ �! Mod–A;

is an equivalence with inverse denoted by�.�/. It is also well-known that this functor
restrict to an equivalence

H 0
W Coh.X/ �! mod–A;

where mod–A is the category of finitely generated right modules overA. Note that under
this equivalence locally free sheaves are the same as projective modules.
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For a non-zero elementW 2 A, amatrix factorizationof W is an ordered pair

SP D
�
P0

p0 // P1
p1

oo
�

whereP0, P1 are finitely generated projectiveA-modules andp0, p1 areA-homomor-
phisms such thatp1p0 D W � idP0

andp0p1 D W � idP1
. Sincep0p1 andp1p0 areW

times the identities, whereW is a non-zero element ofA, the rank ofP0 coincides with
that ofP1. We call the rank the size of the matrix factorization.

The above construction can be reformulated in terms ofZ2-gradedA-modules as fol-
lows. A Z2-gradedA-moduleP D P0˚P1 can be thought of as an ordinaryA-module
P equipped with aC-linear involution� W P ! P , �2 D id. The homogeneous partsP0
andP1 are the eigenspaces of� corresponding to the eigenvalues1 and�1 respectively. A
pair SP can be similarly thought of as a triple.P;�;DP / whereDP W P ! P is an oddA-
homomorphism satisfyingD2

P DW � idP . Given two matrix factorizationsSP D .P;�;DP /

and SQD .Q;�;DQ/ theA-moduleHom.SP ; SQ/ form aZ2-graded complex

Hom.SP ; SQ/D Hom.SP ; SQ/0˚Hom.SP ; SQ/1

where

Hom.SP ; SQ/0 D HomA.P0;Q0/˚HomA.P1;Q1/;

Hom.SP ; SQ/1 D HomA.P0;Q1/˚HomA.P1;Q0/;

and with differentialD acting on homogeneous elements of degreek as

D� DDQ ��� .�1/k� �DP :

The set of objects of the categories Pair.W / and MF.W / is given by the set of matrix
factorizations ofW . The space of morphisms HomPair.W /.SP ; SQ/ in the category Pair.W /
is the space of homogeneous morphisms of degree0 which commute with the differential
D. The space of morphisms in the category MF.W / is the space of morphisms in Pair.W /

modulo null-homotopic morphisms, i.e.

HomPair.W /.SP ; SQ/DZ0.Hom.SP ; SQ//;

HomMF.W /.SP ; SQ/DH 0.Hom.SP ; SQ//:

Thus a morphism� W SP ! SQ in the category Pair.W / is a pair of morphisms�0 W P0 !

Q0 and�1 W P1 ! Q1 such that�1p0 D q0�0 andq1�1 D �0p1. The morphism� is
null-homotopic if there are two morphismst0 W P0 ! Q1 and t1 W P1 ! Q0 such that
�1 D q0t1C t0p1 and�0 D t1p0Cq1t0.

It is clear that the category Pair.W / is an exact category with respect to componentwise
monomorphisms and epimorphisms (see definition in [73]).

The category MF.W / can be endowed with a natural structure of a triangulated cat-
egory. To determine it we have to define a translation functorŒ1� and a class of exact
triangles.

The translation functor can be defined as a functor that takesSP to the object

SP Œ1�D
�
P1

�p1 // P0
�p0

oo
�

(1.5.1)
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i.e. it changes the order of the modules and signs of the morphisms, and takes a morphism
� D .�0;�1/ to the morphism�Œ1�D .�1;�0/. We see that the functorŒ2� is the identity
functor.

For any morphism� W SP ! SQ from the category Pair.W / we define a mapping cone
C.�/ as an object

C.�/D
�
Q0˚P1

c0 // Q1˚P0
c1

oo
�

(1.5.2)

such that

c0 D

�
q0 �1
0 �p1

�
; c1 D

�
q1 �0
0 �p0

�
:

There are maps W SQ! C.�/,  D .id;0/ and� W C.�/! SP Œ1�, � D .0; id/.
Now we define a standard triangle in the category MF.W / as a triangle of the form

SP
�
// SQ

 
// C.�/

�
// SP Œ1�

for some� 2 HomPair.W /.SP ; SQ/. A triangle SP ! SQ ! SR ! SP Œ1� in MF.W / will be
called an exact triangle if it is isomorphic to a standard one.

As a consequence we get the following.

Proposition 1.5.1. The categoryMF.W / endowed with the translation functorŒ1� and the
above class of exact triangles becomes a triangulated category.

The proof is the same as the analogous result for a usual homotopic category (see, for
example [36]).

Definition 1.5.2. The category MF.W / constructed above is called the triangulated cate-
gory of matrix factorizations for the pair.X D SpecA;W /.

Denote byX0 the fiber ofW W X ! C over the point0. With any matrix factorization
SP we can associate a short exact sequence

0 // P1
p1 // P0 // cokerp1 // 0:

We can attach to an objectSP the sheaf cokerp1. This is a sheaf onX . But the multi-
plication byW annihilates it. Hence, we can consider cokerp1 as a sheaf onX0. Any
morphism� W SP ! SQ in Pair.W / gives a morphism between cokernels. This way we get
a functor CokW Pair.W /! Coh.X0/. We have the following result, see [70, Theorem 3.9].

Theorem 1.5.3.There is a functorF which completes the following commutative diagram

Pair.W /
Cok //

��

Coh.X0/

��

MF.W /
F
// DSg.X0/:

Moreover, the functorF is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
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1.6 ORBIFOLD CATEGORIES

As is well known, for the Calabi-Yau/Landau-Ginzburg correspondence, one must con-
sider orbifolds of D-branes in a Landau-Ginzburg theory. The definition of triangulated
categories of singularities and matrix factorizations can be extended to this situation.

We start by recalling the definition and basic properties of equivariant coherent shea-
ves. More details can be found in [71]. LetG be a finite group acting on some schemeX .
A G-equivariant coherent sheaf onX is a coherent sheafE onX together with isomor-

phisms�E
g W E

�
�! g�E for all g 2G subject to�E

e D idE and�E
gh

D h�.�E
g /�

E
h

. Mumford
calls this aG-linearization ofE.

If E andF are twoG-equivariant coherent sheaves, then the vector space HomX .E;F /

becomes aG-representation viag � � D .�F
g /

�1g���E
g for � W E ! F . Let CohG.X/ be

the category whose objects areG-equivariant coherent sheaves and whose morphisms are
theG-invariant sheaf morphisms:

G-HomX .E;F /� HomX .E;F /
G :

This category is abelian. It is not difficult to define the usual additive functors˝, Hom

on this category. Furthermore, iff WX ! Y is aG-equivariant map betweenG-schemes,
then one defines in an obvious way the additive functorsf� W CohG.X/ ! CohG.Y /,
f � W CohG.Y / ! CohG.X/. For example, ifE 2 CohG.X/, thenf�E is canonically a

G-equivariant coherent sheaf viaf��
E
g W f�E

�
�! f�g

�E D g�f�E. One now also has the
usual adjunctions and relations among these functors.

We shall have to deal with the special case whereG acts trivially onX . Then a
G-equivariant coherent sheafE is merely given by a group homomorphism�E W G !

Aut.E/. As G is finite, this representation decomposes into a direct sum over the irre-
ducibleG-representations�0;�1; : : : ;�n, where we take�0 to be the trivial one; i.e.E ŠLn
iD0Ei ˝OX

��i in CohG.X/ with ordinary sheavesEi 2 Coh.X/. There exists no homo-
morphisms between sumands corresponding to two different representations, and hence we
obtain two mutually adjoint and exact functors, the latter of which is ‘takingG-invariants’:

�˝�0 W Coh.X/ �! CohG.X/;

Œ��G W CohG.X/ �! Coh.X/:

We come back now to the general case. Given two objectsE andF in CohG.X/, we
consider ExtiX .E;F / as aG-representation in the usual way. Then it is easily seen that

G-ExtiX .E;F /D ExtiX .E;F /
G :

Denote the bounded derived category of CohG.X/ by DG.X/. We shall refer toDG.X/
as the derived category ofG-equivariant coherent sheaves onX . Using induction on the
length of complexes, the above relation for equivariant Ext groups translates to

HomiDG.X/
.E

.
;F

.
/D HomiD.X/.E

.
;F

.
/G ;

for complexes ofG-equivariant coherent sheavesE. andF . in DG.X/. Note that all facts
aboutG-equivariant coherent sheaves also apply to complexes ofG-equivariant coherent
sheaves.
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It will be useful for us to look atDG.X/ in another way. Consider the quotient stack
ŒX=G�. It is covered by one étale chart, given by the projectionX ! X=G, or more
explicitly, by the fiber diagram

G�X
p
//

�

��

X

��

X // X=G:

Now a sheaf on the stackŒX=G� is just a sheafE on the chartX with p�E Š ��E,
and the descent condition translates into the linearization property. Therefore, the abelian
categories Coh.ŒX=G�/ and CohG.X/ are equivalent, and consequently they give rise to
equivalent derived categories.

A perfect complexof G-equivariant coherent sheaves is an object ofD.ŒX=G�/ which
is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of locally free sheaves onŒX=G�. The per-
fect complexes ofG-equivariant coherent sheaves form a full triangulated subcategory
Perf.ŒX=G�/� D.ŒX=G�/Š DG.X/.

Definition 1.6.1. Define theG-equivariant category of singularitiesDGSg.X/ of X as the

quotient categoryDG.X/=Perf.ŒX=G�/.

One can show that the entire discussion we had in Section 1.4 goes through in the case
of G-equivariant coherent sheaves.

It also makes sense to defineG-equivariant matrix factorizations. SupposeX D SpecA
is aG-scheme. It is natural to define the following abelian category ModG–A. Its objects
areA-modulesM with the property that for everyg 2G, there is given anA-isomorphism
�Mg W M ! g�M , such that for everyg;h 2 G, we have�M

gh
D h�.�Mg /�

M
h

and�Me D

idM . Note that in this expressiong�M D g�1
� M is just the abelian groupM with its

A-module structure induced byg�1 W A ! A. A morphism� W M ! N is just anA-
homomorphism, which should satisfy the property that for allg 2 G andm 2 M , we
have�.�Mg .m//D �Ng .�.m//. This clearly gives rise to an abelian category in a natural
way. Likewise, it has an abelian subcategory determined by the full subcategory of finitely
generatedA-modules, which we will denote by modG–A. Note that ifX happens to be
a trivialG-scheme, we have modG–AD CG–mod–A (just a category of bimodules). We
can now define in an obvious way a functor

H 0
W QcohG.X/ �! ModG–A;

which is an equivalence with inverse�.�/. Moreover this functor restrict to an equivalence

H 0
W CohG.X/ �! modG–A:

Note that these functors are just extensions of the previous ones.
Now assume that there is an action of the groupG on the Landau-Ginzburg model

.X D SpecA;W / such that the superpotentialW is G-equivariant. In this situation, we
can consider two categories: an exact category PairG.W / and a triangulated category
MFG.W /. Objects of these categories are ordered pairs

SP D
�
P0

p0 // P1
p1

oo
�
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whereP0,P1 are finitely generated projectiveG-A-modules andp0, p1 areG-equivariant
maps such that the compositionsp0p1 andp1p0 are the multiplication by the element
W 2 A. A morphism� W SP ! SQ in the category PairG.W / is a pair ofG-equivariant
morphisms�0 W P0 ! Q0 and�1 W P1 ! Q1 such that�1p0 D q0�0 andq1�1 D �0p1.
Morphisms in the category MFG.W / are classes ofG-equivariant morphisms in PairG.W /
modulo null-homotopic morphisms. The shift functor and the distinguished triangles can
be constructed by imposing equivariance conditions on equations (1.5.1) and (1.5.2).

Definition 1.6.2. The category MFG.W / constructed above is called the triangulated cat-
egory ofG-equivariant matrix factorizations for the pair.X D SpecA;W /.

1.7 CATEGORIES OF MATRIX FACTORIZATIONS AND CATEGORIES OF

SINGULARITIES

Our aim now is to describe an equivalence of categories between MFG.W /, the category of
G-equivariant matrix factorizations andDGSg.X0/, theG-equivariant category of singulari-
ties. In the non-equivariant setting, we have seen in Section 1.5 that MF.W / is equivalent
to DSg.X0/. The generalization to the equivariant situation is straightforward. Our proofs
in this section are modeled on those in [70].

With any objectSP in PairG.W / we associate the module cokerp1 and its free resolu-
tion

0 // P1
p1 // P0 // cokerp1 // 0:

It can be easily checked thatW annihilates cokerp1. Hence the module cokerp1 is natu-
rally a rightG-A-module. For each objectSP in PairG.W /we define CokG.SP /D cokerp1;
this is aG-equivariant coherent sheaf onX0. If � W SP ! SQ is a morphism in PairG.W /
then� induces a morphism CokG.�/ W cokerp1 ! cokerq1. This construction defines a
functor CokG W PairG.W /! CohG.X0/.

Lemma 1.7.1. The functorCokG is full.

Proof. This is essentially the Lemma 3.5 proved in [70]. We recall its proof for the conve-
nience of readers. Fix two objectsSP and SQ in PairG.W / and letf W cokerp1 ! cokerq1
be a morphism in CohG.X0/. SinceP0 andP1 are projectivef can be extended to a map
of exact sequences

0 // P1
p1 //

�1

��

P0 //

�0

��

cokerp1

f

��

// 0

0 // Q1
q1 // Q0 // cokerq1 // 0:

We want to show that� D .�0;�1/ is a map of pairs. We have that

q1.�1p0�q0�0/D �0p1p0�q1q0�0 D �0W �W�0 D 0:

Using thatq1 is a monomorphism, we get that�1p0 D q0�0, which shows that� D

.�0;�1/ is a map of pairs, as required.
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Next we show that the functor CokG induces an exact functor between triangulated
categories.

Proposition 1.7.2. There is a functorFG which completes the following commutative
diagram

PairG.W /
CokG

//

��

CohG.X0/

��

MFG.W /
FG

// DGSg.X0/:

Moreover, the functorFG is an exact functor between triangulated categories.

Proof. Most of the argument is identical to the non-equivariant case proved in [70, Propo-
sition 3.7]. We define a functorFG W PairG.W /! DGSg.X0/ to be the composition of CokG

and the natural functor from CohG.X0/ to DGSg.X0/. To prove thatFG induces a functor

from MFG.W / to DGSg.X0/ we need to show that any morphism� D .�0;�1/ W SP ! SQ

in PairG.W / which is homotopic to0 goes to0-morphism inDGSg.X0/. Fix a homotopy
t D .t0; t1/ wheret0 W P0 !Q1 andt1 W P1 !Q0. Consider the following decomposition
of �:

P1
p1 //

.t1;�1/

��

P0
p0

oo

.t0;�0/

��

// cokerp1

��

Q0˚Q1
c1 //

pr

��

Q1˚Q0
c0

oo

pr

��

// Q0=W

��

Q1
q1 // Q0
q0

oo // cokerq1

where

c0 D

�
�q0 id
0 q1

�
; c1 D

�
�q1 id
0 q0

�
:

This gives a decomposition ofFG.�/ through aG-equivariant locally free objectQ0=W
onX0. By Proposition 1.4.3 we have thatFG.�/D 0 in the categoryDGSg.X0/. It is not

difficult to check thatFG takes a standard triangle in MFG.W / to an exact triangle in
DGSg.X0/. ThereforeFG is exact.

Notice that there is a natural forgetful functorU W MFG.W / ! MF.W /, which sim-
ply forgets theG-action. We have the natural second forgetful functorU W DGSg.X0/ !

DSg.X0/. For eachSP in MFG.W /, the two objectsUFG SP andF U SP coincide. More
precisely, there is a commutative diagram

MFG.W /
FG
//

U

��

DGSg.X0/

U

��

MF.W / �

F
// DSg.X0/:
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We can now prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 1.7.3.The functorFG W MFG.W /! DGSg.X0/ is an equivalence of triangulated
categories.

Proof. First we verify that the functorFG is fully faithful. This follows from the argu-
ments of [72, Lemma 5]. We repeat the proof in the current setting. Fix two objectsSP and
SQ in MFG.W /. By definition of morphisms in MFG.W / andDGSg.X0/, we have a diagram

HomMF.W /.U SP ;U SQ/
� // HomDSg.X0/.F U

SP ;F U SQ/

HomMF.W /.U SP ;U SQ/G
?�

OO

HomDSg.X0/.UF
G SP ;UFG SQ/G

?�

OO

HomMFG.W /.
SP ; SQ/ // HomDG

Sg.X0/
.FG SP ;FG SQ/

and the top morphism is a bijection. Thus the lower map of the diagram is injective, and
henceFG is faithful. To see thatFG is full as well, consider the following variation of the
former diagram

HomMF.W /.U SP ;U SQ/
� //

�

����

HomDSg.X0/.F U
SP ;F U SQ/

�

����

HomMF.W /.U SP ;U SQ/G HomDSg.X0/.UF
G SP ;UFG SQ/G

HomMFG.W /.
SP ; SQ/ // HomDG

Sg.X0/
.FG SP ;FG SQ/

using the averaging (or Reynolds) operators� and�. We obviously have�.�/ D � (re-
spectively�.f / D f ) if and only if � (respectivelyf ) is aG-equivariant morphism. In
particular,� and� are surjective. The fact that the functorF is full then implies the same
property forFG .

What remains to be proved is that every objectA in DGSg.X0/ is isomorphic toFG SP

for someSP . A complete proof of this is given in [70, Theorem 3.9]; it carries over without
change.
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1.8 MCKAY CORRESPONDENCE FORLANDAU -GINZBURG MODELS

Here we use the results from the preceding sections to prove a version of the McKay
correspondence for Landau-Ginzburg models. The proof relies heavily on the main result
of [16], which reformulates and generalizes the McKay correspondence in the language of
derived categories.

Let M D Cn be the complexn-dimensional affine space, and letG be a finite sub-
group of SL.n;C/. PutX DM=G and let� WM ! X denote the natural projection. We
assume thatG acts onM freely outside the origin, which means thatX has an isolated
singularity2. Write G-Hilb.M/ for the Hilbert scheme parametrisingG-clusters inM ,
that is, the scheme parametrisingG-invariant subschemesZ �M of dimension zero with
global sectionsH 0.OZ/ isomorphic as aCG-module to the regular representation ofG.
Let Y be the irreducible component ofG-Hilb.M/ which contains theG-clusters of free
orbits. There is a Hilbert-Chow morphism� W G-Hilb.M/! X which, on closed points,
sends aG-cluster to the orbit supporting it. This morphism is always projective and the
irreducible componentY � G-Hilb.M/ is mapped birationally ontoX . We use the same
notation� for the restriction of the map toY . In the remainder of this section we impose
onY the condition that dim.Y �X Y /� nC1.

Now letZ � Y �M denote the universal closed subscheme, and consider its structure
sheafOZ . We remark thatOZ has finite homological dimension, becauseOZ is flat over
Y andM is nonsingular. LetD.Y / andDG.M/ denote the bounded derived categories of
coherent sheaves onY andG-equivariant coherent sheaves onM , respectively. If�Y and
�M are the projections fromY �M toY andM , we define a functor̂ W D.Y /! DG.M/

by the formula
ˆ.�/D R�M�.O

_
Z Œn�˝

L ��
Y .�˝�0//

whereO_
Z denotes the derived dualRHom

.
Y�M .OZ ;OY�M /. In this situation, we can

apply the theorem of Bridgeland, King, and Reid [16] to prove the following result.

Theorem 1.8.1. Let the assumptions and notations be as above. Then� W Y ! X is a
crepant resolution and̂ is an equivalence of triangulated categories.

The quasi-inverse‰ W DG.M/! D.Y / is given by

‰.�/D ŒR�Y �.OZ ˝
L ��

M .�//�
G :

Before we proceed, we need to make a remark. In [16], the definitions ofˆ and‰ differ
slightly from the ones we took. Bridgeland, King and Reid define

ˆ.�/D R�M�.OZ ˝
L ��

Y .�˝�0//;

‰.�/D ŒR�Y �.O
_
Z Œn�˝

L ��
M .�//�

G :

It is clear that this difference does not really change the proof of Theorem 1.8.1. The only
difference is that everywhereOZ andO_

Z become interchanged.
Assume now thatf W M ! C is a regular function with an isolated critical point at

the origin which is invariant with respect to the action ofG onM . We can regardM as a

2This is for the purpose of simplicity –the method would seem to be applicable to the general case with some
modifications.
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Landau-Ginzburg orbifold with superpotentialf . We denote byM0 the fiber of the map
f over the point0 2 C. Next, let Sf WX ! C be the unique morphism such thatf D Sf � .
Another Landau-Ginzburg model consists of the varietyY and superpotentialg W Y ! C
obtained by pullback ofSf to Y . We letY0 be the fiber ofg over the point0. Note thatY0
contains the exceptional set��1.�.0// of the resolution. Note also that the functiong will,
generally speaking, have non-isolated critical points. For future use, we leti0 W Y0 ! Y

andj0 WM0 !M denote the corresponding closed immersions of fibers.
We now head towards proving the main result of this section, which asserts that there is

an equivalence between the category of singularities ofY0 and theG-equivariant category
of singularities ofM0. First, however, we must provide preliminary results. Let us denote
bypY andpM the projections of the fiber productY �CM onto its factors so that we have
the following cartesian diagram:

Y �CM

pM

$$H
HH

HH
HH

HH
pY

{{wwwwwwwww

Y

g
##H

HH
HH

HH
HH

H M

f
zzvvv

vvv
vvv

v

C

The universal sheafOZ on Y �M is actually supported on the closed subschemej W

Y �CM ,! Y �M . Thus there is a sheafP onY �CM , flat overY , such thatOZ D j�P .
LetD.Y0/ denote the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves onY0 andDG.M0/

the bounded derived category ofG-equivariant coherent sheaves onM0. Write k0 for the
natural immersionY0�M0 ,! Y �CM . ThenP .

0 D Lk�
0P has finite homological dimen-

sion and we may define a functor‰0 W DG.M0/! D.Y0/ by the formula

‰0.�/D ŒR�Y0�.P
.
0˝

L ��
M0
.�//�G ;

where�Y0
and�M0

are the projections ofY0 �M0 to Y0 andM0. That the functor
R�Y0�.P

.
0 ˝L �/ takesDG.Y0 �M0/ to DG.Y0/ can easily be seen from the argument

of [25, Lemma 2.1] since the support ofP .
0 is proper overY0.

We obtain a useful and probably well-known result, a version of which can be found
in [25, Lemma 6.1].

Lemma 1.8.2. There is a natural isomorphism of functors:

i0�‰0.�/Š‰j0�.�/:

Proof. We first note that there exist a natural isomorphism between the functors

DG.Y0/
Œ��G
// D.Y0/

i0� // D.Y /

and

DG.Y0/
i0� // DG.Y /

Œ��G
// D.Y / :
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The cartesian diagram

Y0�M0

k0 //

�M0

��

Y �CM

pM

��

M0
j0

// M

shows that
k0��

�
M0
.�/Š p�

M j0�.�/Š Lj ���
M j0�.�/:

By the projection formula, we can then write

j�k0�.Lk�
0P ˝

L ��
M0
.�//Š j�.P ˝

L k0��
�
M0
.�//

Š j�.P ˝
L Lj ���

M j0�.�//

Š j�P ˝
L ��

M j0�.�/

Š OZ ˝
L ��

M j0�.�/:

Putting these observations together, we obtain the desired isomorphism:

i0�‰0.�/D i0�ŒR�Y0�.P
.
0˝

L ��
M0
.�//�G

Š Œi0�R�Y0�.P
.
0˝

L ��
M0
.�//�G

Š ŒR�Y �.i0�j0/�.P
.
0˝

L ��
M0
.�//�G

Š ŒR�Y �j�k0�.Lk�
0P ˝

L ��
M0
.�//�G

Š ŒR�Y �.OZ ˝
L ��

M j0�.�//�
G

D‰j0�.�/:

We want now to consider a correspondence in the opposite direction. The main prob-
lem is the right adjoint toR�Y0� as�Y0

is manifestly non-proper. However, using Deli-
gne’s construction of� ŠY0

in the context of general Grothendieck duality theory (cf. [32, 78,

62, 63]) we can still obtain a right adjoint toR�Y0� for the full subcategory ofDG.Y0�

M0/ consisting of objects whose support is proper overY0. Let us see how this comes
about.

Let SM0 be the closure ofM0 in the projective spacePn. Then the map�Y0
factorizes as

�Y0
D S�Y0

�where� W Y0�M0 ,! Y0� SM0 is an open immersion andS�Y0
W Y0� SM0 ! Y0 is

the projection. In this way we get an extension of�Y0
which is a proper map. Now define

the functor� ŠY0
W D.Y0/ ! D.Y0 �M0/ to be ��S� ŠY0

. A reasoning as in [63, Lemma 4]
shows that there is a functorial isomorphism

HomD.Y0/.R�Y0�E
.
;F

.
/Š HomD.Y0�M0/.E

.
;� ŠY0

F
.
/;

for every objectE. in D.Y0�M0/ whose support is proper overY0 and anyF . in D.Y0/.
Furthermore, since the map�Y0

is of finite Tor-dimension and of finite type, it follows
from [62, Theorem 4.9.4] that there is a functorial isomorphism

� ŠY0
F

.
Š � ŠY0

OY0
˝

L ��
Y0

F
.
;
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for anyF .
2 D.Y0/. Let us remark that the above extends straightforwardly to the corre-

spondingG-equivariant categories.
Letˆ0 W D.Y0/! DG.M0/ denote the functor in the other direction defined as

ˆ0.�/D R�M0�RHom
.
Y0�M0

.P
.
0;�

Š
Y0
.�˝�0//:

Observe that the fact that� is proper implies that the support ofP .
0 is proper overM0.

Arguing as before one can check thatR�M0�RHom
.
Y0�M0

.P .
0;�/ sendsDG.Y0�M0/ to

DG.M0/, soˆ0 is well-defined.
The following is an immediate consequence of the definition.

Lemma 1.8.3.ˆ0 is right adjoint to‰0.

Proof. Indeed, for anyE.
2 D.Y0/ and F .

2 DG.M0/ one has a sequence of isomor-
phisms:

HomDG.M0/
.F

.
;ˆ0E

.
/

D HomDG.M0/
.F

.
;R�M0�RHom

.
Y0�M0

.P
.
0;�

Š
Y0
.E

.
˝�0///

Š HomDG.Y0�M0/
.��
M0

F
.
;RHom

.
Y0�M0

.P
.
0;�

Š
Y0
.E

.
˝�0///

Š HomDG.Y0�M0/
.P

.
0˝

L ��
M0

F
.
;� ŠY0

.E
.
˝�0//

Š HomDG.Y0/
.R�Y0�.P

.
0˝

L ��
M0

F
.
/;E

.
˝�0/

Š HomD.Y0/.ŒR�Y0�.P
.
0˝

L ��
M0

F
.
/�G ;E

.
/

Š HomD.Y0/.‰0F
.
;E

.
/:

Here, the third isomorphism is the aforementioned duality for�Y0
, which can be applied

sinceP .
0 has proper support overY0.

We now make an observation to be applied in the subsequent argument.

Lemma 1.8.4. There is an isomorphism:

Lk�
0RHom

.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠYOY /Š RHom
.
Y0�M0

.P
.
0;�

Š
Y0

OY0
/:

Proof. We have to prove that the natural morphism

Lk�
0RHom

.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠYOY / �! RHom
.
Y0�M0

.Lk�
0P ;� ŠY0

OY0
/

is an isomorphism. Sincek0 is a closed immersion, it is enough to prove that the induced
morphism

k0�Lk�
0RHom

.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠYOY / �! k0�RHom
.
Y0�M0

.Lk�
0P ;� ŠY0

OY0
/

is an isomorphism. Consider the cartesian diagram

Y0�M0

k0 //

�Y0

��

Y �CM

pY

��

Y0
i0

// Y:
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We havek0��
�
Y0
.�/ Š p�

Y i0�.�/. By the projection formula, we deduce that the first
member is isomorphic to

RHom
.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠYOY /˝
L k0�OY0�M0

Š RHom
.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠYOY /˝
L k0��

�
Y0

OY0

Š RHom
.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠYOY /˝
L p�

Y i0�OY0

Š RHom
.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠY i0�OY0
/

where the last step follows from the observation thatP has finite homological dimension.
The second member is isomorphic to

RHom
.
Y�CM

.P ;k0��
Š
Y0

OY0
/

by the adjoint property ofLk�
0 andk0�. Thus, we have to prove that the natural morphism

RHom
.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠY i0�OY0
/ �! RHom

.
Y�CM

.P ;k0��
Š
Y0

OY0
/

is an isomorphism. Then, it is enough to see thatpŠY i0�OY0
Š k0��

Š
Y0

OY0
. This follows

from the isomorphisms

HomD.Y�CM/.E
.
;pŠY i0�OY0

/Š HomD.Y /.RpY �E
.
; i0�OY0

/

Š HomD.Y0/.L i
�
0RpY �E

.
;OY0

/

Š HomD.Y0/.R�Y0�Lk�
0E

.
;OY0

/

Š HomD.Y0�M0/.Lk
�
0E

.
;� ŠY0

OY0
/

Š HomD.Y�CM/.E
.
;k0��

Š
Y0

OY0
/

which hold for any objectE. in D.Y �CM/ whose support is proper overY (here we used
the base change theorem for the above cartesian diagram; see [43, Sect. 1]).

Before stating our next result, it will be convenient to provide the following piece of
information. As we pointed out earlier, there exist a functorial isomorphism� ŠY0

.�/ Š

� ŠY0
OY0

˝L ��
Y0
.�/. Using the fact thatP .

0 has finite homological dimension we obtain an
isomorphism

RHom
.
Y0�M0

.P
.
0;�

Š
Y0
.�//Š RHom

.
Y0�M0

.P
.
0;�

Š
Y0

OY0
˝

L ��
Y0
.�//

Š RHom
.
Y0�M0

.P
.
0;�

Š
Y0

OY0
/˝L ��

Y0
.�/:

Thus, denotingK.
0 D RHom

.
Y0�M0

.P .
0;�

Š
Y0

OY0
/, we can rewritê 0 as

ˆ0.�/Š R�M0�.K
.
0˝

L ��
Y0
.�˝�0//:

Combining these remarks with Lemma 1.8.4 we have the following.

Lemma 1.8.5. There is a natural isomorphism of functors:

j0�ˆ0.�/Šˆi0�.�/:
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Proof. The argument is very similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 1.8.2. We give it
for the sake of completeness. To begin with, we observe that there is a natural isomorphism
between the functors

D.Y0/
�˝�0 // DG.Y0/

i0� // DG.Y /

and

D.Y0/
i0� // D.Y /

�˝�0 // DG.Y /:

Invoking Lemma 1.8.4 and the projection formula, we obtain that

j�k0�.K
.
0˝

L ��
Y0
.�˝�0//

Š j�k0�.Lk�
0RHom

.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠYOY /˝
L ��

Y0
.�˝�0//

Š j�.RHom
.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠYOY /˝
L k0��

�
Y0
.�˝�0//

Š j�.RHom
.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠYOY /˝
L p�

Y i0�.�˝�0//

Š j�.RHom
.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠYOY /˝
L Lj ���

Y i0�.�˝�0//

Š j�RHom
.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠYOY /˝
L ��

Y i0�.�˝�0/:

On the other hand, by relative Grothendieck duality, we get

j�RHom
.
Y�CM

.P ;pŠYOY /Š j�RHom
.
Y�CM

.P ;j Š� ŠYOY /

Š RHom
.
Y�M .j�P ;� ŠYOY /

Š RHom
.
Y�M .OZ ;�

Š
YOY /

Š O_
Z Œn�;

where we used the isomorphism� ŠYOY Š OY�M Œn� which follows from the triviality of
the canonical bundle!M . Hence

j�k0�.K
.
0˝

L ��
Y0
.�˝�0//Š O_

Z Œn�˝
L ��

Y i0�.�˝�0/:

Wrapping things up, we conclude that

j0�ˆ0.�/D j0�R�M0�.K
.
0˝

L ��
Y0
.�˝�0//

Š R�M�.i0�j0/�.K
.
0˝

L ��
Y0
.�˝�0//

Š R�M�j�k0�.K
.
0˝

L ��
Y0
.�˝�0//

Š R�M�.O
_
Z Œn�˝

L ��
Y .i0�.�/˝�0//

Dˆi0�.�/;

as asserted.

The following result is the goal we have been striving for throughout this whole sec-
tion.
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Theorem 1.8.6. The functorŝ 0 and ‰0 define inverse equivalences betweenD.Y0/
andDG.M0/. These equivalences induce equivalencesŜ

0 and S‰0 betweenDSg.Y0/ and
DGSg.M0/.

Proof. Let us prove that the composition̂0‰0 is isomorphic to the identity functor on
DG.M0/. The composition in the different order is computed similarly. Consider an
objectE.

2 DG.M0/ and denote the cone of the adjunction morphismE.
! ˆ0‰0E

. by
F .. Applying j0� yields an exact triangle

j0�E. // j0�ˆ0‰0E
. // j0�F . // j0�E.Œ1� :

Combining Lemma 1.8.5 and Lemma 1.8.2 we get

j0�ˆ0‰0.�/Šˆi0�‰0.�/Šˆ‰j0�.�/:

Hence,j0�F . is isomorphic to the cone of the morphismj0�E.
! ˆ‰j0�E.. Sinceˆ is

an equivalence andj0 is a closed immersion, one obtainsF .
Š 0. The conclusion is that

the adjunction morphismE.
!ˆ0‰0E

. is an isomorphism.
We next show that the functorŝ0 and‰0 induce equivalences betweenDSg.Y0/ and

DGSg.M0/. Let us first make an observation. LetE. be a perfect complex onY0�M0 and
let us consider the objectR�M0�.K

.
0˝L E./ in the derived category of coherent sheaves

onM0. We claim thatR�M0�.K
.
0˝L E./ is a perfect complex onM0. To substantiate this

claim, it suffices to verify thatR�M0�.K
.
0˝L E./˝L F . is an object ofD.M0/ for every

F . in D.M0/ (see, e.g. [44, Lemma 1.2]). But this follows at once from the projection
formula for the morphism�M0

. Similarly, we check thatR�Y0�.P
.
0 ˝L E./ is a perfect

complex onY0. The same situation prevails in the equivariant setting.
Now, the functors��

Y0
.�˝�0/ and��

M0
are exact and take perfect complexes to perfect

complexes. By what we have just seen, the functorsR�M0�.K
.
0˝L �/ andŒR�Y0�.P

.
0˝L

�/�G also preserve perfect complexes. Hence, owing to Lemma 1.3.1, we obtain a functor
Ŝ
0 W DSg.Y0/! DGSg.M0/ and this functor has the left adjointS‰0 W DGSg.M0/! DSg.Y0/.

As the composition̂ 0‰0 is isomorphic to the identity functor, the compositionŜ
0
S‰0

is also isomorphic to the identity functor onDGSg.M0/. A similar argument shows that

the compositionS‰0Ŝ0 is isomorphic to the identity functor onDSg.Y0/. The result then
follows immediately.

It seems appropriate to conclude by examining the implications of this result in the spe-
cific context of Section 1.2. LetG D Zn be a cyclic group in SL.n;C/ acting onM D Cn
and letY be the canonical crepant resolution of the quotientX D M=G. Explicitly we
choose coordinatesx1; : : : ;xn onM in terms of which the action of the generator inG is
given by.x1; : : : ;xn/ 7! ."x1; : : : ; "xn/ where"D exp.2�i=n/ is a fixednth root of unity.
The spaceY is the blow up of the unique singular point ofX . It can be described explic-
itly as follows. WriteP D Pn�1 for the projective space with homogeneous coordinates
x1; : : : ;xn. ThenY D tot.OP .�n// is the total space of the line bundleOP .�n/ and the
natural map� W Y ! X is simply contracting the zero section. LetZ � Y �M denote
the fiber product ofY andM overX . ThenZ can be identified with the total space
Z D tot.OP .�1// and the mapq W Z ! M is again the contraction of the zero section,
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this time to a smooth point –the origin0 2M . All this data can be conveniently organized
in the commutative diagram

Z
�

{{xx
xx

xx

p

��

q
// M

�

��

P

Y
�

ccFFFFFF

�
// X

where� W Y ! P and� W Z ! P denote the natural projections andp W Z ! Y is the
map of taking a quotient byG. Note that the groupG acts onZ by simply multiplying
by " along the fibers ofOP .�1/! P and so the mapp W Z ! Y can also be viewed as
the map raising intonth power along the fibers of the line bundleOP .�1/. Conversely, we
can viewZ as the canonicalnth root cover ofY which is branched along the zero section
Q � Y of �.

Now let f 2 CŒx1; : : : ;xn� be a homogeneous polynomial of degreen. Thenf can
be viewed as a regular function onM with a critical point at the origin which is invariant
with respect to the action ofG onM . This way, we get a singular Landau-Ginzburg model
.M;f / with an action ofG. Let S be the hypersurface of degreen in P D Pn�1 given
by the homogeneous equationf D 0. Consider the associated affine cone overS , namely,
the hypersurfaceM0 given inM D Cn by exactly the same equationf D 0. It is evident
that the singular fiber of the mapf W M ! C over the point0 2 C is preciselyM0. Let
g W Y ! C be defined as before, and letY0 denote the fiber ofg over the point0. ThenY0
is a normal crossing variety with irreducible componentsY 0

0 andY 00
0 . One componentY 0

0 is
isomorphic to the total space of the line bundleOP .�n/jS overS . The second component
Y 00
0 is isomorphic toQ.

It is proved in [10, Proposition 2.40] thatG-Hilb.M/ is isomorphic toY . Moreover,
the tautological bundles onG-Hilb.M/ (see [76] for the definition) are��OP ;
��OP .1/; : : : ;��OP .n� 1/. It then follows from [15, Example 4.3] that̂ is an equiv-
alence of categories and we can apply Theorem 1.8.6 to obtainDSg.Y0/Š DGSg.M0/. We
are now set to establish the claim made at the end of Section 1.2.

Corollary 1.8.7. Let the context be as above. Then the category of D-branes in the
Landau-Ginzburg model.Y;g/ is equivalent to the category of D-branes in the Landau-
Ginzburg orbifold.M;f /.

Addendum.In a recent preprint P. Seidel [80] gave another example illustrating the use of
Theorem 1.8.6 in the context of Homological Mirror Symmetry.





2
NONCOMMUTATIVE RESOLUTIONS

OF ADE FIBERED CALABI -YAU

THREEFOLDS

In this chapter we construct noncommutative resolutions of ADE fibered Calabi-Yau three-
folds. The construction is in terms of a noncommutative algebra introduced by V. Ginzburg
in [37], which we call the “N D 1 ADE quiver algebra”. This chapter is based on joint
work with Alex Boer [75].

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a great deal of interest in noncommutative algebra in con-
nection with algebraic geometry, in particular to the study of singularities and their resolu-
tions. The underlying idea in this context is that the resolutions of a singularity are closely
linked to the structure of a noncommutative algebra.

The case of Kleinian singularitiesX D C2=G, for G a finite subgroup of SL.2;C/,
was the first non-trivial example of this phenomenom, studied in [24]. It was shown that
the minimal resolution ofX can be described as a moduli space of representations of the
preprojective algebra associated to the action ofG. This preprojective algebra is known to
be Morita equivalent to the skew group algebraCŒx;y�#G, so we could alternatively use
this algebra to construct the minimal resolution ofX . Later, M. Kapranov and E. Vasserot
[47] showed that there is a derived equivalence betweenCŒx;y�#G and the minimal res-
olution ofX . A similar statement was established by T. Bridgeland, A. King and M. Reid
[16] for crepant resolutions of quotient singularitiesX D C3=G arising from a finite sub-
groupG � SL.3;C/. In this case the crepant resolution ofX is realized as a moduli space
of representations of the McKay quiver associated to the action ofG, subject to a certain
natural commutation relations (see [28] and §4.4 of [37]).

Various steps in the direction mentioned above have been taken in a series of papers
[61, 60, 39, 85, 27, 93], where several concrete examples have been discussed. More

27
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abstract approaches have also been put forward in [59, 11]. The lesson to be drawn from
these works is that for some singularities it is possible to find a noncommutative algebra
A such that the representation theory of this algebra dictates in every way the process of
resolving these singularities. More precisely, it is shown that:

� the centre ofA corresponds to the coordinate ring of the singularity;

� the algebraA is finitely generated over its centre;

� “nice” resolutions of the singularity are obtained via the moduli space of represen-
tations ofA;

� the category of finitely generated modules overA is derived equivalent to the cate-
gory of coherent sheaves on an appropriate resolution.

Following the terminology of M. Van den Bergh (cf. [91, 92]) we may think ofA as a
“noncommutative resolution”.

This phenomenom also appears naturally in string theory in the context of coincident
D-branes. There the singularityX should be a Calabi-Yau threefold and one studies Type
IIB string theory compactified onX . It turns out that a collection of D-branes located
at the singularity gives rise to a noncommutative algebraA, which can be described as
the path algebra of a quiver with relations. For a fixed quiverQ, this construction only
depends on a ‘noncommutative function’ called the superpotential. As a consequence, the
aforementioned derived equivalence establishes a correspondence between two different
ways of describing a D-brane: as an object of the derived category of coherent sheaves on
a resolution ofX and as a representation of the quiverQ.

Now, let us explain the situation on which we will focus. We shall study a kind of
singular Calabi-Yau threefolds with isolated singularities, known as ADE fibered Calabi-
Yau threefolds. They have been defined and studied in the work of F. Cachazo, S. Katz and
C. Vafa [21] from the point of view ofN D 1 quiver gauge theories. The quiver diagrams
of interest here are the extended Dynkin quivers of typeA, D or E. Following [37],
for such a quiverQ, we associate a noncommutative algebraA� .Q/ which we call the
“N D 1 ADE quiver algebra”. The choice of� is encoded in the fibration data. The goal
of this chapter is to show that theN D 1 ADE quiver algebra realizes a noncommutative
resolution of the ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefold associated withQ and� . The proof of
this result depends on two ingredients. On the one hand, we use the results in [24], on the
construction of deformations of Kleinian singularities and their simultaneous resolutions in
terms ofQ. On the other hand, we use the results in [31] to contruct a Morita equivalence
betweenA� .Q/ and a noncommutative crepant resolutionA� in the sense of Van den
Bergh; this allows us to use the techniques developed in [91] to show that the derived
category of finitely generated modules overA� .Q/ is equivalent to the derived category
of coherent sheaves on the small resolution of the ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefold.

Some related results using different methods were obtained by B. Szendrői in [86]. He
considers threefoldsX fibered over a general curveC by ADE singularities and shows
that D-branes on a small resolution ofX are classified by representations with relations
of a Kronheimer-Nakajima-type quiver in the category Coh.C / of coherent sheaves onC .
The correspondence is given by a derived equivalence between the small resolution ofX
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and a sheaf of noncommutative algebras onC . In particular, there is a substantial overlap
between Section 2.5 of this chapter and the results of Ref. [86].

An effort has been made to make this chapter as self-contained as possible. The chap-
ter is structured as follows. In Section 2.2 we will review the theory of deformations
of Kleinian singularities and their simultaneous resolutions and we define ADE fibered
Calabi-Yau threefolds. In Section 2.3 we outline the results of Cassens and Slodowy on the
construction of deformations of Kleinian singularities and their simultaneous resolutions
in terms ofQ. In Section 2.4 we define theN D 1 ADE quiver algebraA� .Q/, describe
some of its basic structure and prove that small resolutions of ADE fibered Calabi-Yau
threefolds are obtained via the moduli space of representations ofA� .Q/. We conclude
with a discussion of the derived equivalence betweenA� .Q/ and the small resolution of
an ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefold in Section 2.5.

2.2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section we will briefly review the definition of ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds,
as developed in [21]. We begin by outlining the theory of deformations of Kleinian singu-
larities and their simultaneous resolutions. For more details on these topics, we refer the
reader to [50], [55] and [40].

2.2.1 Deformations of Kleinian singularities. We remind briefly the basic setting. Re-
call that Kleinian singularities are constructed as the quotient ofC2 by a finite subgroupG
of SL.2;C/. Such finiteG are known to fall into an ADE classification: up to conjugacy,
they are in one-to-one correspondence with the Dynkin diagrams of typeA,D orE. The
quotientC2=G can be realized as a hypersurfaceX0 � C3 with an isolated singularity at
the origin. The defining equation for the singularity is determined by the Dynkin diagram
associated to the groupG:

An W x2Cy2CznC1
D 0

Dn W x2Cy2zC zn�1
D 0

E6 W x2Cy3C z4 D 0

E7 W x2Cy3Cyz3 D 0

E6 W x2Cy3C z5 D 0

Write � W Y0 ! X0 for the minimal resolution. The exceptional divisor of� consists of
.�2/-curvesCi intersecting transversally. This configuration is best explained via the dual
graph� of X0: each curveCi is a vertex, and two vertices are joined by an edge if and
only if the corresponding curves intersect inY0. For Kleinian singularities, the resolution
graph is just a Dynkin diagram of typeA,D orE. For this reason, these singularities are
also called ADE singularities.

The Dynkin diagram appears in the classification of simple Lie algebras. Thus we
have a complex simple Lie algebrag corresponding to�. We leth be the complex Cartan
subalgebra ofg andW the corresponding Weyl group. Onh, we have a natural action of
W .
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For later use we briefly discuss the notion of semiuniversal deformation of a singular-
ity. Let S be a complex space with a distinguished points0. A deformationof a com-
plex spaceX0 consists of a flat morphism' W X ! S together with an isomorphism
X0 Š Xs0 D '�1.s0/. The spaceS is called thebaseof the deformation'.

An isomorphism of two deformations' W X ! S and'0 W X 0 ! S of X0 overS is
an isomorphism� W X ! X 0 such that the following diagram commutes

X
� //

'
  

AA
AA

AA
AA

X 0

'0

~~||
||

||
||

S

If ' W X ! S is a deformation ofX0 andu W T ! S is any morphism, then the pull-back
 W X �S T ! T of ' by u is flat again, hence a deformation ofX0 overT , which will
be called the deformation induced byu from '.

A deformation' W X ! S of X0 is calledsemiuniversalif any other deformation
'0 W X 0 ! S 0 of X0 is isomorphic to a deformation induced from' by a base changeu W

S 0 ! S whose differential ats0
0 2 S 0 is uniquely determined by'0. It follows immediately

that semiuniversal deformations are unique up to isomorphism.
In general it is very hard to determine semiuniversal deformations. Fortunately, semi-

universal deformations are easy to write down explicitly for any isolated hypersurface
singularity. They can be constructed in the following way. LetX0 D ff D 0g � Ck be
an isolated hypersurface singularity at the origin. Choose polynomialsg1; : : : ;gn which
descend to a basis of the vector spaceCŒx1; : : : ;xk �=.f;@f=@x1; : : : ;@f=@xk/. Define the
spaces

X D

�
f .x1; : : : ;xk/C

nX
iD1

tigi .x1; : : : ;xk/D 0

�
� Ck �Cn

andS D Cn, and let' W X ! S be the composition of the embedingX ! Ck �Cn and
the second projection. Then the map' realizes a semiuniversal deformation ofX0.

Now we want to construct semiuniversal deformations of Kleinian singularities. From
what we have discussed above, each Kleinian singularity has an associated Dynkin dia-
gram� whose Weyl groupW acts on the complex Cartan subalgebrah of the associated
Lie algebrag. A model for the base of the deformation is given byS D h=W . The defining
polynomial ofX is simple to write in theAn andDn cases, namely

An W x2Cy2CznC1
C

nC1X
iD2

˛iz
nC1�i

Dn W x2Cy2zC zn�1
�

n�1X
iD1

ı2iz
n�1�i

C2ny

where˛i is thei th elementary symmetric function oft1; : : : ; tnC1, ı2i is thei th elementary
symmetric function oft21 ; : : : ; t

2
n andn D t1 � � � tn. The corresponding equations forE6,

E7 andE8 in terms of thet ’s are more complicated and we refer the reader to [50].
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2.2.2 Simultaneous resolutions for Kleinian singularities. Kleinian singularities are
exceptional among the other surface singularities because they admit simultaneous resolu-
tions.

We start by recalling the definition of a simultaneous resolution. Let' W X ! S be
a flat morphism of complex spaces. Asimultaneous resolutionof ' is a commutative
diagram

X 0

'0

��

� // X

'

��

T u
// S

such that'0 W X 0 ! T is flat, u is finite and surjective,� is proper, and for allt 2 T ,
the morphism�jX 0

t
W X 0

t ! Xu.t/ is a resolution of singularities. IfS is a point, then a
simultaneous resolution of' WX ! S is the same as a resolution ofX .

Brieskorn and Tyurina [17, 88] showed that the semiuniversal deformation' W X !

h=W , for any Kleinian singularityX0, admits a simultaneous resolution after making the
base changeh ! h=W . More precisely, the familyX �h=W h may be resolved explicitly
and one obtains a simultaneous resolutionY ! X �h=W h of ' inducing the minimal
resolutionY0 !X0. The situation can be conveniently summarized by the diagram

Y //

$$I
IIIIIIIIII X �h=W h //

��

X

��

h // h=W

We should mention that there is a more general construction obtained from simulta-
neouspartial resolutions ofX0; if we let �0 � � be the subdiagram for the part of the
singularity that is not being resolved and denote byW0 � W the subgroup generated by
reflections of the simple roots corresponding to� n�0, then we can define a deformation
of X0, which has a model for the base given byh=W0, and there is a simultaneous partial
resolutionZ of the familyX �h=W0

h.
We will illustrate this with an example.

Example 2.2.1.We consider a singularity of typeAn. In the spaceCnC1 with coordinates
t1; : : : ; tnC1, there is a natural identification ofh with the hyperplane given by the equationPnC1
iD1 ti D 0. The Weyl groupW is isomorphic to the symmetric groupSnC1. The

quotient maph ! h=W can be realized by the formuląi D �i .t1; : : : ; tnC1/, where�i
is the i th elementary symmetric function oft1; : : : ; tnC1. Making a finite base change
h ! h=W , one gets a familyX �h=W h given inC3�h by the equation

x2Cy2C

nC1Y
iD1

.zC ti /D 0

with discriminant locus
Q
i<j .ti � tj /

2 D 0. This can be rewritten after an analytic coor-
dinate change as

xy D

nC1Y
iD1

.zC ti /:
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The resolutionY can be constructed explicitly as the closure of the graph of the rational
mapX �h=W h ! .P1/n defined by

.x;y;z; ti / 7�!

� jY
iD1

.zC ti / W y

�
:

Let .uj W vj / be homogeneous coordinates on thej th P1 arising from the resolution de-
scribed above. Then

xy D

nC1Y
iD1

.zC ti /

xvj D uj

nC1Y
iDjC1

.zC ti /; 1� j � n

yuj D vj

jY
iD1

.zC ti /; 1� j � n

uj vk D ukvj

jY
iDkC1

.zC ti /; 1� k < j � n

are the equations forY . The projectionC3� h � .P1/n ! h induces a map W Y ! h,
and the compositionC3�h� .P1/n ! C3�h ! C3�h=W induces a map� W Y ! X .
By construction, the following diagram is commutative:

Y

 

��

� // X

'

��

h // h=W

We claim that this diagram is a simultaneous resolution of'. Let U0;U1; : : : ;Un be the
open subsets ofC3�h� .P1/n defined by

U0 D fv1 ¤ 0g;

Uk D fuk ¤ 0;vkC1 ¤ 0g; 1� k � n�1

Un D fun ¤ 0g;

and onUk , let
�k D vk=uk ; �k D ukC1=vkC1:

In Y \Uk we can solve for the.uj W vj /, j ¤ k;kC1, by

.uj W vj /D

�
1 W �k

kY
iDjC1

.zC ti /

�
; for j < k

.uj W vj /D

�
�k

jY
iDkC2

.zC ti / W 1

�
; for j > kC1.
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An elementary computation shows thatY \Uk may be defined by the above equations
together with the equations

x D �k

nC1Y
iDkC2

.zC ti /;

y D �k

kY
iD1

.zC ti /;

z D �k�k � tkC1:

Consequently, it may be inferred thatY is non-singular, and has maximal rank, whence
 is flat. It is now routine to verify that the diagram above is a simultaneous resolution of
'.

2.2.3 ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds. We now describe a certain class of Calabi-
Yau threefolds constructed in [21] by F. Cachazo, S. Katz and C. Vafa (see also [20, 49,
84, 96]).

We begin with some preliminaries. By a Gorenstein Calabi-Yau threefoldX we always
mean a quasiprojective threefoldX with only terminal Gorentein singularities such that
KX D 0. Fix a Gorenstein Calabi-Yau threefold. Asmall resolution� W Z ! X is a
proper birational morphism from a normal varietyZ toX such that the expectional locus
is a curve. We are mainly interested in the case whereP 2 X is an isolated Gorenstein
threefold singularity. In this caseC D ��1.P / is a transverse union of smooth rational
.�1;�1/-curvesCi .

We point out the following important result, originally due to M. Reid (cf. [77]).

Proposition 2.2.2.LetP 2X be an isolated Gorenstein threefold singularity and� WZ!

X a small resolution. Then the generic hyperplane sectionX0 throughP is a Kleinian
singularity, and its proper transformZ0 on Z has isolated singularities, and hence is
normal, and is dominated by the minimal resolution ofX0.

In light of this result, we can viewX as the total space of a one parameter family of
deformations of its generic hyperplaneX0, and the small resolutionZ as the total space of
a one parameter family of deformations of a partial resolutionZ0 ofX0. We are thus in the
presence of the phenomenon of simultaneous partial resolutions of Kleinian singularities.

Using these observations we can define a broader class of Calabi-Yau threefolds as
follows. We want to obtain a Gorenstein Calabi-Yau threefoldX by fibering the total
space of the semiuniversal deformation of a Kleinian singularity over a complex plane
whose coordinate we denote by�. This fibration is implemented by allowing theti ’s to
be polynomials in�. In more concrete terms, letf W C ! h be a polynomial map1. Via
the defining equation for the familyX �h=W h, we can viewX as the total space of a one
parameter family defined byf . Similarly, the simultaneous resolutionY ! X �h=W h

1More general and more local constructions can be obtained from polynomial mapsf W�! h with � a
complex disk, but we chooseC as the domain off for application to physics.
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can be used to construct a Calabi-Yau threefoldY . That is, we get a cartesian diagram

Y //

�

��

Y

��

X //

��

X �h=W h

��

C
f

// h

whereY is the pullback ofY by f andX is the pullback ofX �h=W h by f . One can
show that iff is sufficiently general, thenY is smooth,X is Gorenstein with an isolated
singular point, and� W Y ! X is a small resolution. The genericity condition is thatf is
transverse to the hyperplanes…� � h orthogonal to each positive root� of h. This class
of Calabi-Yau threefolds we call ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds.

Note that iff D 0, then the singular threefoldX is isomorphic to a direct product of
the formX0� C. In particularX has a line of Kleinian singularities. The resolutionY is
isomorphic to the direct productY0� C, whereY0 is the minimal resolution ofX0. This
of course isnot a small resolution, as it has an exceptional divisor over a curve. The main
point for us here is that ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds are related toX0 � C by a
complex structure deformation. For a full discussion of these matters consult [84, 86].

We illustrate with the following example.

Example 2.2.3.LetP 2X be an isolatedAn singularity. We keep the notation of Exam-
ple 2.2.1. A mapf D .t1; : : : ; tnC1/ W C ! h would give theti ’s as polynomial functions
of �. The singular threefoldX can be induced fromX �h=W h by the morphismf . In
other words,X is given by

�
.x;y;z;�/

ˇ̌̌̌
xy D

nC1Y
iD1

.zC ti .�//

�
� C4:

Y is the resolution of the above given by taking the closure of the graph of the mapping
X ! .P1/n given by

.uj W vj /D

� jY
iD1

.zC ti .�// W y

�
; 1� j � n:

As with Example 2.2.1 we definenC1 open subsets onC4� .P1/n as follows:

U0 D fv1 ¤ 0g;

Uk D fuk ¤ 0;vkC1 ¤ 0g; 1� k � n�1

Un D fun ¤ 0g:

Setting�k D vk=uk , �k DukC1=vkC1 for 1� k� n�1 and observing thatY � C4�.P1/n
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satisfies

xvj D uj

nC1Y
iDjC1

.zC ti .�//; 1� j � n

yuj D vj

jY
iD1

.zC ti .�//; 1� j � n

uj vk D ukvj

jY
iDkC1

.zC ti .�//; 1� k < j � n

one can solve for the.uj W vj /, j ¤ k;kC1, by

.uj W vj /D

�
1 W �k

kY
iDjC1

.zC ti .�//

�
; for j < k

.uj W vj /D

�
�k

jY
iDkC2

.zC ti .�// W 1

�
; for j > kC1.

It follows thatY is obtained by glueingnC1 copies ofC3 with coordinates.�k ;�k ;�/ and
transition maps

�kC1 D ��1
k ; �kC1 D �k.�k�k � tkC1.�//; �D �:

The contraction map� W Y !X is defined onUk by

x D �k

nC1Y
iDkC2

.zC ti .�//;

y D �k

kY
iD1

.zC ti .�//;

z D �k�k � tkC1.�/;

which extends over the whole ofY .

2.3 DEFORMATIONS AND SIMULTANOEUS RESOLUTIONS OFKLEINIAN

SINGULARITIES REVISITED

A new approach to the deformation and resolution theory of Kleinian singularities was
given by H. Cassens and P. Slodowy [24]. Their construction starts directly from the
McKay graph of the finite subgroupG of SL.2;C/ and uses geometric invariant theory. In
this section, we describe some aspects of this construction we shall need in the sequel.
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2.3.1 Quivers. First of all, let us briefly remind the definitions and the basic properties
of quivers and their representations.

Recall that aquiverQ D .Q0;Q1;h; t/ consists of a finite setQ0 of vertices, a finite
setQ1 of arrows and two mapsh; t W Q1 ! Q0 which assign to each arrowa 2 Q1 its
headh.a/ and tailt .a/, respectively. We shall writea W i ! j for an arrow starting ini
and ending inj .

A path in Q of lengthm � 0 is a sequencep D a1a2 � � �am of arrows such that
t .aiC1/ D h.ai / for 1 � i � m� 1. We leth.p/ D h.am/ and t .p/ D t .a1/ denote the
initial and final vertices of the pathp. For each vertexi 2Q0, we letei denote the trivial
path of length zero which starts and ends at the vertexi . Thepath algebraCQ associ-
ated to a quiverQ is theC-algebra whose underlying vector space has basis the set of
paths inQ, and with the product of paths given by concatenation. Thus, ifp D a1 � � �am
andq D b1 � � �bn are two paths, thenpq D a1 � � �amb1 � � �bn if t .q/ D h.p/ andpq D 0

otherwise. We also have

eiej D

�
ei if i D j

0 if i ¤ j
;

eip D

�
p if t .p/D i

0 if t .p/¤ i
;

pei D

�
p if h.p/D i

0 if h.p/¤ i
;

for p 2 CQ. This multiplication is associative. Note that
P
i2Q0

ei is the identity element
of CQ. We denote by mod–CQ the category of finitely generated right modules overCQ.

The path algebraCQ is sometimes too big to be of interest and so often instead we
wish to consider the path algebra modulo an ideal. This ideal is often defined by using
relations on the quiver. Formally, arelation� on a quiverQ is aC-linear combination of
paths� D c1p1C�� �Ccnpn with ci 2 C andh.p1/D �� � D h.pn/ andt .p1/D �� � D t .pn/.
If � D f�rg is a set of relations onQ, the pair.Q;�/ is called aquiver with relations.
Associated with.Q;�/ is theC-algebraAD CQ=.�/, where.�/ denotes the ideal inCQ
generated by the set of relations�.

A representationV of Q is a collectionfVi j i 2 Q0g of finite dimensional vector
spaces overC together with a collectionfVa W Vt.a/ ! Vh.a/ j a 2Q1g of C-linear maps.
Thedimension vectorof the representationV is the vector dimV 2 ZQ0 whosei th com-
ponent is dimVi . If V andW are two representations ofQ, then amorphism� W V !W

is a collection ofC-linear mapsf�i W Vi !Wi j i 2Q0g such that for all arrowsa 2Q1
we have thatWa�t.a/ D �h.a/Va. A morphism� is an isomorphism if all the components
�i are isomorphisms.

Suppose thatV andV 0 are representations ofQ. We say thatV 0 is asubrepresentation
of V if V 0

i � Vi for all i 2Q0 andV 0
a D VajVi

for each arrowa W i ! j . A representation
V is trivial if Vi D 0 for all i 2Q0 andsimpleif its only subrepresentations are the trivial
representation andV itself.

For a quiverQ we can form a category rep.Q/ whose objects are representations
of Q with the morphisms as defined above. With eachCQ-moduleM we associate a
representation ofQ given byVi D eiM for each vertexi 2Q0 andVa W Vi ! Vj ,m 7! am

for each arrowa W i ! j in Q. This construction is functorial. In fact it is an equivalence
between rep.Q/ and mod–CQ.
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For a given quiver with relations.Q;�/ we define the category rep.Q;�/ of represen-
tations to be the full subcategory of rep.Q/ whose objects are theV with V� D 0 for each
relation� in �. As before, the categories rep.Q;�/ and mod–A are equivalent and we view
the equivalence as an identification.

For a dimension vector̨ 2 ZQ0 we define the representation space

Rep.Q;˛/D

M
a2Q1

HomC.C˛t.a/ ;C˛h.a//

which is an irreducible affine variety of dimension
P
a2Q1

˛t.a/˛h.a/. Given a pointx 2

Rep.Q;˛/, we define a representationV.x/ of Q of dimension vector̨ by declaring that
V.x/i D C˛i and thatV.x/a is theC-linear mapxa. There is a canonical action of the
linear reductive group GL.˛/D

Q
i2Q0

GL.˛i ;C/ on the representation space Rep.Q;˛/

determined for all elementsx 2 Rep.Q;˛/ and all group elementsgD .gi /i2Q0
of GL.˛/

by the rule
.g �x/a D gh.a/xag

�1
t.a/:

It is clear that the orbits of GL.˛/ on Rep.Q;˛/ are precisely the isomorphism classes
of representations. If� is a set of relations forQ, we denote by Rep.A;˛/ the closed
subspace of Rep.Q;˛/ corresponding to representations forA D CQ=.�/. As before,
we can see that the orbits of GL.˛/ on Rep.A;˛/ correspond to isomorphism classes of
representations ofA of dimension̨ .

2.3.2 Deformation of Kleinian singularities revisited. This subsection is devoted to
constructing the semiuniversal deformation of a Kleinian singularity in terms of the asso-
ciated quiver. We follow the general approach described in Ref. [31] (see also [29] and
[30]).

We begin by defining the deformed preprojective algebra. LetQ be a quiver with
vertex setI . We denote bySQ thedoubleof Q, obtained by adding a reverse arrowa� W

j ! i for each arrowa W i ! j in Q. If � 2 CI then thedeformed preprojective algebra
of weight� is defined by

…� .Q/D C SQ

� X
a2Q

Œa;a���
X
i2I

�iei

!
:

whereŒa;a�� is the commutatoraa� �a�a. The algebra….Q/D…0.Q/ is known as the
preprojective algebra.

The representations ofSQ of dimension vector̨ are parametrized by

Rep.SQ;˛/D Rep.Q;˛/˚Rep.Qop;˛/;

whereQop is theoppositequiver toQ with an arrowa� W j ! i for each arrowa W i ! j

inQ. As earlier, we have a natural action of the reductive group GL.˛/D
Q
i2I GL.˛i ;C/

on Rep.SQ;˛/ defined by conjugation, and its orbits correspond to isomorphism classes of
representations. The diagonal subgroupC� � GL.˛/ acts trivially, leaving a faithful action
of G.˛/D GL.˛/=C�. The Lie algebra of GL.˛/ is given by End.˛/D

Q
i2I EndC.C˛i /.
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Using the trace pairing we may identify End.˛/Š End.˛/�, and, exchanging the compo-
nents corresponding to arrowsa anda�, also Rep.Qop;˛/Š Rep.Q;˛/�. Thus, there is
an identification of the cotangent bundleT �Rep.Q;˛/ of Rep.Q;˛/ with Rep.SQ;˛/:

Rep.SQ;˛/Š Rep.Q;˛/�Rep.Q;˛/� D T �Rep.Q;˛/:

The natural symplectic form onT �Rep.Q;˛/ correspond to the form

!.x;y/D

X
a2Q

tr.xa�ya/� tr.xaya�/

on Rep.SQ;˛/. Associated to the action of G.˛/ there is amoment map�˛ W Rep.Q;˛/!

End.˛/0 given by
�˛.x/i D

X
a2Q
h.a/Di

xaxa� �

X
a2Q
t.a/Di

xa�xa;

where

End.˛/0 D

�
� 2 End.˛/

ˇ̌̌̌X
i2I

tr.�i /D 0

�
:

If one uses the trace pairing to identify End.˛/0 with the dual of the Lie algebra of G.˛/,
then this is a moment map in the usual sense.

Now, suppose that� 2 CI . The category of…� .Q/-modules is equivalent to the cate-
gory of representationsV of SQ which satisfyX

a2Q
h.a/Di

VaVa� �

X
a2Q
t.a/Di

Va�Va D �i idVi

for each vertexi . If ˛ � � D 0, then� can be identified with the element.�i idC˛i / in the
centre of End.˛/0, and

Rep.…� .Q/;˛/D ��1
˛ .�/

is the closed subset of Rep.SQ;˛/ that classifies representations of…� .Q/ of dimension
vector˛.

We are now ready to start our study of semiuniversal deformations of Kleinian singu-
larities. LetG be a finite group of SL.2;C/ and letC2=G be the corresponding Kleinian
singularity. Let�0; : : : ;�n be the irreducible representations ofG with �0 trivial, and let
V be the natural2-dimensional representation ofG. TheMcKay graphof G is the graph
with vertex setI D f0;1; : : : ;ng and with the number of edges betweeni andj being the
multiplicity of �i in V ˝�j . (SinceV is self-dual, this is the same as the multiplicity of
�j in V ˝�i .) McKay observed that this graph is an extended Dynkin diagram of typeA,
D orE. LetQ be the quiver obtained from the McKay graph by choosing any orientation
of the edges, and letı 2 NI be the vector withıi D dim�i . We consider the moment map
�ı W Rep.SQ;ı/! End.ı/0 for the action of G.ı/ on Rep.SQ;ı/. Let h be the hyperplane
defined byf� 2 CI j ı �� D 0g. Recall that if� 2 h, then��1

ı
.�/ is identified with the space

of representations of…� .Q/ of dimension vectorı. Hence, we see that G.ı/ acts naturally
on��1

ı
.h/. We denote by��1

ı
.h/�G.ı/ the affine quotient, and by' W��1

ı
.h/�G.ı/! h

the map which is obtained from the universal property of the quotient. Then we have the
following result, see [31, 24].
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Theorem 2.3.1.The map' W��1
ı
.h/�G.ı/! h is isomorphic in the category of complex

spaces to a lift through the Weyl group of the semiuniversal deformation ofC2=G.

Taking fibers, it follows that the quotients Rep.…� .Q/;ı/� G.ı/ with ı � � D 0 are
isomorphic as complex spaces to the fibers of the semiuniversal deformation. In particular,
one has thatC2=G Š Rep.….Q/;ı/�G.ı/.

2.3.3 Simultaneous resolutions of Kleinian singularities revisited. We now turn our
attention to studying the resolution of Kleinian singularities and the simultaneous reso-
lution of their deformations in terms of the corresponding quiver. Our treatment follows
Cassens and Slodowy [24].

Let us start by giving the basic definitions. LetA D CQ=.�/ be a finite-dimensional
C-algebra where� is a set of relations for the quiverQ. Let I be the set of vertices of
Q. As before, we denote by Rep.A;˛/ the space of representations ofA of dimension
vector˛. The group G.˛/ D GL.˛/=C� acts by conjugation on Rep.A;˛/ and its orbits
correspond to isomorphism classes of representations ofA of dimension vector̨ . Now,
every character of GL.˛/ is of the form

�� .g/D

Y
i2I

det.gi /
�i

for some� 2 ZI . As the diagonal subgroupC� � GL.˛/ acts trivially on Rep.A;˛/ we
are only interested in the characters�� such that� �˛ D 0. Such a vector� can also be
interpreted as a homomorphismZI ! Z by putting�.ˇ/D

P
i2I �iˇi . We say that� is

genericwith respect tǫ if �.ˇ/ ¤ 0 for all 0 < ˇ < ˛. Note that such a� exists if and
only if ˛ is indivisible, meaning that thęi have no common divisors.

To proceed further we need the notion of� -stability introduced by A. King [54].
Let � be a homomorphismZI ! Z. A representationV of A is said to be� -stable if
�.dimV /D 0, but �.dimV 0/ > 0 for every proper subrepresentationV 0 � V . The notion
of � -semistableis the same with “�” replacing “>”. We may note in passing that if� is
generic for dimV the notions of� -semistability and� -stability coincide.

Using the Hilbert-Mumford criterion the notion of�� -(semi)stability can be translated
into the language of representations of the algebra, see [54, Proposition 3.1].

Proposition 2.3.2. A point inRep.A;˛/ corresponding to a representationV ofA is �� -
stable (respectively�� -semistable) if and only ifV is � -stable (respectively� -semistable).

Denote by Rep.A;˛/ss
�

the subset of Rep.A;˛/ consisting of the pointsx such that the
corresponding representationV is � -semistable. Then Rep.A;˛/ss

�
is open (maybe empty)

in the Zariski topology of Rep.A;˛/.
We next recall the notion of semi-invariant polynomial. A polynomial functionf 2

CŒRep.A;˛/� is called a� -semi-invariant of weightk if

f .g �x/D �� .g/
kf .x/ for all g 2 G.˛/

where�� is the character of G.˛/ corresponding to� . The set of� -semi-invariants of
a given weightk is a vector subspace ofCŒRep.A;˛/�, and we denote this space by
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CŒRep.A;˛/�G.˛/
�k

�

. Obviously,� -semi-invariants of weight zero are just polynomial in-

variants and a product of� -semi-invariants of weightsk, l is again a� -semi-invariant of
weightkC l . In particular, this means that the ring of all� -semi-invariants

CŒRep.A;˛/�G.˛/��
D

M
k�0

CŒRep.A;˛/�G.˛/
�k

�

is a graded algebra with part of degree zeroCŒRep.A;˛/�G.˛/. Hence, the corresponding
invariant quotient of Rep.A;˛/ by G.˛/, which we shall denote by Rep.A;˛/���

G.˛/
can be described as

Rep.A;˛/���
G.˛/D Proj

�
CŒRep.A;˛/�G.˛/��

�
which is projective over the affine quotient Rep.A;˛/�G.˛/. The variety Rep.A;˛/���

G.˛/ gives a ‘good quotient’ of Rep.A;˛/ss
�

; namely, there is a surjective affine G.˛/-
invariant morphism� W Rep.A;˛/ss

�
! Rep.A;˛/���

G.˛/ such that the induced map�� W

CŒU �! CŒ��1.U /�G.˛/ is an isomorphism for any open subsetU � Rep.A;˛/���
G.˛/.

From this it follows that Rep.A;˛/���
G.˛/ can be identified with the affine quotient

variety Rep.A;˛/ss
�

�G.˛/.
There is a projective morphism

�� W Rep.A;˛/���
G.˛/ �! Rep.A;˛/�G.˛/

such that all fibers of�� are projective varieties. We are now ready to quote the following
fundamental result, compare [54, Proposition 3.2].

Proposition 2.3.3. The closed orbits ofG.˛/ on Rep.A;˛/ss
�

correspond to isomorphism
classes of direct sums of� -stable representations ofA of dimension̨ .

We shall refer to the variety Rep.A;˛/���
G.˛/ as the ‘moduli space of� -semistable

representations ofA of dimension̨ ’ and we will denote it byM� .A;˛/. (The justification
for using the term ‘moduli space’ is given in [54, §5]; see also Sect. 2.5.2 of this chapter.)
If � is generic then all� -semistable representations of dimension˛ are� -stable, so the
points of the moduli space correspond to isomorphism classes of� -stable representations.

We now apply this to Kleinian singularities. LetG be a finite subgroup of SL.2;C/.
LetQ be an orientation of the McKay graph. We consider the preprojective algebra….Q/.
Recall that the flat family' W ��1

ı
.h/� G.ı/! h realizes the semiuniversal deformation

of C2=G, or rather its lift through a Weyl group action. Choose� W ZI ! Z with �.ı/D 0.
Now, there is a projective morphism

�� W ��1
ı .h/���

G.ı/ �! ��1
ı .h/�G.ı/:

We denote by'� the composition of�� and' so that we have the following commutative
diagram:

��1
ı
.h/���

G.ı/

'�
%%LLLLLLLLLLL

�� // ��1
ı
.h/�G.ı/

'
yyttttttttttt

h

We obtain the following statement, see [24].
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Theorem 2.3.4. If � is generic, then the above diagram is a simultaneous resolution of'.

In the special case� D 0, then��1
ı
.0/���

G.ı/ is identified with the moduli space
M� .….Q/;ı/ of � -semistable representations of….Q/ of dimensionı. It follows imme-
diately that the projective morphism

M� .….Q/;ı/ �! Rep.….Q/;ı/�G.ı/Š C2=G

is the minimal resolution of the Kleinian singularity.

2.4 ADE FIBERED CALABI -YAU THREEFOLDS AND THEIR SMALL RESOLUTIONS

REVISITED

This section studies the reconstruction of ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds and their
small resolutions in terms of a noncommutative algebra, which we call the “N D 1 ADE
quiver algebra”. We begin with some motivating ideas from physics.

2.4.1 Physical and mathematical context. We would like to explain the motivation
and background that have led to the results that are described in this chapter. The work
arose as a result of an attempt to understand the reverse geometric engineering of ADE
fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds and their small resolutions.

We begin the discussion by describing the geometric engineering of gauge theories.
To this end we need to make a digression and discuss D-branes. Recall that ordinary
superstrings, known as Type II strings, are described by maps from a Riemann surface
†, the “worldsheet” as it is called, to a10-dimensional “spacetime” manifoldM through
which the string propagates.M is also referred to as the “target space”. The physical
definition of a D-brane is “ a submanifold ofM on which open strings can end”. This
means that if a D-brane is present, then one needs to consider maps from a Riemann
surface with boundaries toM such that the boundaries are mapped to a certain submanifold
S �M , usually referred to as the “worldvolume”. In this case one says that there is a D-
brane wrapped onS . If S is connected and has dimensionpC 1, then one says that one
is dealing with a Dp-brane. In general,S can have several components with different
dimensions, and then each component corresponds to a D-brane.

In the context of conformal field theory, a D-brane may be defined to be a boundary
condition preserving conformal invariance. Conformal field theories on Riemann surfaces
with boundaries can be described axiomatically as a functor from a geometric category to
an algebraic category. Simple considerations of gluing show that the boundary conditions
should be regarded as objects in an additive (in factC-linear) category.

Another important property of D-branes is the fact that the dynamics on its worldvol-
ume is a gauge theory. More concretely, the data specifying the boundary conditions for
the conformal field theory on† include a choice of a unitary vector bundleE onS and a
connection on it. In the simplest case this bundle has rank1, but one can also have “mul-
tiple” D-branes, described by bundles of rankr > 1. Such bundles describer coincident
D-branes wrapped on the same submanifoldS .

The idea behind geometric engineering is to look at the gauge theories that arise on
D-branes at singularities. To be more concrete, let us consider Type II string theory on the
10-dimensional spaceM D R1;3�X whereR1;3 is 4-dimensional Minkowski space and
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X is a Calabi-Yau threefold. We will assume thatX has an isolated singularity atP 2 X

and that there arer coincident D3-branes wrapped onR1;3� fP g. We want to determine
the gauge theory on such set of D3-branes. Much of this problem can be analyzed in the
context of purely topological B-branes, where the field theory on a set of D3-branes is
described in terms of a noncommutative algebraA. The idea is that the effective theory on
a set of D3-branes is anN D 1 supersymmetric gauge theory onR1;3 whose matter content
can be conveniently encoded in a quiver with relations coming from a ‘superpotential’.
This will therefore be what is known as anN D 1 quiver gauge theory.

Let us be more precise about this. IfQ is a quiver andCQ is the corresponding
path algebra, then asuperpotentialis a formal sum of oriented cycles on the quiver, i.e. an
element of the vector spaceCQ=ŒCQ;CQ�. On this space we can define for every arrowa
a ‘derivation’@a that takes any occurrences of the arrow in an oriented cycle and removes
them leading to a path from the head ofa to its tail. An N D 1 quiver gauge theory
consists of a quiverQ together with a choice of a superpotentialW and a dimension
vector˛ 2 NQ0 . Given anN D 1 quiver gauge theory, one can construct theN D 1 quiver
algebra

AD CQ=.@aW j a 2Q1/ :

The affine variety Rep.A;˛/ is said to be the space of ‘vacua’ and the affine quotient
Rep.A;˛/� G.˛/ is called the ‘moduli space of classical vacua’. This algebraic con-
struction also has a noncommutative geometric interpretation in whichA is viewed as the
noncommutative coordinate ring of the ‘critical locus’ ofW .

Back in the general situation, one can expect that all the information of the Calabi-Yau
singularityX can be encoded in theN D 1 quiver algebraA and that the moduli space of
classical vacua will recover the geometry ofX . From this perspective, the field theory on
the D-brane is the primary concept, whereas the spacetime itself is a secondary, derived
concept.

The above discussion suggest that it would be possible to reconstruct singular Calabi-
Yau threefolds fromN D 1 quiver gauge theories. Following the terminology in [8], we
call this process reverse geometric engineering of singularities. The basic idea of this con-
struction may be summarized as follows: under some particular conditions (namely that
theN D 1 quiver algebraA is finitely generated as a module over its centreZ.A/), the
centreZ.A/ is the coordinate ring of a three-dimensional algebraic variety, to be identified
as the singularityX . One then needs to show that the moduli space of classical vacua can
be identified with SpecZ.A/. The physical interpretation now is thatX will correspond
to the “spacetime” in which closed strings propagate, whileA is associated to a noncom-
mutative geometry that D-branes see. This is in the spirit of [79] where there are two
geometries at play, one for closed strings and another for open strings.

A fundamental observation made in [9] is that theN D 1 quiver algebraA also encodes
the process of resolving the singular Calabi-Yau threefoldX . For us, this means that string
theory can be used to resolve singularities in algebraic geometry. Indeed, a resolution of
the singularityX is obtained via the moduli space of certain stable representations of the
associatedN D 1 quiver algebraA. The physical content of this result is as follows. We
mentioned earlier that it is convenient to think of a D-brane as an object of an additive
category. In the case of IIB theory, which lives on acrepantresolutionY of the singularity
X , the D-branes are objects of the bounded derived categoryDb.Coh.Y // of coherent
sheaves onY . What is happening here is that topological B-branes on the resolutionY are
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described by representations of theN D 1 quiver algebraA. More precisely, there is an
equivalence of triangulated categories

Db.Coh.Y //Š Db.mod–A/;

whereDb.mod–A/ is the bounded derived category of finitely generated right modules
overA. In M. Van den Berg’s terminology,A is a “noncommutative crepant resolution”.

The situation that we actually wish to apply this to is the case of ADE fibered Calabi-
Yau threefolds and their small resolutions. The relevantN D 1 quiver gauge theory was
written down in [21] (see also [20, 49, 96]). We will explicitly carry out the previous
construction in the subsequent subsections.

2.4.2 ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds revisited. In this paragraph we show how to
construct the ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefold in terms of the associated quiver. We start
by summarising some of the neccessary definitions.

Let Q be an extended Dynkin quiver with vertex setI and let SQ be the double of
Q. Let �Q be the quiver obtained fromSQ by attaching an additional edge-loopui for
each vertexi 2 I . We writeC SQ andC�Q for the path algebras ofSQ and �Q. Let B DL
i2I Cei be the semisimple commutative subalgebra ofC SQ spanned by the trivial paths

and consider the algebraBŒu� of polynomials of a central variableu with coefficients
in B. For an element� 2 BŒu�, we will write �.u/ D

P
i �i .u/ei where�i 2 CŒu�. Let

C SQ�B BŒu� denote the free product ofC SQ with BŒu� overB. We have an isomorphism

C SQ�B BŒu� ��! C�Q W u 7�!
P
i ui :

This isomorphism sends the elementeiuei to ui , the additional edge-loop at the vertexi .
We also have an isomorphism

BŒu�D
�L

i2I Cei
�

˝CŒu� ��!
L
i2I CŒui � W ei ˝u 7�! ui :

Therefore, choosing an element� 2BŒu� amounts to choosing a collection of polynomials
f�i 2 CŒui � j i 2 I g.

If � 2 BŒu� then theN D 1 ADE quiver algebradetermined byQ is defined by

A� .Q/D C�Q� X
a2Q

Œa;a���
X
i2I

�i .u/ei

!
:

Compare this with the definition of [37, §4.3]. We point out that the defining relations for
A� .Q/ are generated by the superpotential

W D u
X
a2Q

Œa;a���
X
i2I

wi .u/ei ;

where eachwi 2 CŒu� satisfiesw0
i .u/D �i .u/. We also note that if�.u/ is identified with

the element
P
i �i .ui / thenA� .Q/ is the same as the quotient ofC�Q by the relationsX

a2Q
h.a/Di

aa�
�

X
a2Q
t.a/Di

a�a� �i .ui /D 0; aui D uja;
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for each vertexi , and for each arrowa W i ! j in SQ. This is helpful when considering
representations ofA� .Q/, as they can be identified with representationsV of �Q which
satisfy X

a2Q
h.a/Di

VaVa� �

X
a2Q
t.a/Di

Va�Va� �i .Vui
/D 0; VaVui

D Vuj
Va; (�)

for each vertexi , and for each arrowa W i ! j in SQ.
The following is immediate from what we have just seen.

Lemma 2.4.1. Let V be a representation ofA� .Q/, and letvi be an eigenvector ofVui

with eigenvalue�. If a W i ! j is any arrow in SQ, thenVavi is either an eigenvector of
Vuj

with eigenvalue� or the zero vector.

Proof. If vi is an eigenvector ofVui
corresponding to the eigenvalue�, then we have

Vuj
Vavi D VaVui

vi D �Vavi ;

by virtue of (�). The assertion follows.

We also want to make the following observation.

Lemma 2.4.2. LetV be a simple representation ofA� .Q/. Then there exists a� with the
property thatVui

vi D �vi whenever0¤ vi 2 Vi .

Proof. SetJ D fi 2 I j Vi ¤ 0g. ThenJ is connected, since otherwiseV is not simple.
Let l D minJ , and letvl be an eigenvector ofVul

with eigenvalue�. For everyi 2 J

let us denote byUi the�-eigenspace ofVui
. Applying Lemma 2.4.1, we conclude that

U D fUi j i 2 J g is a subrepresentation ofV . SinceV is simple it follows thatU D V ,
which proves the result.

If ˛ 2 NI , then representations of�Q of dimension vector̨ are given by elements of
the variety

Rep.�Q;˛/D Rep.SQ;˛/˚

 M
i2I

EndC.C˛i /

!
:

We denote by Rep.A� .Q/;˛/ the closed subspace of Rep.�Q;˛/ corresponding to repre-
sentations forA� .Q/. The group G.˛/ D GL.˛/=C� acts on both these spaces, and the
orbits correspond to isomorphism classes.

We have the following easily verified result.

Lemma 2.4.3. If x 2 Rep.A� .Q/;˛/ and V is the corresponding representation, thenP
i tr�i .Vui

/D 0.

Proof. Givena 2 SQ, we have tr.VaVa�/ D tr.VaVa�/. Taking traces to relations (�) and
summing over all verticesi 2 I , one obtains

P
i tr�i .Vui

/D 0, as required.

We defineRQ.�;˛/ to be the subset of Rep.A� .Q/;˛/ consisting of the representation
for which there exists a� with the property thatVui

vi D �vi whenevervi 2 Vi . It is clear
that this is a locally closed subset of Rep.A� .Q/;˛/, so a variety. In view of Lemma 2.4.2,
we have thatRQ.�;˛/ contains the open subset Rep.A� .Q/;˛/s consisting of simple
representations ofA� .Q/.

The next result is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.4.3.
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Corollary 2.4.4. If x 2 RQ.�;˛/ then
P
i ˛i�i .�/D 0.

We now begin our project of describing ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds in terms
of the associated quiver. As we have already remarked, theN D 1 ADE quiver algebra
A� .Q/ is supposed to encode all information about such singular Calabi-Yau threefolds.
Our aim is to show that this is indeed the case. First, however, it will be convenient
to provide the following piece of information. Every extended Dynkin quiverQ arises
by orienting the McKay graph of some finite subgroupG of SL.2;C/. We denote by
�0; : : : ;�n the irreducible representations ofG with �0 trivial, and setI D f0; : : : ;ng. Let
ı 2 NI be the vector withıi D dim�i . We keep the notation employed in Sect. 2.3.2,
so�ı is the map Rep.SQ;ı/ ! End.ı/0 andh is the hyperplanef� 2 CI j ı � � D 0g. By
Corollary 2.4.4, the dimension vectorı satisfies

P
i ıi�i .�/ D 0. Furthermore, for any

vertexi we have

�ı.x/i D

X
a2Q
h.a/Di

xaxa� �

X
a2Q
t.a/Di

xa�xa D �i .�/:

Therefore one can identifyRQ.�;ı/ with the fiber product

RQ.�;ı/ //

��

��1
ı
.h/

�ı

��

C �� // h

where�� W C ! h is the map corresponding to� . Observe that G.ı/ acts naturally on
RQ.�;ı/ in such a way that all maps in the fiber product are equivariant (where the action
on C is trivial). Now RQ.�;ı/! C is flat since it is the pullback of�ı , which is flat by
[31, Lemma 8.3]. From this it follows that the mapRQ.�;ı/�G.ı/! C is also flat and
surjective.

Incidentally, if � 2 h, then��1
ı
.�/ is irreducible by [30, Lemma 6.3], which implies

that every fiber of the mapRQ.�;ı/! C is irreducible. It follows from [30, Lemma 6.1]
that RQ.�;ı/ is irreducible, so that the set Rep.A� .Q/;ı/s of simple representations is
either empty or dense.

We have now accumulated all the information neccessary to prove the following result.

Theorem 2.4.5.Assume that�� is sufficiently general. The affine quotientRQ.�;ı/�G.ı/
is isomorphic to the ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefold associated withQ and�� .

Proof. Let CŒ��1
ı
.h/� and CŒh� be the coordinate rings of��1

ı
.h/ and h, respectively.

Then the coordinate ring ofRQ.�;ı/ is given by

CŒRQ.�;ı/�D CŒ��1
ı .h/�˝CŒh�CŒu�:

Since G.ı/ is linear reductive and acts trivially onCŒu�, we see that

CŒRQ.�;ı/�
G.ı/

Š CŒ��1
ı .h/�

G.ı/
˝CŒh�CŒu�:
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Accordingly, we haveRQ.�;ı/�G.ı/Š��1
ı
.h/�G.ı/�h C. Hence we obtain the affine

quotientRQ.�;ı/�G.ı/ as the fiber product

RQ.�;ı/�G.ı/ //

��

��1
ı
.h/�G.ı/

'

��

C �� // h

The desired assertion is now a consequence of Theorem 2.3.1.

We illustrate with the following concrete example.

Example 2.4.6.Suppose thatQ is of type�An, so thatıi D 1 for all verticesi . The arrows
ai in Q connect verticesi andiC1 (identifyingnC1 with zero). Thus�Q has shape

��������

�������� ��������

��������

����������������

a0

55
:::

**

ai�1

��

ai

uu
:::

jj

an

UU uu

a�
0

jj
:::

UU

a�
i�1

55

a�
i

**
:::

��

a�
n

u0
""

u1

��

ui�1

��

ui
||

uiC1

PP

un

NN

As above let� 2 BŒu�; recall that it is specified by a set of polynomialsf�i 2 CŒui � j 0 �

i � ng. Becauseı D .1; : : : ;1/, a representation of�Q of dimensionı involves placing a
one-dimensional vector space at each vertexi and assigning a complex number to each
arrowai ;a�

i ;ui . Hence, we may identify Rep.�Q;ı/ with the spaceCnC1�CnC1�CnC1

so that

Rep.A� .Q/;ı/Š f.xi ;yi ;�i / j �xiyi CxiC1yiC1 D �i .�i /;0� i � ng

� CnC1
�CnC1

�CnC1:

Also one can identify

RQ.�;ı/Š f.xi ;yi ;�/ j �xiyi CxiC1yiC1 D �i .�/;0� i � ng

� CnC1
�CnC1

�C:

The relations forRQ.�;ı/ lead to the condition that
Pn
iD0 �i .�/D 0. From this it follows

that the map�� D .�0; : : : ; �n/ W C ! CnC1 corresponding to� has its image inh. Without
loss of generality it is possible to suppose that�i D ti � tiC1 for some polynomial map
f D .t0; : : : ; tn/ W C ! h.
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Now the action of G.ı/D .C�/nC1=C� onRQ.�;ı/ is by

.xi ;yi ;�/ 7�! .giC1g
�1
i xi ;gig

�1
iC1yi ;�/

for .gi / 2 G.ı/ and .xi ;yi ;�/ 2 RQ.�;ı/. It is easily seen that the ring of invariants
CŒRQ.�;ı/�

G.ı/ is generated by

x D x0 � � �xn;

y D y0 � � �yn;

zi D xiyi ; 0� i � n:

These invariants satisfy the relation

xy D z0 � � �zn:

On the other hand, the relations forRQ.�;ı/ imply that

zi D zn�

iX
jD0

�j .�/; 0� i � n:

Bearing in mind that
Pi
jD0 �j .�/D t0.�/� tiC1.�/, we derive

nX
iD0

zi D .nC1/.zn� t0.�//:

Settingz D
1
nC1

Pn
iD0 zi , we therefore deduce that

zi D zC tiC1.�/; 0� i � n:

The conclusion is that the affine quotient varietyRQ.�;ı/�G.ı/ is given as the hypersur-
face �

.x;y;z;�/

ˇ̌̌̌
xy D

nY
iD0

.zC tiC1.�//

�
� C4

which is the total space of the family describing theAn fibration over the�-plane.

2.4.3 Small resolutions of ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds revisited. We continue
with the same hypothesis and notation as in the previous subsection. Our main aim in this
paragraph is to show how the small resolution of an ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefold
can be derived from a moduli space of representations of theN D 1 ADE quiver algebra
A� .Q/. We begin with some generalities.

LetS andT be two gradedA-algebras. We suppose thatS is generated byS1 as anS0-
algebra and thatT is generated byT1 as anT0-algebra. We define theCartesian product
S �A T to be the graded ring

L
d�0Sd ˝A Td . If we denoteX D ProjS andY D ProjT

then Proj.S�AT /ŠX�SpecAY . To see this note that for any homogeneous decomposable
elements˝ t in S �A T there is an isomorphism.S �A T /.s˝t/ Š S.s/˝A T.t/. With this
observation in mind, we prove the following.
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Lemma 2.4.7. LetS be a gradedA-algebra which is generated byS1 as anS0-algebra,
and letR be anA-algebra. Then

ProjS �SpecASpecRŠ Proj.S˝AR/:

Proof. The polynomial ring in one variableRŒt� is a graded ring by assigning degR D 0,
degt D 1. In this case the structure morphism

ProjRŒt� ��! SpecR

is an isomorphism. From our previous remark it then follows that

ProjS �SpecASpecRŠ Proj.S �ARŒt�/:

Now it is easily checked thatS �ARŒt�Š S˝AR. This finishes the proof.

Let us now proceed with the construction of the small resolution. We keep the notations
introduced in Sect. 2.3.3. Let� W ZI ! Z satisfy�.ı/D 0. Recall that the moduli space
M� .A

� .Q/;ı/ corresponds to the graded ring of semi-invariant functions with character
�� . As a closed subset of this, there is a moduli spaceRQ.�;ı/���

G.ı/ of � -semistable
representations ofA� .Q/ for which there exists a� with the property thatVui

vi D �vi
whenevervi 2 Vi . Also, as before, there is a projective morphism

�� W RQ.�;ı/���
G.ı/ �! RQ.�;ı/�G.ı/:

We have seen earlier thatRQ.�;ı/ is irreducible, and the general element is a simple
representation ofA� .Q/, hence� -stable. Then the morphism�� is a birational map of
irreducible varieties.

We are at last in a position to attain our main objective, which is to prove the following
result.

Theorem 2.4.8. Assume thatb� is sufficiently general. If� is generic, then�� is a small
resolution of the ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefold associated withQ and�� .

Proof. We keep the notation employed in the proof of Theorem 2.4.5. To begin with, we
observe that there is an isomorphism

CŒRQ.�;ı/�
G.ı/
�n

�

Š CŒ��1
ı .h/�

G.ı/
�n

�

˝CŒh�CŒu�:

Invoking Lemma 2.4.7, it follows that

Proj
�
CŒRQ.�;ı/�

G.ı/
��

�
Š Proj

�
CŒ��1

ı .h/�
G.ı/
��

�
�h C;

which entailsRQ.�;ı/���
G.ı/Š��1

ı
.h/���

G.ı/�h C. Therefore we obtain the moduli
spaceRQ.�;ı/���

G.ı/ as the fiber product

RQ.�;ı/���
G.ı/ //

��

��1
ı
.h/���

G.ı/

'�

��

C �� // h

The required result now follows by virtue of Theorem 2.3.4.
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We end this section with the following illustration of Theorem 2.4.8.

Example 2.4.9. Assume thatQ is a quiver of Dynkin type�An. We use the notations
introduced in Example 2.4.6. Consider the generic stability parameter� D .�n;1; : : : ;1/.
By definition, the ring of� -semi-invariants is spanned by the monomials

Qn
iD0x

˛i

i y
ˇi

i

satisfying�˛0 C ˛n C ˇ0 � ˇn D �n and �˛i C ˛i�1 C ˇi � ˇi�1 D 1 for 1 � i � n.
Givenj D 0; : : : ;n�1, put

uj D x0 � � �xj ;

vj D yjC1 � � �yn:

Then we have the following relations

xvj D uj zjC1 � � �zn; 0� j � n�1

yuj D vj z0 � � �zj ; 0� j � n�1

uj vk D ukvj zkC1 � � �zj ; 0� k < j � n�1

or, using the fact thatzi D zC tiC1.�/ for 0� i � n,

xvj D uj

nY
iDjC1

.zC tiC1.�//; 0� j � n�1

yuj D vj

jY
iD0

.zC tiC1.�//; 0� j � n�1

uj vk D ukvj

jY
iDkC1

.zC tiC1.�//; 0� k < j � n�1

Analyzing possibilities for̨ i , ˇi (0 � i � n) it is easily seen that the ring of� -semi-
invariants is generated as a polynomial ring by

uIvI 0 D ui1 : : :uipvi 01
: : :vi 0q ;

whereI D .i1; : : : ; ip/ is a multi-index off0; : : : ;n� 1g andI 0 D .i 01; : : : ; i
0
q/ denotes the

complementary index. It is also not difficult to see that this space is the module over
CŒRQ.�;ı/�

G.ı/ generated by

f0 D v0 � � �vn�2vn�1;

f1 D v0 � � �vn�2un�1;

� � �

fn D u0 � � �un�2un�1:

Further we have

CŒuIvI 0 j I D .i1; : : : ;ip/;I
0
D .i 01; : : : ; i

0
q/�

Š CŒu0;v0��C � � � �C CŒun�1;vn�1�;
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so that

CŒRQ.�;ı/�
G.ı/Œf0; : : : ;fn�

Š CŒRQ.�;ı/�
G.ı/Œu0;v0��C � � � �C CŒRQ.�;ı/�

G.ı/Œun�1;vn�1�:

Hence the Proj quotientRQ.�;ı/���
G.ı/ can be identified with a closed subvariety of

C4� .P1/n with .uj W vj / the homogeneous coordinates on thej th P1.
Now letU0;U1; : : : ;Un be the open subsets ofC4� .P1/n defined by

U0 D fv0 ¤ 0g;

Uk D fuk�1 ¤ 0;vk ¤ 0g; 1� k � n�1

Un D fun�1 ¤ 0g;

and onUk , let
�k D vk�1=uk�1; �k D uk=vk :

Direct computations show thatRQ.�;ı/���
G.ı/\Uk is defined by equations

.uj W vj /D

�
1 W �k

k�1Y
iDjC1

.zC tiC1.�//

�
; for j < k�1

.uj W vj /D

�
�k

jY
iDkC1

.zC tiC1.�// W 1

�
; for j > k.

and

x D �k

nY
iDkC1

.zC tiC1.�//;

y D �k

k�1Y
iD0

.zC tiC1.�//;

z D �k�k � tkC1.�/:

It then follows from Example 2.2.3 that the moduli spaceRQ.�;ı/���
G.ı/ is isomorphic

to the small resolution of the threefold for aAn fibration over the�-plane.

2.5 DERIVED EQUIVALENCE

In this section, it is shown how to describe the derived category of the small resolution of an
ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefold in terms of the associatedN D 1 ADE quiver algebra,
in the spirit of noncommutative crepant resolutions of M. Van den Bergh. Assertions of
this sort have already been considered in [86]. Our work is mostly based on the ideas and
constructions of [31] and [91].
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2.5.1 The algebraA� . As explained in the previous section, theN D 1 ADE quiver
algebra encodes the process of resolving ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds. This algebra
should be treated as an algebra that can be naturally associated to the dual graph of the
small resolution. Thus theN D 1 ADE quiver algebra is defined with prior knowledge of
the small resolution. Here we introduce a noncommutative algebra which also dictates the
process of resolving ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds and can be defined without prior
knowledge of the small resolution.

We begin by fixing some notation. LetG be a finite subgroup of SL.2;C/. Let V be
the natural2-dimensional representation ofG equipped with a nondegenerate symplectic
form !, andT V its tensor algebra. For our convenience, we denote byRD CŒu� the ring
of polynomials in a dummy variableu. We writeTRV for the inducedR-algebraT V ˝R.
Let TRV #G denote the skew group algebra, withG acting naturally onT V and trivially
onR. Denote byZ.RG/ the centre of the group algebraRG.

For � 2Z.RG/ we define the algebraA� as the quotient ofTRV #G by the relations

v1˝v2�v2˝v1 D !.v1;v2/ � �;

for all v1;v2 2 V . The algebraA� was introduced and studied by W. Crawley-Boevey and
M. Holland in [31] (compare also to [86]).

It is convenient to choose and fix a symplectic basisx;y for V , such that!.x;y/ D

1, and to identifyV with C2. ThenTRV gets identified with the free algebra on two
generatorsRhx;yi. We may therefore conclude that

A� D .Rhx;yi#G/=.xy�yx� �/:

This relation allows us to put all elements ofA� into a normal form and we find thatA� is
the freeR-module with a basis consisting of all the words of the formxiyjg with i;j � 0

andg 2 G. Observe that if� D 0 then we recover the skew group algebraRŒx;y�#G. In
other words,A� is a deformation ofRŒx;y�#G for every choice of� .

Before we proceed, some comments of a general nature may be helpful. A classical
theorem of Hilbert (see, e.g. [7, Theorem 1.3.1]) asserts thatRŒx;y� is a finitely gener-
atedRŒx;y�G-module. From this it follows thatRŒx;y�#G is also a finitely generated
RŒx;y�G-module. Being finitely generated over its centre, the properties ofRŒx;y�#G
are closely connected to those ofRŒx;y�G . One of the chief motives for introducing de-
formations ofRŒx;y�#G is to improve our understanding of deformations of the singular
Calabi-Yau threefoldC2=G�C, whose coordinate ring is of courseRŒx;y�G . As we indi-
cated earlier, ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds can be obtained fromC2=G�C by such
deformations.

We now return to the general discussion. The algebraA� carries a natural filtration,
given by degx D degy D 1, degu D 0 and degg D 0 for anyg 2 G. Let grA� denote
the associated graded algebra. There is a natural surjective homomorphismRhx;yi#G !

grA� . Letting Nx; Ny denote the images ofx;y, it is clear thatNx Ny� Ny Nx D 0. Thus we obtain
a surjective morphismRŒx;y�#G ! grA� which is easily seen to be an isomorphism. As
a consequence of these observations we obtain the following result, see [31, Lemma 1.1].

Lemma 2.5.1. We havegrA� ŠRŒx;y�#G.

Before stating our next result, it is convenient to make some definitions. Recall that
a C-algebraR is said to beAuslander-Gorensteinif it has finite injective dimension and
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if, for every finitely generatedR-moduleM and every submoduleN � ExtjR.M;R/, one
has ExtiR.N;R/D 0 for i < j . An Auslander-Gorenstein ring of finite global dimension is
calledAuslander-regular. Finally, and Auslander-Gorenstein ringR is said to beCohen-
Macaulayif j.M/C GKM D GKR for all nonzero, finitely generatedR-modulesM .
Herej.M/ is thegradeof M , that is, inffi j ExtiR.M;R/ ¤ 0g, and GKM is the GK
dimension ofM . Standard filtered-graded techniques can be used to deduce the following
result, see [31, Sect. 1].

Lemma 2.5.2. A� is a prime noetherian maximal order which is Auslander-regular and
Cohen-Macaulay of GK dimension3.

Write e D jGj�1
P
g2G g for the averaging idempotent, viewed as an element inA� .

Define a subalgebraC � of A� to be eA�e. The increasing filtration onA� induces a
filtration onC � . It is well known thatC 0 D e.RŒx;y�#G/e ŠRŒx;y�G . Furthere lies in
the degree zero part of the filtration ofA� and therefore

grC � Š egrA�e ŠRŒx;y�G :

SinceRŒx;y�G is a finitely generated, integrally closed noetherian domain of GK dimen-
sion3, these properties pass up toC � . This shows thatC � is a deformation of the coordi-
nate ring of the singular Calabi-Yau threefoldC2=G�C, as required.

In order to make further progress we need to bring in the notion of noncommuta-
tive crepant resolution introduced by M. Van den Bergh [91, 92]. LetR be an integrally
closed Gorenstein domain. IfA is anR-algebra that is finite as anR-module, thenA is
said to be homologically homogeneous ifA is a maximal Cohen-MacaulayR-module and
gldimAp D dimRp for all p 2 SpecR. A noncommutative crepant resolutionof R is a
homologically homogeneousR-algebra of the formAD EndR.M/, whereM is a finitely
generated reflexiveR-module. We remind the reader that anR-moduleM is said to be
reflexive if the natural morphismM ! HomR.HomR.M;R/;R/ is an isomorphism.

Our aim now is to show thatA� is a noncommutative crepant resolution ofC � . The
following preliminary result will clear our path.

Lemma 2.5.3. A�e is a finitely generated reflexiveC � -module. In addition, we have
A� Š EndC� .A�e/.

Proof. One can adapt the techniques of [31, Lemma 1.4] to the present situation. Note
first thatA�eA� is a finitely generated ideal ofA� . We writeA�eA� D

Pm
iD1xiA

� and
xi D

P
j rij esij for somerij ; sij 2 A� . Choosea 2 A� . Thenae 2 A�e D .A�eA� /e, and

soae D
�P

i xiai
�
e D

P
i;j rij esijaie. This proves that the elementsrij generateA�e as

aC � -module.
For the condition on the endomorphism ring, there are natural inclusions

A� � EndC� .A�e/� EndA� .A�eA� /:

Let Q denote the simple artinian quotient ring ofA� . The fact thatQe Š Q˝A� A�e

implies that EndC� .A�e/ � EndC� .Qe/. But C � is a maximal order ineQe so that
EndC� .Qe/D EndeQe.Qe/. BecauseQ is simple, we also haveQŠ EndeQe.Qe/. Thus
the endomorphism ring EndC� .A�e/ can be identified with a subring ofQ. From this it
follows that

EndC� .A�e/Š fq 2Q j qA�e � A�eg:
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Similarly, it can be shown that

EndA� .A�eA� /Š fq 2Q j qA�eA� � A�eA�g D A� ;

the latter equality being an immediate consequence of the definition of a maximal order.
The conclusion is thatA� Š EndC� .A�e/, as asserted.

It remains to check thatA�e is reflexive. A similar argument to the one above can be
applied to show thatA� Š EndC� .eA� /. Hence

A�e Š HomC� .eA� ; eA� /e Š HomC� .eA� ;C � /;

and
eA� Š eHomC� .A�e;A�e/Š HomC� .A�e;C � /;

proving thatA�e Š HomC� .HomC� .A�e;C � /;C � /. This completes the proof of the
lemma.

We are now ready to prove our promised result.

Proposition 2.5.4. The algebraA� is a noncommutative crepant resolution ofC � .

Proof. By Lemma 2.5.3, it suffices to show thatA� is homologically homogeneous. We
already know thatA� is Cohen-Macaulay. Further, by Lemma 2.5.3 and [64, Corol-
lary 6.18],A� has finite global dimension. The desired assertion is now a consequence
of [91, Lemma 4.2].

We now study the relationship between the algebraA� and theN D 1 ADE quiver
algebra. As before, the irreducible representations ofG are�0; : : : ;�n, with �0 trivial,
andI D f0;1; : : : ;ng. Let Q be the quiver with vertex setI obtained by choosing any
orientation of the McKay graph, and letı 2 NI be the vector withıi D dim�i . Fix an
isomorphismCG Š

L
i2IMıi

.C/ and for every ordered pair.p;q/, 1 � p;q � ıi , take
eipq to be the matrix withp;q entry 1 and zero elsewhere. Giveni 2 I , put fi D ei11.
Thenff0; : : : ;fng is a set of nonzero orthogonal idempotents with the propertyCGfi Š �i
for all i 2 I . Hence we get thatf D f0C �� � Cfn is idempotent. Furthermoref0 D e, so
e D ef D fe. Observe also that the mapRI !Z.RG/ given by� 7!

P
i2I .�i=ıi /fi is a

bijection, and we use this to identifyRI andZ.RG/.
Before going on to give the connection between the algebraA� and theN D 1 ADE

quiver algebraA� .Q/, it is convenient to point out the following description ofA� .Q/.
We keep the notation of Sect. 2.4.2. Following Crawley-Boevey and Holland [31], given
an element� 2RI we define…R;� .Q/ to be

R SQ

� X
a2Q

Œa;a���
X
i2I

�iei

!
:

Becauseu is central, we must haveR SQD C SQ˝RŠ C SQ�B BŒu�. Hence it follows that
A� .Q/Š…R;� .Q/. With this understood, we get the following.

Proposition 2.5.5.A� is Morita equivalent toA� .Q/ andC � Š e0A
� .Q/e0.
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Proof. The first part of the proposition follows from the the fact thatfA�f Š A� .Q/
established in [31, Theorem 3.4]. Under this isomorphism,e corresponds to the trivial
pathe0. Using thate D ef D fe, we have

C � D eA�e D efA�fe Š e0A
� .Q/e0;

as desired.

For simplicity of notation we fix an isomorphism betweenC � ande0A� .Q/e0 and
henceforth identifyC � D e0A

� .Q/e0. We recall from Sect. 2.4.2 that one can identify
RQ.�;ı/ with the fiber product��1

ı
.h/�h SpecR. Now, the coordinate ring of Rep.SQ;ı/

is the polynomial ringCŒsapq j a 2 SQ;1�p� ıh.a/;1� q� ıt.a/�where the indeterminate
sapq picks out thep;q entry of the matrixxa, corresponding tox 2 Rep.SQ;ı/. It is fairly
straightforward to see thatRQ.�;ı/ has coordinate ringRŒsapq�=J� , whereJ� is generated
by the elements

X
a2Q
h.a/Di

ıt.a/X
rD1

saprsa�rq �

X
a2Q
t.a/Di

ıh.a/X
rD1

sa�prsarq � ıpq�i

for each vertexi and for1 � p;q � ıi . Letting ` D
P
i ıi there is a natural ring homo-

morphismR SQ ! M`.RŒsapq�/ sending an arrowa to the matrix whose entries are the
relevantsapq . By our previous remark this homomorphism descends to a mapA� .Q/!

M`.CŒRQ.�;ı/�/. Now ı0 D 1, so this restricts to a homomorphisme0A� .Q/e0 !

CŒRQ.�;ı/�. It is apparent that the elements in the image of this map are invariant un-
der the action of G.ı/. In this way we get a map�� W C � ! CŒRQ.�;ı/�

G.ı/. It follows
from [31, Corollary 8.12] that if� 2 RI satisfies

P
i ıi�i D 0, then the map�� is an iso-

morphism. Thus, we arrive to the following result.

Proposition 2.5.6. If
P
i ıi�i D 0, thenC � Š CŒRQ.�;ı/�

G.ı/.

One immediate consequence of this is thatCŒRQ.�;ı/�
G.ı/ is an integrally closed do-

main, so the quotient schemeRQ.�;ı/�G.ı/ is normal.
Another application of Proposition 2.5.6 is given by the following.

Corollary 2.5.7. If
P
i ıi�i D 0, then the ringsA� andC � have Krull dimension3.

Proof. Using Lemma 2.5.3 and [64, Corollary 13.4.9] one sees immediately that the rings
A� andC � are PI rings, and so their Krull dimension coincides with their GK dimension.
The assertion follows.

We finish this subsection with an observation which will be central to our main result.
Here we denote the centres ofA� andC � byZ.A� / andZ.C � / respectively.

Proposition 2.5.8. The map� WA� ! C � given by�.a/D eae for all a in A� restricts to
an algebra isomorphism fromZ.A� / toZ.C � /.
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Proof. It is a straightforward calculation to show that�jZ.A� / is an algebra homomor-
phism with image inZ.C � /. To see that it is an algebra isomorphism we construct the
inverse map. First we note that an element� in Z.C � / implements aC � -endomorphism
of A�e via right multiplication by�. Thanks to Lemma 2.5.3, this endomorphism can
be regarded as an elementa� of A� . Then the algebra homomorphism W Z.C � /! A�

given by .�/D a� for all � in Z.C � / has its image inZ.A� / because the right multipli-
cation by� onA�e commutes with left multiplication byA� . It is readily verified that this
homomorphism is inverse to�jZ.A� /. This completes the proof of the proposition.

This result shows a second vital feature ofC � : its structure determines the centre of
A� . Now, if

P
i ıi�i D 0, then we know from Proposition 2.5.6 thatC � is commutative.

According to Proposition 2.5.8, in this caseC � ŠZ.A� /.

2.5.2 Brief account of Van den Bergh’s construction. In this subsection we describe
some of Van den Bergh’s results concerning noncommutative crepant resolutions.

We first consider the following more general situation. LetR be a commutative
noetherian algebra overC and letA be anR-algebra which is finitely generated as an
R-module. Letfe0; : : : ; eng be a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents inA

and setI D f0;1; : : : ;ng. We wish to construct a moduli space ofA-modules. To do this
we introduce a stability condition.

Let us fix a fieldK and a ring homomorphismR ! K. If M is a finite dimensional
A˝RK-module, its dimension vector dimM is the element ofNI whosei th component is
dimK.eiM/. Let� be a homomorphismZI ! Z. As before, a finite dimensionalA˝RK-
moduleM is said to be� -stable(or � -semistable) if �.dimM/ D 0, but �.dimM 0/ > 0

(or �.dimM 0/� 0) for every proper submoduleM 0 �M . We say that� is genericfor ˛ if
every� -semistableA˝RK-module of dimension̨ is � -stable. Just as in Sect. 2.3.3, there
is a generic� if and only if ˛ is indivisible. As a matter of fact, the condition�.ˇ/¤ 0 for
all 0 < ˇ < ˛ ensures� is generic.

Next we recall the notion of family from [39]. Fix a dimension vector˛ 2 NI . A
family of A-modules of dimension̨ over anR-schemeS is a locally free sheafF over
S together with anR-algebra homomorphismA! EndS .F / such thateiF has constant
rank˛i for all i 2 I . Two such familiesF andF 0 are equivalent if there is a line bundle
ˇ onS and an isomorphismF Š F 0 ˝OS

ˇ. Finally we say that a familyF is � -stable
(or � -semistable) if for every fieldK and every morphism� W SpecK ! S we have that
��F is � -stable (or� -semistable) asA˝RK-module.

We have the following result, see [91, Proposition 6.2.1].

Proposition 2.5.9. If � is generic, then the functor which assigns to a schemeS the set
of equivalence classes of families of� -stableA-modules of dimension̨ overS is repre-
sentable by a projective schemeM� .A;˛/ overX D SpecR.

We now illustrate how to use this result to construct a crepant resolution starting from
a noncommutative one. LetR be an integrally closed Gorenstein domain admitting a non-
commutative crepant resolutionAD EndR.M/ and setX D SpecR. LetM D

L
i2IMi

be any decomposition ofM corresponding to idempotentse0; : : : ; en 2AD EndR.M/, and
let˛ 2 NI be the vector with̨ i D rankMi . By Proposition 2.5.9 we know that, for generic
� , there is a fine moduli spaceM� .A;˛/ of � -stableA-modules of dimension̨ . Let us
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denote by� W M� .A;˛/!X the structure morphism. If we letU �X be the open subset
over whichM is locally free then it follows from [91, Lemma 6.2.3] that��1.U /! U is
an isomorphism. Each pointy 2 ��1.U / is a� -stableA-module of dimension̨ so there
is an embeddingU ,! M� .A;˛/. Let W � M� .A;˛/ be the irreducible component of
M� .A;˛/ containing the image of this morphism. ThenW is fine, in thatW is projective
and there is a universal sheafU onW �X . We denote byP the restriction ofU toW .
Notice thatP is a sheaf ofA-modules onW .

Now let Db.Coh.W // denote the bounded derived category of coherent shea-ves on
W andDb.mod–A/ the bounded derived category of finitely generated right modules over
A. The method of Bridgeland, King and Reid generalises to prove the following result,
see [91, Theorem 6.3.1].

Theorem 2.5.10.Let the setting be as above. Ifdim.W �X W /�X SpecOX;x � nC1 for
every pointx 2X of codimensionn, then� WW !X is a crepant resolution and the func-
tors R�.� ˝L

OW
P / and � ˝L

A RHom
.
W .P ;OW / define inverse equivalences between

Db.Coh.W // andDb.mod–A/.

2.5.3 Application to our situation. We now return to the concrete situation of Sect.
2.5.1. Our main aim is to show how the ideas developed in the previous subsection can
be used to prove that the small resolution of an ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefold is de-
rived equivalent to the correspondingN D 1 ADE quiver algebra. We start with some
preliminary observations.

We have seen in Proposition 2.5.4 that the algebraA� is a noncommutative crepant res-
olution ofC � . Hereafter we assume that� 2 RI satisfies

P
i ıi�i D 0. As we pointed out

earlier, this implies thatC � ŠZ.A� /Š CŒRQ.�;ı/�
G.ı/. SettingX D SpecC � , it follows,

from Theorem 2.4.5, thatX is isomorphic to an ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefold.
As usual, let�0; : : : ;�n denote the irreducible representations ofG with �0 trivial, and

setI D f0; : : : ;ng. For eachi 2 I , letfi be the idempotent inCG with CGfi Š �i . In view
of Lemma 2.5.1, we may regard thefi ’s as elements ofA� . ThenfiA�e is a submodule of
A�e for all i 2 I andA�eD

L
i2I fiA

�e. Bearing in mind thatfiA�eŠ HomCG.�i ;A
�e/

we haveıi D dim�i D rank.fiA�e/. LetM� .A
� ; ı/ be the moduli space, as constructed in

the previous subsection, of� -stableA� -modules of dimensionı (equivalently, isomorphic
to CG), and letW be the irreducible component ofM� .A

� ; ı/ that maps birationally to
X .

With the aid of Theorem 2.5.10, we easily derive the following.

Proposition 2.5.11.With the notation above,W is a crepant resolution ofX and there is
an equivalence of categories betweenDb.Coh.W // andDb.mod–A� /.

Proof. Define� to be the diagonal ofW �W . As in the previous subsection, we write
� W W ! X for the structure morphism. This is a birational projective mapping, so it is
closed. Let us take non-empty open subsetsV � W andU � X , such that� restricts to
an isomorphism� W V ! U . Denote byZ the complement ofV . We may assume without
loss of generality that�.Z/\U D ∅. It therefore follows thatW �X W ��\ .Z�Z/.
Since dimX D 3 we have dimZ � 2, which ensures that dim.W �X W /� 4. Now we are
in the situation of Theorem 2.5.10 and the assertion follows.
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We now apply Proposition 2.5.11 to prove the result promised in the beginning of this
subsection.

Theorem 2.5.12.Let the context be as above. If� W Y ! X is a small resolution of the
ADE fibered Calabi-Yau threefoldX , then there is an equivalence of categories

Db.Coh.Y //Š Db.mod–A� .Q//;

whereA� .Q/ is the associatedN D 1 ADE quiver algebra.

Proof. It is well-known (see, e.g. [26, Proposition 16.4]) that� is a crepant resolution.
Owing to Proposition 2.5.11, there exists another crepant resolution� W W ! X asso-
ciated toA� . Let f W Y ! W be the birational map overX such thatf is isomorphic
in codimension1. Then, by [55, Theorem 6.38],f is a composition of finitely many
flops. A result of Bridgeland [14, Theorem 1.1] provides an equivalence of categories
Db.Coh.Y // Š Db.Coh.W //. Invoking Propositions 2.5.11 and 2.5.5, we therefore de-
duce that

Db.Coh.Y //Š Db.mod–A� /Š Db.mod–A� .Q//;

as we wished to show.





3
HOMOLOGICAL M IRROR

SYMMETRY FOR TORIC DEL PEZZO

SURFACES

In this chapter we provide a survey of basic ideas relating to Homological Mirror Symme-
try for toric Del Pezzo surfaces and their mirror Landau-Ginzburg models. Our treatment
follows the outstanding articles by Auroux, Katzarkov and Orlov [4, 3], for the most part.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Mirror symmetry is a phenomenon in string theory. It really attracted the attention of the
mathematicians when it was used to obtain predictions for the number of rational curves
per degree on a Calabi-Yau manifold. Since then a whole theory has been developed
around this phenomenon. In 1994, M. Kontsevich presented the idea of Homological Mir-
ror Symmetry which states that there should be an equivalence of categories behind mirror
duality, one category being the derived category of coherent sheaves on a Calabi-Yau man-
ifold X and the other one being the Fukaya category of the mirror manifoldX 0. Thus, in
some sense, mirror symmetry relates the complex structure of a Calabi-Yau manifold with
the symplectic structure of its mirror.

In a different direction, the framework of Homological Mirror Symmetry has been
extended to the non Calabi-Yau setting, and in particular to Fano varieties. IfX is a
Fano variety, then its mirror is conjectured to be a Landau-Ginzburg model.M;W /. The
derived category of coherent sheaves ofX is then expected to be equivalent to the derived
category of Lagrangian vanishing cycles associated to the singularities ofW . This version
of Homological Mirror Symmetry has been confirmed for certain toric Del Pezzo surfaces
[89, 90] as well as weighted projective planes and Hirzebruch surfaces [4]. For all these
examples, the toric structure plays a crucial role in determining the geometry of the mirror
Landau-Ginzburg model.

59
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Our aim in this chapter is to provide an essentially self contained introduction to Ho-
mological Mirror Symmetry in the particular case of toric Del Pezzo surfaces. A special
emphasis will be on the interplay of quiver representations andA1-algebras. Sect. 3.4.3
will do Homological Mirror Symmetry by example: the correspondence will be computed
in the case ofP2 blown up at one point. This captures the essential idea behind the more
general case.

Before we come to Sect. 3.4.3 we need quite a few preparations. Hopefully a brief
outline of the strategy will help the reader not to get lost among all the details. The basic
idea is to obtain a convenient description of the higher order products for both the derived
category and the category of Lagrangian vanishing cycles. After calculating them in both
cases we note that the expressions match if we make the right identifications.

The goal of Sect. 3.3.2 is to give a detailed description of the derived category of
coherent sheaves on a toric Del Pezzo surface in terms of anA1-algebra. In Sect. 3.3.3 we
use this description to calculate the composition of morphisms and higher order products
in the case ofP2 with one point blown up.

In Sect. 3.4.3, we turn our attention to the category of Lagrangian vanishing cycles on
the mirror Landau-Ginzburg models. Again we first discuss the class of objects that we
consider and give an explicit description of the morphisms between them. Subsequently
we use this description to calculate higher order products. Finally, after a discussion of
Maslov index and grading, we establish an explicit equivalence between the derived cate-
gory of coherent sheaves and the derived category of Lagrangian vanishing cycles.

3.2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section we consider some primarily unrelated basic topics that we shall need in
varying degree throughout the chapter. We include the material here for the reader’s con-
venience, and to fix notation.

3.2.1 Homological algebra of quiver representations. Our aim here is to discuss some
basic homological properties of quiver representations. We refer to [5] for a complete
exposition (see also [19]).

Let Q D .Q0;Q1/ be a quiver with verticesQ0 and arrowsQ1 and denote byCQ
the corresponding path algebra. We are mainly interested in the algebrasA D CQ=.�/
where� is a set of admissible relations for the quiverQ. Here, a set of relations� is called
admissible ifJm � .�/� J 2 for somem 2 N whereJ denotes the ideal generated by the
arrows ofQ. Note thatA is finite dimensional overC. The abelian category of finitely
generated right modules overA will be denoted by mod–A. We interpret mod–A as the
category of finite dimensional representations of.Q;�/.

It is useful to describe the projective and simple objects in mod–A directly. With every
vertexi 2Q0 corresponds canonically an idempotentei in A given by the trivial path. We
have that1D

P
i2Q0

ei is a decomposition of1 into a sum of orthogonal idempotents, and
AD

L
i2Q0

eiA. This shows thatPi D eiA is a projective object in mod–A. We note also
thatPi is spanned by all paths starting ati . What is more, any indecomposable projective
A-module is isomorphic toPi for some vertexi . We obtain in this way a complete set of
representatives from the isomorphism classes of indecomposable projectiveA-modules.
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Furthermore, for any rightA-moduleM we have Hom.Pi ;M/ Š Mei and in particular
Hom.Pi ;Pj /Š ejAei is the vector space spanned by all paths from vertexj to vertexi .

Similarly, for each vertexi 2 Q0 we have a simple objectSi in mod–A; this is the
representation which assigns the fieldC to the vertexi and 0 to any other vertex and
where each arrow gives the zero map. Again, we obtain in this way a complete set of
representatives from the isomorphism classes of simpleA-modules. Another basic fact
about these modules which is easily proven is that Hom.Pi ;Sj /Š ıijC.

Our aim now is to describe the projective resolutions of the simpleA-modules. First
we introduce a little terminology.

For eachi 2Q0 letP �
i D Hom.Pi ;A/Š Aei , the leftA-module spanned by all paths

ending ini . Given an arrow arrowa 2 Q1, we denote byıa W CQ ! P �
h.a/

˝Pt.a/ the
linear map defined in the following manner. Any element inCQ is a sum of paths in the
quiver. For each element in the sum, locate all occurrences of the arrowa. Then, the path
can be written aspaq with t .a/D h.q/ andh.a/D t .p/. This defines an elementp˝q 2

P �
h.a/

˝Pt.a/. If a occurs multiple times in the path, then do this for each occurrence. The
value ofıa in P �

h.a/
˝Pt.a/ is the sum of all elements so obtained. Observe that this linear

map is defined onCQ, notA.
With this notation, one can show thatA has a projective resolution which starts

� � � !

M
r2�

P �
h.r/˝Pt.r/

f
�!

M
a2Q1

P �
h.a/˝Pt.a/

g
�!

M
i2Q0

P �
i ˝Pi

m
�! A! 0;

wheref is defined byf .eh.r/˝ et.r//D
P
a2Q1

ıar , g is defined byg.eh.a/˝ et.a//D

a˝ et.a/� eh.a/˝a, andm is multiplication. Notice thatP �
j ˝Pi is isomorphic as right

A-module to a direct sum of copies ofPi , indexed by a basis ofP �
j . Thus the terms are

indeed projectiveA-modules.
Now to obtain a projective resolution of an arbitrary simpleA-moduleSi , we simply

tensor the above resolution withSi overA, getting

� � � �!

M
j2Q0

P
˚rij
j �!

M
j2Q0

P
˚nij

j �! Pi �! Si �! 0I

herenij is equal to the number of arrows in the quiver from vertexi to vertexj andrij
represents the number of independent relations on paths fromi to j .

We would like to compute some Ext groups which are central to our analysis. This is
very easy in the current context. Noting that Extn is thenth derived functor of Hom and
that Hom.Pi ;Sj /Š ıijC, we can compute ExtnA.M;N / by taking a projective resolution

� � � �! P2 �! P1 �! P0 �!M �! 0;

where thePi are direct sums of thePi and from it constructing the complex

0 �! Hom.P0;N / �! Hom.P1;N / �! Hom.P2;N / �! �� �

The cohomology of this complex in thenth position is then ExtnA.M;N /. Using this
method one can show that

dimExt1A.Si ;Sj /D nij ;

dimExt2A.Si ;Sj /D rij :
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One should therefore think of the arrows in the quiver as representing Ext1’s between the
simplesSi and Ext2’s arising because of the relations in the quiver.

3.2.2 A1-algebras andA1-categories. This paragraph is a short discussion about
A1-algebras andA1-categories. For more details concerning most of the following defi-
nitions the reader can consult [53].

An A1-algebra is aZ-graded vector spaceAD
L
p2ZA

p equipped with linear maps

mk W A˝k ! A for k � 1 of degree2�k satisfyingX
iCjCkDn

.�1/iCjkml .id
˝i

˝mj ˝ id˝k/D 0;

for everyn � 1, wherel D i C 1Ck. Here, id denotes the identity map ofA. Note that
when these formulas are applied to elements, additional signs appear due to the Koszul
sign rule

.f ˝g/.a˝b/D .�1/deg.g/deg.a/f .a/˝g.b/

wheref andg are graded maps,a andb are homogeneous elements.
The above condition may appear somewhat mysterious, and replaces the associativity

condition in an ordinary algebra. Let us try to understand this by examining it in particular
cases. FornD 1, it states

m1m1 D 0:

Notice that this, along with deg.m1/ D 1 shows thatm1 is a differential on the graded
vector spaceA, with respect to which one may take the cohomology. To wit, let us examine
the condition whennD 2. It then statesm2 is of degree zero and satisfies

m1m2 Dm2.m1˝ idC id˝m1/:

Thusm2 is a chain map, and induces a product on cohomology. Finally,nD 3 yields

m2.id˝m2�m2˝ id/

Dm1m3Cm3.m1˝ id˝ idC id˝m1˝ idC id˝ id˝m1/:

The left-hand side of this equation is the associator ofm2 and the right-hand side may be
viewed as the boundary ofm3 in the morphism complex Hom..A˝3;A/. Thusm2 remains
associativeup to homotopy, but more is true. The homotopy is provided bym3, which is
built into the definition ofA.

One should note that grading is essential to nontrivialA1-algebras. AnA1-algebra
concentrated in degree0 is necessarily an associative algebra (allmk vanish fork ¤ 0).

For a pair ofA1-algebrasA andB there is a natural notion of anA1-morphism from
A to B. Namely, such a morphism consists of the data.fn;n � 1/ wherefn W A˝n ! B

is a linear map of degree1�n such thatX
iCjCkDn

.�1/iCjkfl .id
˝i

˝mj ˝ id˝k/D

X
1�r�n

i1C���Cir Dn

.�1/qmr .fi1 ˝�� �˝fir /;
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for anyn � 1 andl D i C1Ck again. The sign on the right is given byq D .r �1/.i1�

1/C .r �2/.i2�1/C�� �C .ir�1�1/. FornD 1 this yields the following condition

f1m1 Dm1f1:

FornD 2 the condition is already more complicated

f1m2 Dm2.f1˝f1/Cm1f2Cf2.m1˝ idC id˝m1/:

The first equation implies thatf1 defines a morphism of complexes. The second equation
implies thatf1 preserves the product given bym2 up to a homotopy given byf2. More
generally one might say thatf D .fn;n� 1/ preserves themn up to homotopy.

An A1-morphismf is called aquasi-isomorphismif f1 is a quasi-isomorphism. Two
A1-algebrasA andB are said to be quasi-isomorphic asA1-algebras if there is anA1-
morphismf W A! B that is a quasi-isomorphism.

One can composeA1-morphisms in the natural way. The identityA1-morphism
consists off1 D id, fn D 0 for n� 2. If f WA!B is anA1-morphism such thatf1 is an
isomorphism of underlying abelian groups, thenf �1

1 extends to anA1-morphismB !A

which is inverse tof . In the caseA andB have the same underlying spaces andf1 D id
we will call the data.fn;n� 2/ astrictA1-isomorphism.

We now come to a result that allows us to pass to cohomology of anA1-algebra
without losing too much information. LetA be anA1-algebra. As noted before,m1
givesA the structure of a graded differential complex, and we may take cohomology to
yield H ..A/. By choosing representatives of each cohomology class we may define an
embeddingi W H ..A/ ,! A. Thanks to a theorem of Kadeishvili [46], we may define
anA1-structure onH ..A/ such thatm1 D 0, and there is a quasi-isomorphismf from
H ..A/ to A with f1 equal to the embeddingi . Here,m1 refers to theA1-structure on
H ..A/. ThisA1-structure is not unique, but it is unique up to a strictA1-isomorphism.
An A1-algebra withm1 D 0 is called aminimalA1-algebra; thus the above may be
interpreted as saying that eachA1-algebra has an essentially unique minimal model.

It is quite easy to construct the minimal model in practice. A rather simple example
of anA1-algebra is given bymk D 0 for k � 3. Such an algebra is called adifferential
graded algebra, or DG algebra. In this chapter, we will need to put anA1-structure on
the cohomology of a DG algebra, which may be done explicitly as follows [58, 67]. Let
m1 onA be denotedd , and letm2 be denoted�. We setZn D ker.dn W An ! AnC1/ and
Bn D im.dn�1 WAn�1 !An/. Forn� 1, there are subspacesLn andHn of An such that
Zn D Bn ˚Hn andAn D Bn ˚Hn ˚Ln. Of course, there are many different choices
of Hn andLn. In what follows, we identifyHn.A/ with Hn. Let P W A ! H ..A/ be
the projection toH ..A/. Now we define a linear mapG W A ! A of degree�1 with the
following properties. Forn� 1,Gn W An ! An�1 is defined asGn D 0 when restricted to
Hn.A/˚Ln, andGn D .dn�1jLn�1/�1 when restricted toBn. The higher order products
mk for k � 2 are defined by the formula

mk D

X
T

mk;T ;

where the sum is over all planar rooted treesT with k leaves. Here,mk;T for a planar
rooted treeT is defined as the composition of the product� for each internal vertex, the
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mapG for each internal edge and the projectionP for the root edge. Applying this recipe
one easily finds the following expressions for the first few higher products

m1.a/D 0;

m2.a1;a2/D P�.a1;a2/;

m3.a1;a2;a3/D P�.G�.a1;a2/;a3/CP�.a1;G�.a2;a3//:

Finally, we briefly address the important topic ofA1-categories. The definition of an
A1-category is similar to that of anA1-algebra. Namely, anA1-categoryA consists of
a class of objects ObA, for every pair of objectsE andE 0, a graded space of morphisms
Hom.

A.E;E
0/, and a collection of linear maps

mn W Hom.
A.E0;E1/˝�� �˝Hom.

A.En�1;En/ �! Hom.
A.E0;En/

of degree2�n for all n� 1. The associativity constraint is that these compositions define
a structure ofA1-algebra on

L
i;j Hom.

A.Ei ;Ej / for every collectionE0; : : : ;En 2 ObA.
An A1-functor � W A ! B betweenA1-categories consists of a map� W ObA !

ObB and of a collection of linear maps

fn W Hom.
A.E0;E1/˝�� �Hom.

A.En�1;En/ �! Hom.
B.�.E0/;�.En//

of degree1 � n for n � 1, that defineA1-morphisms
L
i;j Hom.

A.Ei ;Ej / !
L
i;j

Hom.
B.�.Ei /;�.Ej //.

One can check thatm1 defines a differential on Hom.A.E;E
0/ for all pairsE;E 0 2

ObA. Using this differential we can construct an ordinary category out of anA1-category
by keeping the same set of objects and replacing the Hom-spaces by their cohomology.
The composition is then defined bym2, which is associative on the cohomology. We
denote the category that we obtain in this way byH ..A/.

3.3 DERIVED CATEGORIES OF COHERENT SHEAVES ON TORICDEL PEZZO

SURFACES

One reason, that makes possible the proof of the Homological Mirror Symmetry conjecture
for toric Del Pezzo surfaces, is the fact that the bounded derived category of coherent
sheaves on those surfaces has a well understood structure. The principal goal of this section
is to give a convenient description of this category.

3.3.1 Exceptional collections of toric Del Pezzo surfaces.The purpose of this part is
to describe the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on a toric Del Pezzo surface
in terms of exceptional collections.

We start by recalling the classification of toric Del Pezzo surfaces. In general, a smooth
projective surfaceX is called a Del Pezzo surface if the anticanonical sheafOX .�KX / is
ample (i.e., a Del Pezzo surface is a Fano variety of dimension2). The toric Del Pezzo
surfaces, i.e., those which are equipped with an algebraic action of a2-dimensional torus
T D .C�/2, and contain an open dense orbit, constitute a special subclass within the entire
class of Del Pezzo surfaces. Any smooth complete toric surface can be described by a
complete regular faṅ in R2. (The reader is referred to [68, 35] for the precise definition.)
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The convex hull of the primitive vertices of the one-dimensional cones of˙ is a convex
polytope�, containing the origin as an interior point. As shown in [6], there is a simple
condition on� to ensure that the resulting toric sufaceX id Del Pezzo. Quite simply,X is
Del Pezzo if the vertices of� are primitive elements ofZ2; in this case, we say that� is a
reflexivepolytope. Thus, in order to study toric Del Pezzo surfaces one should understand
reflexive polytopes. It is a classical result that there exist exactly five different toric Del
Pezzo surfaces up to isomorphism. They are the planeP2, the quadricP1 � P1, and the
three surfaces obtained by blowing upP2 at a set ofk � 3 points. Up to equivalence, the
corresponding polytopes are as in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Polytopes for the five toric Del Pezzo surfaces

Next, let us recall the notion of exceptional collection. An objectE of a C-linear
triangulated categoryD is said to beexceptionalif Hom.E;EŒk�/ D 0 for all k ¤ 0,
and Hom.E;E/ D C. An ordered set of exceptional objects� D .E0; : : : ;En/ is called
an exceptional collectionif Hom.Ej ;Ei Œk�/ D 0 for j > i and allk. The exceptional
collection� is said to bestrongif it satisfies the additional condition Hom.Ej ;Ei Œk�/D 0

for all i;j and fork ¤ 0. Finally, it is calledfull if it generates the categoryD , i.e. the
minimal triangulated subcategory ofD containing all objectsEi coincides withD .

We now specialize toD being the bounded derived categoryDb.Coh.X// of coherent
sheaves on a smooth projective varietyX . Assume that this category has an exceptional
collection .E0; : : : ;En/ which is strong and full. In this case we will say thatX pos-
sesses a full strong exceptional collection. In what follows we denote byB the algebra of
endomorphisms of the objectE D

Ln
iD0Ei , i.e.B D End.E/.
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Our first observation is that the algebraB is finite dimensional overC. Denote by
mod–B the category of finitely generated right modules overB. For any coherent sheaf
F 2 Coh.X/ the space Hom.E;F / has the structure of a rightB-module. Let us denote
by Pi the modules Hom.E;Ei / for i D 0; : : : ;n. All these are projectiveB-modules and
we have a decompositionB D

Ln
iD0Pi . We learn, at the same time, that the algebraB

hasnC1 primitive idempotentsei , i D 0; : : : ;n such that1D e0C�� �Cen andeiej D 0 if
i ¤ j . The right projective modulesPi coincide witheiB. The morphisms between them
can be easily described since

Hom.Pi ;Pj /D Hom.eiB;ejB/Š ejBei Š Hom.Ei ;Ej /:

It follows from this discussion that the algebraB has finite homological dimension. (See
[13] or [22] for details.)

Observe also that the algebraB is basic. This means that the quotient ofB by the
radical rad.B/ is isomorphic to the direct sum ofkC 3 copies of the fieldC. The cate-
gory mod–B haskC 3 simple modules which will be denotedSi , i D 0; : : : ;kC 2, and
B= rad.B/D

LkC2
iD0 Si . The modulesSi are chosen so that Hom.Pi ;Sj /Š ıijC.

Finally, a fundamental result of Bondal [12] asserts thatDb.Coh.X// is equivalent
to the bounded derived categoryDb.mod–B/. This equivalence is given by the functor
RHom.

.E;�/.
It is known that there exist full strong exceptional collections of sheaves on all toric Del

Pezzo surfaces. For example,.O;OP2.1/;OP2.2// is a full strong exceptional collection
onP2. If X is obtained by blowing upP2 atk � 3 points, andl1; : : : ; lk are the exceptional
curves, then the sequence

.O;OX .h� l1/;OX .h� l2/; : : : ;OX .h� lk/;OX .h/;OX .2h� l1�� � �� lk//;

whereh is the hyperplane divisor, is a full strong exceptional collection onX . In particular,
there is an equivalence

Db.Coh.X//Š Db.mod–B/;

whereB is the algebra of endomorphisms of the objectE D O ˚
Lk
iD1OX .h� li /˚

OX .h/˚OX .2h� l1�� � �� lk/.
For later purposes, it will be useful to represent the algebraB as the path algebra of

a quiver with relations. The quiver containskC 3 vertices corresponding to the idem-
potentsei , and an arrow from vertexj to vertexi for each irreducible map involved in
Hom.Pi ;Pj / (cf. [22]).

As an example, consider the full strong exceptional collection.O;OP2.1/;OP2.2// on
P2. We have Hom.O;OP2.1//Š C3 and Hom.OP2.1/;OP2.2//Š C3. Denote these maps
which are just multiplication by the homogeneous coordinates onP2, byxi andyi respec-
tively, i D 0;1;2. We also have Hom.O;OP2.2//Š C6; these maps are multiplication by
homogeneous degree two polynomials in the homogeneous coordinates. Any element of
Hom.O;OP2.2// is given by an element of Hom.O;OP2.1// composed with an element
of Hom.OP2.1/;OP2.2//, and thus no extra arrows are needed between vertex0 and ver-
tex 2. In addition, we have an obvious relationxiyj D xjyi for the composition of such
maps. Thus, after reversing the arrows in accord with the above description, we see that
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the quiver corresponding toP2 takes the form

ı ı ı

v0 v1 v2

xx
a0

oo a1ff
a2

xx b0oo b1ff
b2

with relationsaibj D aj bi .
Another example which will be thoroughly dealt with below isX given byP2 with a

single point blown up. Using the full strong exceptional collection.O;OX .h� l1/;OX .h/;

OX .2h� l1//, the corresponding quiver is given by

ı ı ı ı

v0 v1 v2 v3

xx
a0

oo a1cc

c

oo b
{{

e

oo d0ff
d1

subject to the relationsa1bd0�a0bd1 D 0, a0e� cd0 D 0, andcd1�a1e D 0.

3.3.2 Twisted complexes and Koszul duality. The aim of this subsection is to give
another description of the derived categoryDb.Coh.X//. It was shown above that this
category is equivalent to the derived categoryDb.mod–B/. We introduce anA1-algebra
C . and prove that the categoryDb.Coh.X// is equivalent to the derived category ofC ..
First, however, we must develop our vocabulary.

Let A be anA1-category. Denote byZA theA1-category obtained fromA by ad-
joining formal shifts of objects. Its objects are the symbolsEŒn�, whereE is an object
of A andn 2 Z. The space of morphisms between two objectsEŒn�, E 0Œn0� is the shifted
complex

Hom.
ZA.EŒn�;E

0Œn0�/D Hom.
A.E;E

0/Œn0
�n�:

The higher order productsmZA
k

of ZA are defined using those ofA as follows: fora1 2

Hom.
ZA.E0Œn0�;E1Œn1�/; : : : ;ak 2 Hom.

ZA.Ek�1Œnk�1�;Ek Œnk �/,

mZA
k .a1; : : : ;ak/D .�1/n0mA

k .a1; : : : ;ak/:

It is customary to identifyA with the full A1-subcategory ofZA on the set of objects
EŒ0�.

Next we construct a newA1-category†A by taking the additive completion ofZA.
The objects of†A are formal direct sumsC D

L
i Ei Œni � with finitely manyEi ¤ 0. The

space of morphisms between two objectsC D
L
i Ei Œni � andC 0 D

L
j E

0
j Œn

0
j � is given by

the complex
Hom.

†A.C;C
0/D

M
i;j

Hom.
ZA.Ei Œni �;E

0
j Œn

0
j �/:

The higher productsmZA
k

extend to higher productsm†A
k

on†A in the obvious manner,
making†A into anA1-category.

We now come to a very important notion. Atwisted complexoverA is an ordered pair
.C;˚/ whereC is an object in†A and˚ is an element of Hom1†A.C;C / satisfying the
condition X

k�1

m†A
k .˚; : : : ;˚/D 0: (3.3.1)
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If we expressC as
L
i Ei Œni � with Ei 2 A andni 2 Z, then this gives a decomposition

of ˚ as
P
i;j ˚ij where the̊ ij are elements of Hom1ZA.Ei Œni �;Ej Œnj �/. In this notation

equation (3.3.1) becomes

mZA
1 .˚ij /C

X
k�2

X
j1;:::;jk�1

mZA
k .˚ij1

; : : : ; j̊k�1j /D 0:

Twisted complexes overA form anA1-category denoted by Tw.A/ in [81, 51]. The
morphisms between two such objects.C;˚/ and.C 0;˚ 0/ are

Hom.
..C;˚/;.C 0;˚ 0//D Hom.

†A.C;C
0/:

The action of the higher productsmk on morphismsa1 2 Hom.
..C0;˚0/; .C1;˚1//; : : : ;

ak 2 Hom.
..Ck�1;˚k�1/; .Ck ;˚k// is defined by

mk.a1; : : : ;ak/

D

X
j0;:::;jk�0

m†A
kCj0C���Cjk

.

j0¹
˚0; : : : ;˚0 ;a1;

j1¹
˚1; : : : ;˚1 ; : : : ;ak ;

jk¹
˚k ; : : : ;˚k /:

Them1-closed morphisms of degree zero between twisted complexes will be calledtwisted
morphisms.

Let us now recall the construction of the derived category of anA1-category following
[81]. First some terminology is required. A twisted complex.C;˚/ over anA1-category
A is calledone-sidedif ˚ij D 0 for i � j . We denote by TwC.A/ the fullA1-subcategory
of Tw.A/ whose objects are the one-sided twisted complexes. Notice that TwC.A/ is
closed under formal shifts.C;˚/Œ1�D .C Œ1�;�˚/.

We define the derived categoryDb.A/ to be the degree zero cohomology of theA1-
category TwC.A/. It has a natural structure of a triangulated category. We briefly indicate
the construction of the exact triangles. Let.C;˚/ and.C 0;˚ 0/ be two objects in TwC.A/
anda W C ! C 0 a twisted morphism from.C;˚/ to .C 0;˚ 0/. By the mapping cone of this
morphism we mean the object Cone.a/D .C 00;˚ 00/ for which

C 00
D C ˚C 0Œ1�; ˚ 00

D

�
˚ a

0 ˚ 0

�
:

We have in TwC.A/ the obvious triangle

.C;˚/
a // .C 0;˚ 0/ // Cone.a/ // .C;˚/Œ1�;

determining also a triangle inDb.A/. By the exact triangles inDb.A/ we mean those
triangles isomorphic to triangles of this form.

We now restrict our attention to the special case where theA1-categoryA has only
finitely many objectsE0; : : : ;En. As is clear from the construction above, in this case
Db.A/ always admits a full exceptional collection. Indeed, the objectsEi of A, seen as
one-sided twisted complexes with zero differential, form a full exceptional collection of
the derived category.
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It is also useful to make the following remark. One can encode the categorical data of
A in an equivalent, but more amenable form. To be more specific, one can form the total
morphism algebraAD

L
0�i;j�nHom.

A.Ei ;Ej /which is a bimodule over the semisimple
algebraCnC1. As pointed out in [81], theA1-categoryA can be described as anA1-
algebra on the bimoduleA. This algebraic formulation allows one to avoid the notational
morass of the category-theoretic description. From the outset, we will therefore replace
theA1-categoryA by theA1-algebraA, so we writeDb.A/ in place ofDb.A/.

Now let us go back to the specific context of the previous subsection. Denote byS the
algebraB= rad.B/ and consider it as a rightB-module, isomorphic to the sum

LkC2
iD0 Si

of all simple modules. The chain complex of endomorphismsRHom.
B.S;S/ has a natural

structure of a DG algebra. Multiplication is given by composition of endomorphisms. As
explained in Sect. 3.2.2, there is anA1-structure on the full Ext algebra Ext.

B.S;S/ with
m1 D 0 andm2 is induced by the multiplication ofRHom.

B.S;S/. Of course, the induced
A1-algebra structure on Ext.

B.S;S/ is unique up to a strictA1-isomorphism.
Define anA1-category� as anA1-category withkC3 objects, sayv0; : : : ;vkC2, and

the spaces of morphisms between which are the complexes

Hom.
.vj ;vi /Š Ext.B.Si ;Sj /

with the naturalA1-structure induced by that of theA1-algebra Ext.B.S;S/. It follows
from the definition of theA1-algebra Ext.B.S;S/ that

Hom.
.vj ;vi /D 0 whenj < i .

We now come to the main point. Define theA1-algebraC . as the total morphism
algebra of theA1-category� , i.e.

C
.
D

M
0�i;j�kC2

Hom.
.vj ;vi /Š Ext.B.S;S/:

It follows from a general result of Keller [53, Theorem 3.1], that the triangulated subcat-
egory ofDb.mod–B/ generated by theSi is equivalent to the derived categoryDb.C ./.
SinceSi , i D 0; : : : ;kC2 generate the derived categoryDb.mod–B/, we obtain an equiva-
lence betweenDb.mod–B/ andDb.C ./. Furthermore, by [52, Proposition 1],C . is gener-
ated, as anA1-algebra, byC 0 andC 1. This fact allows us to say (somewhat improperly)
that theA1-algebraC . is the Koszul dual to the algebraB.

Combining our previous remarks in this section we have the following.

Proposition 3.3.1. The derived category of coherent sheavesDb.Coh.X// on a toric Del
Pezzo surfaceX is equivalent to the derived categoryDb.C ./.

This illustrates a basic point: the structure of the derived categoryDb.Coh.X// is
controlled by the relatively simpleA1-algebraC .. It may be noted at this point that the
knowledge ofC . is sufficient for all the calculations we will carry out.
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3.3.3 An example: P2 blown up at one point. Let us pause here, and illustrate how the
general formalism of the previous subsection applies in the concrete case ofP2 with one
point blown up. We presume the notation of Section 3.2.

We have already noted that a complete strongly exceptional collection is.O;OX .h�

l1/;OX .h/;OX .2h� l1// whereh is the hyperplane divisor. The quiver then takes the form

ı ı ı ı

v0 v1 v2 v3

xx
a0

oo a1cc

c

oo b
{{

e

oo d0ff
d1

with relationsr0 D a1bd0 � a0bd1 D 0, r1 D a0e� cd0 D 0, andr2 D cd1 � a1e D 0.
Denote as usual bySi the simple module corresponding to the vertexi and byPi the
corresponding projective module, fori D 0;1;2;3. We have projective resolutions

0 // P0 // S0 // 0;

0 // P˚2
0

.a0 a1 /
// P1 // S1 // 0;

0 // P0˚P1
. c b /

// P1 // S1 // 0;

0 // P˚3
0

0@ 0 a0 �a1
�a0b 0 c

a1b �c 0

1A
// P1˚P˚2

2

. e d0 d1 /
// P3 // S3 // 0:

We start by choosing specific generators of the Exti . Recall that the Ext. can be repre-
sented as morphisms between resolutions of theSi . Definea0 anda1 to be the following
generators of Ext1B.S1;S0/:

P˚2
0

//

.0 1/
��

P1;

P0

a0 D

P˚2
0

//

.1 0/
��

P1:

P0

a1 D

Next, the three generatorsb, c and e of Ext1B.S2;S1/, Ext1B.S2;S0/ and Ext1B.S3;S1/,
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respectively, can be represented by

P0˚P1 //

.0 1/
��

P2;

P˚2
0

// P1

b D

P0˚P1 //

.1 0/
��

P2:

P0

c D

P˚3
0

//�
0 1 0
0 0 �1

�
��

P1˚P˚2
2

//

.1 0 0/
��

P3;

P˚2
0

// P1

e D

As far as the generatorsd0 andd1 of Ext1B.S3;S2/ we take

P˚3
0

//�
0 0 1

�a0 0 0

�
��

P1˚P˚2
2

//

.0 1 0/
��

P3;

P0˚P1 // P2

d0 D

P˚3
0

//�
0 �1 0
a1 0 0

�
��

P1˚P˚2
2

//

.0 0 1/
��

P3;

P0˚P1 // P2

d1 D

Finally, we have the relationsr0, r1 andr2 in Ext2B.S3;S0/ represented by

P˚3
0

//

.1 0 0/
��

P1˚P˚2
2

// P3;

P0

r0 D

P˚3
0

//

.0 1 0/
��

P1˚P˚2
2

// P3;

P0

r1 D

P˚3
0

//

.0 0 1/
��

P1˚P˚2
2

// P3;

P0

r2 D

We want to compute all higher productsmk of the various Ext1’s. By the definitions
of ai , b, c, d i ande, we infer that the possible nonzero products ofC . arem2.ai ; e/,
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m2.b;d i / andm2.c;d i /. We find, by direct computation

m2.a1; e/D r1; m2.c;d0/D r2;

m2.c;d1/D �r1; m2.a0; e/D �r2:

On the other hand considerm2.b;d0/. The composition�.b;d0/ gives a map

P˚3
0

//

.�a0 0 0/
��

P1˚P˚2
2

// P3:

P˚2
0

// P1

We observe that�.b;d0/ is exact, given byd applied to

P˚3
0

//�
�1 0 0
0 0 0

�
��

P1˚P˚2
2

//

0

��

P3:

P˚2
0

// P1

(3.3.2)

It therefore follows thatm2.b;d0/D 0 andG�.b;d0/ is given by minus (3.3.2).
Now compose this witha1 to form�.a1;G�.b;d0// given by

P˚3
0

//

.1 0 0/
��

P1˚P˚2
2

// P3;

P0

Bearing in mind that�.a1;b/D 0, and hence�.G�.a1;b/;d0/D 0, we compute

m3.a1;b;d0/D P�.G�.a1;b/;d0/CP�.a1;G�.b;d0//D r0:

Now do the same withm2.b;d1/. We compute�.b;d1/ to be

P˚3
0

//

.a1 0 0/
��

P1˚P˚2
2

// P3:

P˚2
0

// P1

We point out again that�.b;d1/ is exact, given byd applied to

P˚3
0

//�
0 0 0
1 0 0

�
��

P1˚P˚2
2

//

0

��

P3:

P˚2
0

// P1

(3.3.3)
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The conclusion is thatm2.b;d1/D 0 andG�.b;d1/ is given by minus (3.3.3). We find as
before

m3.a0;b;d1/D �r0:

These are all the nonzero higher order products in this example.
In summary we have for the higher products:

m3.a1;b;d0/D r0; m2.a1; e/D r1; m2.c;d0/D r2;

m3.a0;b;d1/D �r0; m2.c;d1/D �r1; m2.a0; e/D �r2:

Thus essentially one knows these products as soon as one knows all the relations in the
quiver.

3.4 THE MIRROR LANDAU -GINZBURG MODELS

In this section study the Landau-Ginzburg models mirror to toric Del Pezzo surfaces. We
start by elucidating the statement of Homological Mirror Symmetry for Fano varieties
and making it precise. Next we introduce the category of Lagrangian vanishing cycles
associated to a symplectic Lefschetz fibration, and outline the main steps involved in its
determination. Finally we perform a check of the Homological Mirror Symmetry conjec-
ture in the case ofP2 with one point blown up. It is hoped that this will give the reader a
feel for how Homological Mirror Symmetry for toric surfaces actually works. The entire
section follows [4] rather closely.

3.4.1 Categories behind mirror symmetry. Mirror symmetry is a many-facet corre-
spondence between symplectic and complex geometry developed to understand formulas
for the number of rational curves on some3-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifolds discovered
by physicists. These formulas involve Hodge theory onmirror dual Calabi-Yau manifolds.
At present we do not have a precise definition of the notion of a mirror dual pair that would
encompass all known examples of such pairs.

In an insightful paper [57], M. Kontsevich formulated a conjecture which relates the
properties of a Calabi-Yau with those of its mirror and suggested that it captures the
essence of mirror symmetry. He observed that to any Calabi-Yau manifoldX , one can
associate two triangulated categories: the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves
Db.Coh.X// and the so-called derived Fukaya category ofX , denoted byDb.Fuk.X//.
The Homological Mirror Symmetry conjecture asserts that two Calabi-Yau manifoldsX

andX 0 are mirror if and only ifDb.Coh.X// is equivalent toDb.Fuk.X 0//, and vice-versa.
The Homological Mirror Symmetry conjecture can be reinterpreted in physical terms.

Recall that topological strings on a Calabi-Yau manifoldX come in two flavours. The A-
model and the corresponding A-branes depending only on the symplectic structure onX ,
while the B-model and B-branes depend only on the complex structure. According to Wit-
ten [95], holomorphic vector bundles are examples of B-branes, and spaces of morphisms
between vector bundles are global Ext groups. Further, Witten showed that examples of
A-branes are provided by Lagrangian submanifolds equipped with vector bundles with flat
connections, and spaces of morphisms between them are Floer homology groups. Now,
Ext groups are spaces of morphisms in the derived category of coherent sheaves, therefore
it is natural to conjecture that arbitrary complexes of coherent sheaves are also examples of
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B-branes, and morphisms between them are morphisms in the derived category. Similarly
it is reasonable to assume that arbitrary “complexes” of Lagrangian submanifolds with flat
vector bundles are examples of A-branes. The Homological Mirror Symmetry conjecture
is basically the statement thatall topological B-branes and A-branes arise in this way.
In other words, the Homological Mirror Symmetry conjecture would follow if we could
prove that the category of A-branes (respectively B-branes) is equivalent toDb.Fuk.X//
(respectivelyDb.Coh.X//).

One can also consider more general topologically twistedN D 2 field theories and
the corresponding D-branes. One class of such theories is given by sigma models whose
target is a Fano variety. Another set of examples is provided byN D 2 Landau-Ginzburg
models. In many cases these two classes ofN D 2 theories are related by mirror symmetry
[45]. In particular, the Homological Mirror Symmetry conjecture remains meaningful and
non-trivial in this case. That is to say, B-branes on a Fano variety are described by the
derived category of coherent sheaves, and under mirror symmetry they correspond to the
A-branes of a mirror Landau-Ginzburg model. These A-branes are described by a suitable
analogue of the Fukaya category, namely the derived category of Lagrangian vanishing
cycles. A rigorous definition of this category has been proposed by P. Seidel [82] in the
case where the critical points of the superpotential are isolated and non-degenerate.

In more concrete terms, for a Fano varietyX and a mirror Landau-Ginzburg model
W WM ! C, the Homological Mirror Symmetry conjecture can be formulated as follows
(see Sect. 3.4.2 below for details).

Conjecture 3.4.1. The derived category of Lagrangian vanishing cyclesDb.Lagvc.W // is
equivalent to the derived category of coherent sheavesDb.Coh.X//.

It should be noted that Homological Mirror Symmetry also predicts another equiva-
lence of categories. Namely, viewing nowX as a symplectic manifold andM as a complex
manifold, the derived category of B-branes of the Landau-Ginzburg modelW WM ! C,
which is defined as the product

Q
�2C DSg.W

�1.�//, should be equivalent to the derived
Fukaya category ofX . We will not dwell on this aspect of mirror symmetry here.

We close with a remark about the mirror construction in the context of smooth com-
plete toric varieties. Recall that a smooth complete toric varietyX is given by a complete
regular faṅ in Rn. The mirror of such a variety is expected to be a Laurent polynomial
W on .C�/n which can be explicitly obtained from the faṅ as follows. Consider the
one-dimensional cones oḟ . These are rays starting at the origin which have rational
slope, so they intersect the lattice at a unique primitive vector. LetA be the set which
consists of the primitive vertices of these one-dimensional cones. The mirror ofX is the
family of Laurent polynomials

W D

X
˛2A

c˛z
˛;

wherez˛ D z
a1

1 � � �z
an
n whenever̨ D .a1; : : : ;an/. From our point of view the specific

coefficientsc˛ are irrelevant as long as they are chosen generically.
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3.4.2 The category of vanishing cycles.This preliminary subsection will outline the
definition of a Fukaya-typeA1-category associated to a symplectic Lefschetz fibration.
For a more extensive discussion we refer to [83].

Let .M;!/ be an open symplectic manifold, and letW W .M;!/ ! C be a sym-
plectic Lefschetz fibration, i.e. an smooth complex-valued function with isolated non-
degenerate critical pointsp0; : : : ;pr near whichW is given in local complex coordinates
byW.z1; : : : ; zn/DW.pi /Cz21 C�� �Cz2n, where the fibers ofW are symplectic submani-
folds ofM . Assume for simplicity that the critical values�0; : : : ;�r ofW are distinct. Fix
a regular value�� ofW , and consider a collection of arcs0; : : : ;r � C joining �� to the
critical values�i of W , intersecting each other only at��, and ordered in the clockwise
direction around��. Using the horizontal distribution defined by the symplectic form, we
can define a parallel transport along the arci to obtain a Lagrangian thimbleDi and a
vanishing cycleLi D @Di in the fiber†� DW �1.��/. After a small perturbation we can
always assume that the vanishing cyclesLi intersect each other transversely inside†�.

The directed category of vanishing cycles Lagvc.W;fig/ is anA1-category with ob-
jectsL0; : : : ;Lr corresponding to the vanishing cycles; the space of morphisms between
two such objects is defined as follows

Hom.
.Li ;Lj /D

8̂<̂
:
CF ..Li ;Lj /D CjLi \Lj j if i < j

C � id if i D j

0 if i > j:

This space isZ-graded by the Maslov index of the intersections. The differentialm1,
compositionm2 and higher order productsmk are defined in terms of Lagrangian Floer
homology inside†�.

For completeness we give the general expression formk , though we emphasize that
for most purposes the details are not necessary. Fori0 < � � � < ik , we choose pointspi` 2

Li` \Li`C1
(`D 0; : : : ;k, whereikC1 D i0) and defineM.pi0 ; : : : ;pik / to be the moduli

space of all pseudo-holomorphic mapsu from a unit diskD2 with kC 1 cyclic marked
pointsz` 2 @D2 to†� (equipped with a generic!-compatible almost complex structure),
such thatu.z`/Dpi` and the part of the boundary betweenz` andz`C1 is sent toLi`C1

. In
the present context, this moduli space has a natural compactification which is a manifold
with corners. We denoteM.pi0 ; : : : ;pik / by M0.pi0 ; : : : ;pik / if it has dimension zero,
otherwiseM0.pi0 ; : : : ;pik / will be the empty set. Using the above notation one defines

mk W Hom.
.Li0 ;Li1/˝�� �˝Hom.

.Lik�1
;Lik / �! Hom.

.Li0 ;Lik /Œ2�k�

via

mk.pi0 ; : : : ;pik�1
/D

X
r2Li0

\Lik

 X
u2M0.pi0

;:::;pik�1
;r/

˙exp

�
�

Z
D2

u�!

�!
r:

The reason for the sign ambiguity is that one has to make a choice concerning the orienta-
tion of the moduli spacesM0.pi0 ; : : : ;pik�1

; r/.
One should note that a priori the category Lagvc.W;fig/ depends on the chosen or-

dered collection of arcsfig. However, Seidel has obtained the following result, see [82].
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Theorem 3.4.2. If the ordered collectionfig is replaced by another onef 0
i g, then the

categoriesLagvc.W;fig/ andLagvc.W;f
0
i g/ differ by a sequence of mutations.

Consequently, the category naturally associated to the fibrationW is not the finite
A1-category defined above, but rather its derived category as defined in Sect. 3.3.2. If
two categories differ by mutations, then their derived categories are equivalent; hence the
derived categoryDb.Lagvc.W // depends only on the symplectic topology ofW and not
on the choice of an ordered system of arcs [82].

We will restrict ourselves to the case where†� is an affine elliptic curve and the
vanishing cycles are homotopically non-trivial closed loops. In this context, the pseudo-
holomorphic disks in†� that we have to consider are nothing but immersed polygonal
regions bounded by the vanishing cycles, satisfying a local convexity condition at each
corner point.

Also, the Maslov class vanishes identically, so we have a well-definedZ-grading by
Maslov index on the Floer complexesCF ..Li ;Lj / once we choose graded Lagrangian
lifts of the vanishing cycles. We can do this by fixing a holomorphic volume form�
on†� and choosing a real lift of the phase function�i D arg.�jLi

/ W Li ! S1 for each
vanishing cycle. The degree of a given intersection pointp 2 Li \Lj is then determined
by the difference between the phases ofLi andLj atp. In Sect. 3.4.3 below we will make
concrete computations on the Landau-Ginzburg model mirror toP2 blown up at one point.

Finally, the orientation on the moduli spaces is determined by a choice of a spin struc-
ture for each vanishing cycleLi ; in our case this spin structure must extend to the thimble,
so it is necessarily the non-trivial one. Again we will see this in detail in the concrete
calculations of Sect. 3.4.3.

3.4.3 Homological Mirror Symmetry by example: P2 blown up at one point. Throu-
ghout this subsectionX denotes a Del Pezzo surface obtained by blowing upP2 at one
point. Our aim is to test the Homological Mirror Symmetry conjecture by comparing
the derived category of coherent sheaves onX with the derived category of Lagrangian
vanishing cycles on the mirror Landau-Ginzburg model.

Let X be given as a toric variety by the fan with one-dimensional cones generated
by v1 D .1;0/, v2 D .0;1/, v3 D .�1;0/ andv4 D .�1;�1/. See Sect. 3.3.1, Figure 3.1.
As discussed above, the mirror Landau-Ginzburg model consists ofM D .C�/2 equipped
with a superpotential of the form

W D xCyC
a

x
C
b

xy

for some non-zero constantsa;b. In addition, we endowM D .C�/2 with the symplectic
form

! D
dx

x
^

dx

x
C

dy

y
^

dy

y
:

Since different values of the constantsa;b lead to mutually isotopic symplectic Lefschetz
fibrations, the actual choices do not matter. To fix ideas, we chooseaD �1;b D 1.

Let .�i /0�i�3 be the four critical values ofW , ordered clockwise around the origin so
that Im.�0/ > 0, Im.�1/ > 0, Im.�2/ < 0, and Im.�3/ < 0. We choose†0 DW �1.0/ as
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Figure 3.2: Ordered collection of arcsfig

our reference fiber, and consider the ordered system of arcs.i /0�i�3, as drawn in Fig-
ure 3.2, i.e. eachi � C is a straight line segment joining the origin to�i . In order to
determine the vanishing cycles ofW , we need to understand how the fiber†� DW �1.�/

degenerates as� approaches a critical value ofW . This is done by considering the pro-
jection�x to thex variable, which realizes†� as a double cover ofC� branched at four
points. The fiber†� becomes singular when two branch points of�x W †� ! C� merge
with each other, giving rise to a nodal point. The manner in which two of the branch points
approach each other as one moves from� D 0 to � D �j along the arcj defines an arc
ıj � C� as pictured in Figure 3.3.

rr
r

r
ı0

ı1

ı2

ı3

b

Figure 3.3: The projection of the vanishing cycles ofW

The preceding discussion give us a topological description of the vanishing cycles, up
to homotopy. Namely, the symplectic vanishing cycleLi , obtained by parallel transport
using the symplectic connection, is homotopic to a loopL0

i �†0, obtained as a double lift
via �x W †0 ! C� of the arcıi � C�. This loop is a topological vanishing cycle; i.e., it
shrinks to a point in†� when the value of� tends to the critical value�i .

The next thing to notice is that the vanishing cycleLi is invariant by complex conjuga-
tion; i.e. complex conjugation mapsLi to itself in an orientation-preserving manner, and
the same is true ofL0

i . This comes about because the symplectic form! is anti-invariant
by complex conjugation. SinceLi andL0

i are homotopic to each other in†0, their invari-
ance under complex conjugation is sufficient to imply that they are Hamiltonian isotopic,
which means that for the purpose of determining categories of vanishing cycles,Li and
L0
i are interchangeable. In the sequel, we implicitly identifyLi with L0

i .
We make one further general observation. It is possible to compactify†0 into a smooth

elliptic curve†0 by adding four points. Hence, equipping†0 with a compatible flat
metric, we can identify†0 with the quotient ofC by a lattice, and represent the vanishing
cyclesLi by closed geodesics parallel to those represented in Figure 3.4. (The open circles
denote the points of†0 which are missing.) Here we use the fact that all homotopically
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nontrivial simple closed curves on the flat torus are Hamiltonian isotopic to geodesics.
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Figure 3.4: The vanishing cycles ofW

The next aim is to determine the Maslov indices of the various intersection points, by
choosing graded Lagrangian lifts of the vanishing cycles. We denote byx0;x1 (respec-
tively y0;y1 andz0;z1;z2) the generators of Hom..L2;L3/ (respectively Hom..L0;L1/
and Hom.

.L0;L3/) corresponding to the intersection points represented in Figure 3.4.
Moreover, we denote byp (respectivelyq andr) the generators of Hom..L1;L2/ (respec-
tively Hom.

.L1;L3/ and Hom.
.L0;L2/) corresponding to the intersection points between

these vanishing cycles. We have the following.

Lemma 3.4.3. There exists a natural choice of gradings for whichdeg.xi /D deg.yi /D

deg.p/D deg.q/D deg.r/D 1 anddeg.zi /D 2.

Proof. Following our remarks above, equip†0 with a constant holomorphic1-form�D

cdz, wherez is a global complex coordinate andc > 0 is a positive real number. Then
the phase functions�i D arg.�jLi

/ W Li ! R=2�Z are constant equal to the angle giving
the direction of the tangent vectors to theLi defining the orientation ofLi . Thus, to
choose graded Lagrangian lifts for our vanishing cyclesLi we simply need to choose real
lifts ��i 2 R of the angles. In Figure 3.4 we see that it is possible to choose��i 2 R in
such a way that0 < ��0 < �=2 < ��1 < ��2 D � , ��3 D 3�=2. Now, in the1-dimensional
case, the relationship between Maslov index and phase is very simple, as follows from
[81, Lemma 6.8]: given a transverse intersection pointp between two graded Lagrangians
L;L0 � †0, the Maslov index ofp 2 CF ..L;L0/ is equal to the smallest integer greater
that 1

�
.e�L0.p/�e�L.p//. Using this remark, the result follows immediately.

The next step is to study the Floer differentials and products in Lag.W;fig/ by count-
ing pseudo-holomorphic maps from.D2;@D2/ to .†0;[iLi /. As explained in Sect. 3.4.2,
each pseudo-holomorphic mapu W .D2;@D2/! .†0;[iLi / is counted with a coefficient
of the form˙exp.�

R
D2 u

�!/. In the present case, the symplectic form! is exact (!D d�
for some1-form � ) and theLi are exact Lagrangian submanifolds in†0 (i.e. � jLi

D dgi
is also exact). Thus, the symplectic area can be expressed in terms of the primitivesgi
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of � overLi , and can be eliminated from the description simply by rescaling the chosen
bases of the Floer complexes.

In order to identify the signs, one needs to orient the relevant moduli spaces of pseudo-
holomorphic discs in some consistent way, which requires the choice of a spin structure
over each LagrangianLi . As observed at the end of Sect. 3.4.2, we need to endow each
Li with the spin structure which extends to the corresponding thimble, i.e. the non-trivial
one.

We now describe a convenient recipe for determining the correct signs in the one-
dimensional case, due to Seidel [81]. We start with the case of trivial spin structures. Then
to each intersection pointp 2 Li \Lj (i < j ) one can associate an orientation lineo.p/.
This orientation line is canonically trivial when deg.p/ is even, whereas in the odd de-
gree case, a choice of trivialization ofo.p/ is equivalent to a choice of orientation of the
line TpLj . If one considers a pseudo-holomorphic mapu WD2 !†0 contributing tomk ,
whose image is a polygonal region withkC1 verticesp0; : : : ;pk , then the corresponding
sign factor is actually an element of the tensor product�D o.p0/˝�� �˝o.pk/. We can
define a preferred trivialization of� by choosing, at each vertex of odd degree, the orien-
tation of the vanishing cycle which agrees with the positive orientation on the boundary
of the image ofu. The sign factor associated tou is then equal toC1 with respect to
this trivialization of� (or �1 with respect to the other trivialization). In the presence of
non-trivial spin structures, this rule needs to be modified as follows: fix a marked point on
eachLi carrying a non-trivial spin structure (distinct from its intersection points with the
other vanishing cycles); then the sign associated tou is affected by a factor of�1 for each
marked point that the boundary ofu passes through.

We have now at our disposal all the information necessary to prove the following.

Lemma 3.4.4. Except for those involving identity morphisms, the possible nonzero com-
positions and higher products ofLag.W;fig/ are

m3.x0;p;y1/D z0; m2.x1; r/D z1; m2.q;y0/D z2;

m3.x1;p;y0/D �z0; m2.q;y1/D �z1; m2.x0; r/D �z2:

Moreover, the Floer differential is trivial, i.e.m1 D 0.

Proof. To start with, it is immediate from an observation of Figure 3.4 that the only con-
tribution to the productm3.x0;p;y1/ comes from the immersed polygonal regionT with
verticesx0;p;y1;z0. We choose trivializations of the orientation lines as follows: for ev-
ery pointx 2Li \Lj of degree1 (i.e., one ofx0;p;y1), we orientTxLj consistently with
the boundary orientation ofT . If we consider trivial spin structures, then with this conven-
tion the sign factor associated to this polygonal region is by definition equal toC1. Next
we consider the productm3.x1;p;y0/. Once again the only contribution comes from the
immersed polygonal regionT 0 with verticesx1;p;y0;z0. In this case, at each of the three
verticesx1;p;y0 of degree1 the chosen trivialization ofTxLj disagrees with the bound-
ary orientation ofT 0, so that for trivial spin structures we get a sign factor of.�1/3 D �1.
Since we need to consider nontrivial spin structures, we must introduce a marked point on
eachLi ; we choose this marked points as depicted in Figure 3.4. With this choice, the
boundary ofT passes through precisely two marked points while the boundary ofT 0 does
not meet any marked point. Therefore, with this conventions, we havem3.x0;p;y1/D z0
andm3.x1;p;y0/D �z0.
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By a similar argument, we can study the compositionsm2.xi ; r/ andm2.q;yi / by
looking at the triangular regions delimited by the vanishing cycles in†0. With the above
choice, we can easily show thatm2.x1; r/ D z1, m2.q;y1/ D �r1, m2.q;y0/ D z2, and
m2.x0; r/D �z2.

Finally, we observe that there cannot be any contribution to the Floer differentialm1,
since†0 contains no nonconstant immersed disc with boundary inLi [Lj .

We can now draw the conclusion at which we have been aiming.

Theorem 3.4.5. The derived category of Lagrangian vanishing cyclesDb.Lagvc.W // is
equivalent to the derived category of coherent sheaves of the Del Pezzo surfaceX .

Proof. We first recall, from the discussion preceding Proposition 3.3.1, that the derived
category of Lagrangian vanishing cyclesDb.Lagvc.W // admits a full strong exceptional
collection.L0;L1;L2;L3/. Thanks to Proposition 3.3.1, to see that we have an equiva-
lence of categories as stated, we need only verify that Lagvc.W;fig/ is equivalent to the
A1-category� considered in Sect. 3.3.2. This is a direct consequence of Lemmas 3.4.3
and 3.4.4.



SAMENVATTING

In het nabije verleden heeft snaartheorie nieuwe inzichten in meetkunde opgeleverd. Oorspronkelijk
is snaartheorie ontworpen als poging om de sterke kernkracht te beschrijven, maar geleidelijk is
ze veranderd in een onderzoeksdiscipline die een sterke wisselwerking vertoont met verschillende
andere takken van de fysica en wiskunde. Hedentendage omvat ze een enorm gebied variërend
van ‘quantum zwaartekracht’ tot ‘niet-commutatieve meetkunde’. De aanhalingstekens moeten de
lezer eraan herinneren dat deze begrippen, ondanks de enorme moeite die gedaan is in de afgelopen
decennia, nog steeds in een wat premature fase verkeren. Onder de verschillende motivaties om
onderzoek te doen naar snaartheorie is er één die erg bekoorlijk is: snaartheorie zou de ingrediënten
kunnen bevatten voor het antwoord op de vraag

“Wat is de aard van ruimtetijd?”

Het feit dat snaartheorie klassieke meetkundige begrippen kan generaliseren heeft zijn oorsprong
in de definitie van perturbatieve snaartheorie: zij wordt bestudeerd als (een verzameling van) twee-
dimensionale veldentheorieën die, om consistentie te garanderen, conform zijn. Men zegt dat con-
forme veldentheorieën snaarvacua definiëren. In dit raamwerk leveren ruimtetijden die voldoen aan
de Einstein vergelijkingen specifieke voorbeelden van conforme veldentheorieën, maar naast deze
bestaat er nog een enorme verzameling van conforme veldentheorieën. Derhalve kan de verzameling
klassieke ruimtetijden worden uitgebreid met snaarvacua.

Open snaren worden in verband gebracht met objecten, die verschillen van snaren en bekend
staan onder de naam ‘D-branen’. Een D-braan is ruwweg een ‘mooie’ randvoorwaarde voor een
conforme veldentheorie. We plaatsen onszelf in de context van topologische snaartheorie, waar
D-branen kunnen worden geïnterpreteerd als objecten in een getrianguleerde categorie. Door dit
categorietheoretische raamwerk is het mogelijk het begrip D-branen uit te breiden van klassieke
meetkundes naar snaarvacua, waar de betekenis van D-branen a priori niet duidelijk was. Wij denken
over deze objecten als complexen van schoven op een ‘niet-commutatieve ruimte’.

Het terugkerende thema in dit proefschrift is de constructie van equivalenties van D-braan cate-
gorieën. De equivalente manieren om een categorie te beschrijven corresponderen met equivalente
(duale) maar verschillende wijzen om te kijken naar de fysica van deze D-branen. Ze geven ook
een concrete realisatie van wat het voor een snaar zou betekenen om te propageren in een niet-
commutatieve ruimte.
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